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Abstract
The basis of all railway signalling activities is the knowledge of the position and velocity of all trains
in the system. The railways traditionally rely on train detection systems for this knowledge. How-
ever, the dependence of these systems on railway infrastructures limits their ability to cope with the
advent of new high-speed lines and the development of freight networks across the Europe. Hence,
there is a need for the introduction of modern positioning technologies into the railways. Unfor-
tunately railways provide an unfriendly environment for satellite-based radio positioning systems
(GNSS). For this reason it is common to integrate GNSS with low-cost inertial sensors (INS) but
such systems cannot meet all railway positioning requirements. This thesis examines the potential
of enhancing such an integrated GNSS/INS system with a digital route model (DRM).
The study is carried out through a series of simulations of typical railway positioning scenes.
A simulated database of GNSS, inertial and DRM data is built from real GPS data collected on
a rail line between Norwich and Lowestoft. Several tests are first performed to test the validity
of the database. Simulations are then done with a number of traditional INS/GPS integration
architectures to test the possible performance of each system in the railway environment using low-
cost INS sensors. The DRM-aiding is then realised through an integration with the GNNS/INS
system via an extended Kalman Filter.
Results from the study confirm the need for additional positioning information for an integrated
system with low-cost inertial sensors to deal with difficult satellite signal situations such as tunnels,
deep cuttings and covered stations. It is shown that a DRM leads to significant improvements in the
overall system positioning performance. Also the optimal configuration, in terms of point spacing
and accuracy, for a digital route model is selected from amongst simulated candidates.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has already been used in many non-safety-of-life applic-
ations on the railways, such as providing train arrival and departure information for the passenger.
But safety-of-life applications involving train positioning for traffic control are still challenging for a
GNSS stand-alone system. Although the accuracy of GNSS positioning in the railway environment
is in general sufficient, it is its availability that limits the overall system performance. This is due to
physical obstructions of the satellite signals along the rail route. Service outages can last for several
minutes, especially in urban areas (RSSB, 2008).
Current research for high-performance positioning on the railways mainly focuses on the usage
of integrated navigation systems. Dead-reckoning sensors such as odometers (Ernest et al., 2004),
inertial sensors (Genghi et al., 2003) and other sensors such as Doppler radar (Mertens et al.,
2003) are commonly chosen to integrate with GNSS. However, the integrated positioning systems
developed by current research are unsatisfactory from either performance or cost perspective. This is
mainly because of two reasons: firstly, the integration level, i.e. the system integration architecture,
of current systems is still kept at a high level using only processed positioning solutions from each
sub-system (known as uncoupled system and loosely-coupled system); secondly, the fact that the
movement of the train is constrained to the tracks is not considered during the system design.
This thesis therefore aims to investigate methods to integrate various sensors and data sources
with GNSS at a lower level (known as tightly coupled system) to improve the system positioning
performances (especially for availability) under the railway environment. This means the system
integration proposed in this research will be mainly carried out at the measurement level instead of
using positioning solution directly. Low-cost inertial sensors are used for the system integration
research in this thesis to investigate the potential benefits they may bring to the safety-of-life
positioning.
A Digital Route Model (DRM) is a database containing the position knowledge of surveyed points
along the centre line of a rail route. The restricted movement of the train reduces the positioning
task of solving its position in a three dimensional free space into a one dimensional problem which
seeks the position along a predetermined trajectory. This predetermined trajectory is described by
a DRM. The aiding information provided by a DRM can be expected to be helpful to maintain the
availability of the positioning system during GNSS outages on the railways, but by how much is
unknown.
A method of integrating DRM with GNSS and low-cost inertial sensors is developed and in-
vestigated in this thesis. The DRMs used by the new integrated system are built using different
specifications, and how they affect the performance of DRM-aiding is hence studied.
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1. Introduction
1.2. Background
1.2.1. Train Detection and Signalling on the Railways
The railway is a guided transport system, which means the movement of trains is confined to the rail
tracks. As a result, the relative position between two trains is more deterministic on the railways
than other transport systems, i.e. a train can only be behind or ahead of other trains on the same
track. Hence the only way for a traffic management to avoid train collisions is to make sure that
each train arrives at the same point at a different time. A unique traffic control system has been
developed on the railways to maintain a safe distance between trains on the same track. The train
separation is maintained through a signalling mechanism that issues the authorisation for a train to
precede on its journey on the track. The signalling mechanism on the railways is known as block
signalling systems.
There are two types of block signalling system: fixed block and moving block (Health and Safety
Executive, 2005). In a fixed block system, the rail route is separated into fixed small sections,
and the train separation consists of several small sections. A moving block system, by contrast, is
able to maintain a dynamic train separation based on the current position and velocity of trains.
Deploying moving block systems is the future trend for railway signalling development (Department
for Transport, 2007), and brings a need for high-performance positioning systems. A detailed system
description of both signalling systems is given in Section 2.1.4.
The knowledge of accurate and up-to-date information on the position and movements of trains is
the basis of signalling and traffic control operations. In modern railways, this information is provided
by a train detection system. Various train detection sensors are integrated as parts of the railway
infrastructure along the rail tracks. The presence of a train on a track section is automatically
detected and input into the signalling system. Due to the limitation of along-track sensors, the
detection results provided by the train detection system are always related to a certain part of the
track and no higher resolution results are available.
Traditional train detection sensors are still widely used across the railways. There are two types
of these traditional sensors that are usually deployed along the tracks for different train detection
scenarios (Bailey, 1995). The first type of sensor detects the presence or absence of trains within the
limits of a track section by using track circuits or axle counters. This type of sensor is commonly
used along the route to indicate the section occupation status. The second type detects that a
train has reached, is passing, or has passed a specific position on the tracks with wheel detectors
and treadles. This type of sensor is commonly used at critical positions on the line, such as switch
points, to provide train approach information. Detailed descriptions of traditional train detection
sensors are presented in Section 2.1.2.
The main problems with traditional train detection systems are their maintenance and unfitness
for future signalling development (Palmer, 2006). The maintenance problems for traditional train
detection systems are both financial and safety based. The size of modern railway network makes it
difficult and expensive to maintain the normal operation of sensors across the network infrastructure.
Also, as a result of the complex environment of modern railways, it becomes difficult to maintain
the appropriate safety and reliability standards for these traditional sensors with the pace of railway
development.
An initiative led by European Union as an update of current railway systems among its members,
the European Rail Traffic Management System, aims to eventually deploy a moving block signalling
system across the European rail network (Bloomfield, 2006). The signalling and control component
of the initiative, known as European Train Control System, proposes a progressive plan of updating
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the current train detection systems. The new train control system takes the train as part of the new
detection mechanism by deploying each train with onboard positioning functions and replaces the
traditional sensors with new and more reliable sensors (RSSB, 2010). The ultimate goal of the new
control system is to reduce the dependency of train position resolution on the railway infrastructure
and to let the train determine its own position and velocity. A detailed description on the future
train control system is given in Section 2.2.
The realisation of a train position determination mechanism that does not rely on track side
infrastructure raises the need for modern positioning and navigation technologies. Since the railway
is a public transportation system, positioning for trains becomes a safety-of-life application, which
not only requires accuracy but also reliability for the positioning system performance. On the other
hand, the railway is a difficult working environment for positioning systems, especially for GNSS.
A detailed discussion on the railway positioning environment is shown in Section 2.3.1. As a result,
an integrated positioning system is needed. However, for a large scale deployment of positioning
systems across the railways network, the cost must also be considered. Hence an integrated system
using low-cost low-performance inertial sensors aided by DRM for a safety-of-life application on the
railways is proposed.
1.2.2. Integrated Navigation and Kalman Filtering
In integrated navigation, different sensors and data sources are combined to achieve an optimal
positioning solution under various operation conditions. An integrated navigation system has the
advantage of an improved positioning accuracy and greatly enhanced reliability, as a result of an
optimal combination of measurements from sensors with complementary error characteristics. Al-
though the choice of sensors and data sources used in an integrated system varies with the applic-
ation, as a general principle for sensor selection, it is preferable to use sensors with complementary
characteristics. It is usually chosen to integrate systems based on position fixing and systems based
on dead reckoning.
Typically, for such an integrated system, the dead reckoning system is used as the reference sys-
tem as it operates continuously at a higher rate than most position fixing systems, and its solutions
are corrected using position-fixing measurements available in the system through the integration
algorithm. Other sensors and data sources operate as aiding systems and provide additional in-
formation to be processed by an integration algorithm. The output of the integration algorithm
contains corrections of the reference solution and estimated error characteristics of sub-systems.
The final integrated solution is obtained by applying corrections to the reference solution. Error
characteristics are fed back to relative sub-systems for calibration. The integration algorithm used
by an integrated system is usually an optimal system state estimator, most commonly a variation
of the Kalman filter (Crassidis & Junkins, 2004).
Some critical aspects for the design of an integrated system include sensor selection, system
integration architecture and the adaption of the integration algorithm. Since the design of a system
is often a trade-off among multiple factors, such as positioning accuracy, output update rate, system
reliability, budget, size and mass, and whether vehicle attitude information is required in addition to
position and velocity information, systems for various applications can have very distinctive designs.
The way that information from different sub-systems is combined depends on the integration ar-
chitecture of an integrated system. Common integration architectures include cascaded integration,
centralised integration and federated integration (Groves, 2008). For a cascaded integration, meas-
urements from each sub-system are processed by their own navigation processor, and preliminary
solutions of sub-systems are then used as inputs for the integration algorithm to produce an integ-
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rated solution. The integration algorithm of a centralised integration, on the other hand, uses the
measurements from sub-systems directly; no pre-processing of the measurements is needed. A fed-
erated integration firstly integrates the reference solution with measurements from each sub-system
in its own navigation processor and then all integrated solutions are finally combined together with
a weighting integration algorithm. Detailed descriptions of different integration architectures are
given in Section 3.1.
The most commonly used integration algorithm in an integrated navigation system is known as
the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960). The Kalman filter is a mathematical algorithm used for optimal
estimation. It estimates the states of a system using observed measurements that contains noise.
In an integrated system, it serves as the key to obtain an optimal estimation from multiple sensors
and data sources. The operation of a Kalman filter is a recursive process. Real-time estimates
are maintained through a continuous propagation and update process of the system states. The
knowledge of the deterministic and stochastic models of the system is used to propagate estimates of
the states through time. Corrections of the propagated estimates are obtained by a weighted average
with the new measurements from sensor outputs, known as measurement update. As a result, not
only are measurements from the current epoch utilised for estimation, but also information from
prior estimates. This is particularly efficient for a real-time application, as although old data may
be discarded, prior information is still optimally stored for future estimation. A detailed description
on Kalman filtering process is presented in Section 3.2.
For most personal positioning, road vehicle and asset-tracking applications, where the key factors
may be cost, size, weight and power consumption, a GNSS alone system generally can be competent.
Nevertheless, safety-of-life applications, such as civil aviation and the railways, have particular
concerns about the system reliability, while still demanding a very high accuracy requirement.
Systems designed for these applications usually take advantage of sensor integration. Although low-
cost low-performance inertial sensors are not commonly used for safety-of-life applications alone,
their application in an integrated system still needs to be explored. Moreover, similar to the way
train detection systems use the physical track infrastructure to estimate train location, it is also
possible to feed the position information of the track, e. g. a track database or DRM, into an
integrated navigation system. Research has already shown accuracy and integrity improvements
using track database with the GPS on railways (Zheng, 2008). However, no research on the use of
a DRM to enhance a tightly coupled integrated system (integrating inertial sensors with GNSS at
a lower level, i.e. using satellite ranging measurements) has been explored to data.
1.2.3. GNSS Positioning on the Railways
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a term for satellite-based radio navigation systems
that are capable of providing a 3D positioning solution for the user. Currently, the American GPS
and the Russian GLONASS are the only two GNSSs in full operational capacity. More GNSSs
are under development, such as the European Galileo system and the Chinese Compass. Detailed
descriptions of different GNSSs are given in Section 4.1. The railways are shown as a difficult
environment for modern positioning technologies, especially GNSS. The research for positioning
applications of GNSS on the railways is actively carried out at present. For the research in this
thesis, the GPS is assumed to be used for satellite positioning as it is the most widely used GNSS.
The most common way of using GPS for user position and velocity estimation is through the
satellite ranging measurements produced by the receiver, or more specifically pseudoranges and
pseudorange rates. Satellite signals carrying ranging information and navigation messages travel
between each satellite and the receiver, and are processed by the ranging processor of the receiver to
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produce pseudoranges and pseudorange rates. A pseudorange is the apparent range from a satellite
at the signal transit time to the receiver at the signal receive time, whereas a pseudorange rate
can be viewed as a projection of the relative velocity between the satellite and the receiver on the
satellite to receiver line-of-sight direction.
The algorithm used by the receiver navigation processor to estimate its position and velocity can
be based either on least-squares or Kalman filtering(Conley et al., 2006). The least-squares based
estimation algorithm works in a snap-shot mode. The ranging measurements of the same time epoch
are processed together in an iterative least-squares process to produce positioning solutions for the
current epoch. The Kalman filtering based estimation, on the other hand, uses a system model with
pre-assumed receiver dynamics to propagate the positioning solution. Whenever satellite ranging
measurements are available, a measurement update is performed to correct the predicted positioning
solution. A detailed description of GPS ranging measurements and positioning solution estimation
process are given in Section 4.2.
The railway operating environment contains physical obstructions for the satellite signals. Situ-
ations such as travelling through a tunnel or going into areas where the sky will be partly or
completely obstructed causes either performance degradation or complete loss of service for GNSS
working on the railway. The problems introduced by these situations are referred to as line-of-sight
problems. An example of a typical train journey through an urban area is shown in Section 2.3.2
to illustrate the problem. For safety-of-life applications, the reliability of the positioning system is
usually the first consideration. Thus integrating GNSS with other data sources become necessary.
Much research has been carried out (Mertens et al., 2003; Simsky et al., 2004; Zheng, 2007, 2008)
to implement a modern positioning system using GNSS on the railways. The focus of the research
is mainly on two aspects: utilising the fact of a guided train movement to aid the GPS receiver and
bridging the satellite signal outage area with an integrated system. While research for the usage
of guided train movement is currently limited to aid the GPS receiver only, research on developing
an integrated system is focused on the implementation of a cascaded system based on the loosely-
coupled principle and using high-performance inertial sensors. The main focus of this thesis is more
detailed research on exploring different integration architectures and combining the usage of a digital
route model and low-cost inertial sensors. A review of current positioning research on the railways
is given in Section 2.3.3.
GNSS is under extensive development and modernisation. Modernised GNSS signals are broadcast
with increased power and enhanced characteristics for multipath mitigation, which will significantly
improve the signal-difficult situations on the railways as increased signal power increases the abil-
ity of signals to penetrate roofed stations and obstructions. Moreover, the presence of multiple
constellations will potentially increase the overall availability along a rail line. The use of GNSS
for safety-of-life applications increases the importance for system integrity monitoring, and future
GNSSs will include system integrity information in the broadcast signals. All these developments
of GNSS will be beneficial for safety-of-life applications.
1.2.4. Inertial Navigation Using MEMS Sensors
Inertial navigation is a dead reckoning navigation method where a navigation solution is obtained
by continuously tracking changes of the vehicle’s accelerations and their orientation (Chatfield,
1997). An inertial navigation system is often characterised by its continuous self-contained working
mode and high output rate. Since inertial systems do not rely on the transmission of signals
from the vehicle or any external source, they do not suffer from signal transmission difficulties
as many radio positioning systems do. Consequently, the inertial system is usually chosen as the
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reference system in an integrated system. However, the accuracy of an inertial system relies upon
the knowledge of vehicle initial conditions. Initialisation and alignment process for an inertial system
without external aiding usually involves intensive calculations and can be significantly longer than
other positioning methods under difficult circumstances. In addition, as the inertial calculation is
essentially a continuous integration process, the solution quality of an inertial system degrades as
time progresses. A regular calibration of the system is therefore necessary to ensure the accuracy
of the solution.
Three sets of inertial sensors, together commonly referred to as inertial measurement unit (IMU),
are usually configured in three orthogonal axes so that each of them can measure the vehicle move-
ment on a single direction. Each set of sensors in an IMU consists of an accelerometer, which
measures the specific force, and a gyro, which tracks the turning of the axis. All inertial meas-
urements are processed by the navigation processor, which contains an integrator to obtain the
navigation solution. A detailed description on inertial navigation process is given in Section 5.4.
For an inertial system to be able to work independently, the inertial sensors must be capable of
making very accurate measurement of the specific force and the angular rate of the vehicle. Micro-
machined electromechanical system (MEMS) based inertial sensors are a type of solid-state inertial
sensor built with quartz and silicon. In comparison with conventional inertial sensors which usually
contains a large number of parts requiring high-precision manufacturing and assembling techniques,
MEMS inertial sensors feature small size, low weight, rugged construction, low power consumption,
short start-up time, and reduced production cost. Nevertheless, their performance is limited at the
current stage of development. As a result, independent inertial systems seldom use MEMS based
sensors for navigation purposes. An integrated system, on the other hand, could still benefit by
including these low-cost sensors, as they provide a better resolution of the dynamic status of the
vehicle than other position fixing techniques.
1.3. Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are to explore the capability of a low-level integrated navigation system
using low-cost inertial sensors on the railways and the potential of enhancing such systems with a
digital route model to provide a high-performance positioning system for the railways. The detailed
objectives of the thesis are summarised as following:
• What performance levels can low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning systems achieve with various
integration architectures in different GNSS signal situations in a railway environment?
• What improvement can the introduction of a DRM bring to an integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS
positioning system in an open railway environment?
• How can a tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system with aiding from a
DRM perform under difficult GNSS conditions in a railway environment? What happens to
this performance if the GNSS signal is completely lost?
• How can a DRM aid the initialisation process of a tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS
positioning system when no, or only limited, GNSS signals are available?
• How should the information in a DRM be used so that it can be most beneficial to an integrated
low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system?
• How does the accuracy of individual DRM points affect the performance of a DRM in aiding
a low-cost MEMS/GNSS integrated positioning system?
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• What is the optimal distance between adjacent DRM points in a DRM-aided integrated low-
cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system?
• How would the use of a mismatched DRM (e.g. for the wrong section) affect the results of a
DRM-aided integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system?
1.4. Methodology
The methodology for this research comprises three parts: a simulation database providing both
the truth and sensor measurements for the research, various integrated systems to be tested and
designed testing scenarios for positioning on the railways study. A summary of the all three parts
is given in Figure 1.1.
Terms commonly used to describe the performance of a positioning system include accuracy,
integrity, continuity and availability. Accuracy is defined as the ability of a system to maintain
a certain level of positioning error with a 95% confidence (Ober, 2003). Hence the definition of
accuracy implies the degree of conformance between the estimated position and velocity and their
true values. Integrity is a measurement of the trust in a positioning system. An integrity risk is the
probability of an undetected failure of meeting the specified accuracy. Continuity is the ability of
a system to maintain the required performance over a certain time window even if a fault occurs.
Availability is the proportion of time that the system service is usable. The system must operate
with accuracy, integrity and continuity requirements met in order to been considered available.
Truth File 
Simulation Database
GPS Data
IGS Ephemeris
DRMs
MEMSOutputs
GPSOutputs
Testing Scenarios
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Scenario 4 Scenario 5 
Tested Systems
Tightly CoupledMEMS/GPS 
Loosely CoupledMEMS/GPS 
GPS Only 
DRM-aidedMEMS/GPS 
Figure 1.1.: Summary of the research methodology
1.4.1. Building a Simulation Database
A simulation database was built for this research in order to study the performance of an integrated
system in the railway environment. Simulated sensor measurements were used to test various systems
studied in this thesis. As a simulation environment provides the researcher full control of the
positioning process, i.e. a known truth file and designed simulation scenarios, therefore it becomes
possible to isolate each sensor and individually study their potential performance under a certain
environment.
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All simulated data produced in this research is based on real GPS data collected during a real train
journey. A suburban and countryside rail route was selected for data collection, because it provides
an environment that is almost free from severe physical obstructions, and GPS data collected on
the route is thus more continuous and does not suffer from satellite signal outages. This enables of
production of a high quality truth file.
The simulated train journey lasts for 32 min and the length of the journey is approximately 33 km.
The train starts from being stationary and goes through a series of velocity changes, with a maximum
speed of 169 km/h. Attitude changes of the carriage along the journey are simulated according to
the actual physical and dynamic status of the train, calculated from movement of the train and
changes of the track status through the journey.
The simulation database includes the status of the train carriage throughout the journey, inform-
ation on the tracks along the route, and sensor outputs. The status of the carriage is expressed in
terms of its movement and the changes of its attitude along the route. The train movement is shown
by a truth file of its position, velocity and acceleration, whereas Euler angles (see Appendix B) are
used to indicate the carriage attitude. Information on the rail tracks contains the position of the
tracks, superelevation along the route, and simulated DRMs. The sensor outputs include simulated
measurements from a MEMS inertial unit, satellite ranging measurements, and GPS position and
velocity solutions.
A truth file of the train position, velocity and acceleration is generated from the collected GPS
data. The changes of Euler angles are calculated based on the simulated track information through-
out the journey. This truth file is used in the research as the main reference for system performance
comparisons and testing results study. All system performances and results from proposed test
scenarios are compared with the truth file to generate the real positioning errors.
The DRMs used in this research are generated based on the truth file. Different specifications
are used to generate different DRMs in order to study the effect of using different DRMs for aiding.
The DRM point interval values used in this research are 10 m, 50 m, 100 m and 500 m. Different
levels of errors are also added to the DRM truth data to generate the simulated DRM data. The
added errors are assumed to be zero-mean normally distributed, with different standard deviation
levels at 0.1 m, 1 m and 10 m.
The simulated MEMS inertial measurement includes specific force from accelerometers and angu-
lar rate from gyros. The truth data for specific force and angular rate are generated based on the
truth file. The IMU output is simulated by adding error characteristics to the truth data. The error
characteristics simulated for this research are biases and random noise. The error characteristics
used for the simulated inertial sensor output are based on available commercial IMUs.
Satellite ranging measurements are built upon an IGS final product ephemeris along with the
truth file. Corrected pseudorange measurements and pseudorange rate measurements are simulated
by adding errors to the true range and range rate data. Simulated ranging errors include the receiver
clock error and the miscellaneous unmodeled range error for the individual satellite plus residuals
after applying corrections from navigation data. GPS position and velocity solutions are generated
by a Kalman-filter-based navigation processor using simulated ranging measurements.
1.4.2. General System Performance Study
The performance of several types of positioning systems is tested and studied in this thesis. Position-
ing systems studied in this thesis include a GPS only system using a Kalman-filter-based navigation
processor, a loosely coupled MEMS/GPS integrated system, a tightly coupled MEMS/GPS integ-
rated system and a DRM-aided MEMS/GPS integrated system using tightly coupled approach.
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Note that apart from the GPS only system, all integrated systems use the solution from an inertial
navigation processor as their reference solutions. Simulated MEMS measurements are processed by
the inertial navigation processor to produce the reference inertial solution for each tested integrated
system.
The GPS only system uses the simulated satellite ranging measurements. An extended Kalman
filter is used as the system navigation processor to process the measurements and obtain train
position and velocity solutions. The obtained position and velocity are also used as an GPS input
for the loosely coupled MEMS/GPS integrated system. A detailed description is given in Section
4.2.4.
The loosely coupled MEMS/GPS integrated system adopts the cascaded integration architecture.
GPS is used as an aiding system, whereas MEMS measurements with a higher update rate are
used to produce a reference solution for the system integration. The system uses the position and
velocity solution from the GPS only system as its external measurements. The integration algorithm
estimates the errors in the reference solution and the inertial sensor error characteristics. A detailed
description is given in Section 7.1.
The tightly coupled MEMS/GPS integrated system adopts the centralised integration architec-
ture. GPS is still used as an aiding system, but the satellite ranging measurements are used as
inputs instead of GPS solutions. MEMS measurements produce a reference solution for the system
integration. The integration algorithm estimates the errors in the reference solution, the inertial
sensor error characteristics and receiver clock errors. A detailed description is given in Section 7.2.
The proposed DRM-aided MEMS/GPS integrated system adopts the centralised integration archi-
tecture. Apart from GPS satellite ranging measurements, DRM position measurements information
plus its constraining error model is also used as external measurements. All observed measurements
are direct inputs of the integration algorithm. A detailed description is given in Section 8.1.4. DRM-
aided MEMS/GPS integrated systems using DRMs with different specifications are also tested to
study the effect of DRM specification as part of the research objectives.
The general performance of all tested systems is evaluated by comparing solutions from each
system with the simulation truth file. The comparison between positioning errors is done by statistics
such as root mean square errors, 95% error (the error at the 95% position from the first error value
when arranging all errors in an ascending order). While the root mean square error shows the
general scale of the positioning errors, the 95% error is used as an indication of the noise level on
the positioning errors. In addition, the predicted 1σ system error (about 68% of all system errors
assuming a normal distribution) information from each system is also used for system performance
comparison. Apart from comparing with each other, statistics such maximum and median of the
predicted 1σ system errors are used to compare with the actual positioning errors.
1.4.3. Test Scenarios
Five test scenarios are proposed and simulated in this thesis. These test scenarios cover typical
situations on the railways where GNSS only positioning performance can be affected. Table 1.1
shows a summary of the test scenarios and the tested systems. The first three scenarios are tested
for all systems, whereas the last two are designed for testing on DRM-aiding.
Scenario 1 simulates situations on the railways where the sky is completely blocked and GNSS
signals are lost. This mostly happens when a train travels through a tunnel or sheltered areas.
According to the general GNSS availability study performed by LOCASYS (see Section 2.3.2), the
GNSS-unavailable situations on the railways usually only last for a short period, i.e. less than a
minute. Therefore the length of the testing scenario is set as 30 s.
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Table 1.1.: Summary of test scenarios and tested systems
GPS only Loosely coupled Tightly coupled DRM-aided
1 Loss of GPS signals N N N N
2 Difficult GNSS conditions N N N N
3 Constellation Geometry N N N N
4 Initialisation N N
5 Mismatched DRM N
Scenario 2 simulates situations on the railways where only a part of the sky is visible and the
number of available satellites is less than four. This mostly happens when a train travels through a
urban area, or stops at stations during the journey. The length of the testing scenario is set as 30 s.
Scenario 3 simulates situations on the railways where only half of the sky is visible but the number
of available satellites is more than four. This mostly happens when a train travels through a urban
area, or stops at stations during the journey. The length of the testing scenario is set as 30 s.
Scenario 4 simulates situations on the railways where the train stops at train station under a
roof and its positioning system needs to be initialised. Under normal operation conditions, the
initialisation process for a inertial unit can be aided by the GPS solution. When the GPS solution is
not available, results of the initialisation process for a conventional integrated system fail to converge
and cannot provide reliable information for navigation.
Scenario 5 simulates an integrity risk situation where the searching algorithm fails to find the
correct DRM section. When a searching algorithm reports a wrong DRM section to the integrated
system, the integration EKF processes the DRM aiding information with a incorrect error con-
straining model and a hazardous positioning solution may be produced by the system. Hence it is
important to study the system behaviour under false DRM aiding information.
1.5. Contribution
A method of integrating DRM information with a tightly coupled integrated system is proposed and
tested in this thesis. A DRM-aided MEMS/GPS positioning system, which carries out the system
integration at the measurement level, is developed in order to prove the concept. The potential of
an integrated positioning system using low-cost MEMS sensors at the measurement level with the
aiding of a DRM to maintain high accuracy positioning performance on the railways under GNSS
difficult situations is proved as feasible. Improvements on both system accuracy and reliability are
achieved in comparison with conventional systems.
DRMs with different specifications are tested with the developed DRM-aiding system, and how
they affect the performance of DRM-aiding are investigated. The specifications of DRM are im-
portant for both system performance improvement and the future construction and deployment
of DRM-aiding. As a result, an optimal set of DRM specifications is selected among proposed
candidates.
It is also found through the investigation that integrated positioning system with only MEMS
sensors and GNSS is not enough to completely overcome various railway GNSS difficult situations no
matter which integration architecture is used. The potential performance of low-cost MEMS/GNSS
positioning systems with various integration architectures in different GNSS signal situations in a
railway environment is studied and analysed. The conclusion serves as the basis of introducing
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additional aiding information such as DRM for using low-cost MEMS sensors in a safety-of-life
application.
1.6. Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of nine chapters and four appendices and is organised as following:
Chapter 1 starts with the background information of this thesis including the development of
train detection systems, principles of integrated navigation, GNSS positioning on the railways and
inertial navigation with MEMS sensors. The objectives of the research are listed to be answered by
the end of thesis. The methodology of this research is introduced based on the simulation database,
system performance testing and testing scenarios.
Chapter 2 reviews basic background information on signalling and control on the railways. Current
train detection systems are described in detail. The development of future railway signalling and
train positioning are introduced to demonstrate the need for a high-performance railway positioning
system. A review of current research on railway positioning is given at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 3 introduces major aspects of integrated navigation. Different integration architectures
are described. The basic principles for Kalman filtering are explained and the algorithm of a Kalman
filter is given. Filter state selection and system observability are discussed at the end.
Chapter 4 reviews the status of current GNSSs. The basic positioning method using satellite
pseudorange measurements is introduced as part of the background knowledge for this research.
General GPS performance and various error sources during the satellite ranging process are also
discussed as a part of the basis of building a simulation database.
Chapter 5 introduces basic working principles for inertial navigation and the current development
status of MEMS inertial sensors. The computations of an inertial navigation processor are described
in detail with discussion on various implementation issues.
Chapter 6 describes the process of constructing the simulation database used in this research.
Preliminary tests are also performed to test the simulated sensor measurements.
Chapter 7 provides detailed descriptions of the two MEMS/GPS integrated systems tested in
this research. General performances of both systems are studied along with a comparison with the
performance of a GPS only system. Three test scenarios are performed to test system behaviours
under GNSS-hostile environments on the railway.
Chapter 8 starts with a discussion of using DRM information to aid an integrated system. General
principles of the proposed DRM-aided integration are described. The general performance of the
system is studied by varying DRM point intervals and point accuracy levels. All five test scenarios
are performed on the proposed DRM-aided system to study system behaviours.
Chapter 9 summarises the research process described in this thesis. Conclusions are drawn to
address the objectives set at the beginning of the thesis. In addition, recommendations for further
research on the subject are given.
Appendix A defines all reference frames involved in this research and gives the information on
frame transformations and modelling the Earth surface.
Appendix B describes the basic kinematics used to represent the vehicle attitude and the calcu-
lation of relative direction cosine matrices.
Appendix C shows a brief derivation of the inertial error propagation equations in the local
navigation frame. Sub-matrices for the integration Kalman filtering process are given out based on
the derived error propagation equations.
Appendix D shows more results of the general performance study on the proposed DRM-aided
system.
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2. Signalling and Control on the Railways
The railways work in a characteristic way when compared to other transportation systems. On
railways, a train is usually made up with several carriages. Theses heavy vehicles are constrained on
fixed rails making movement only along the track. The traffic flow therefore only has one degree of
freedom. While a train is moving, it is impossible for its driver to steer away to avoid obstruction and
the braking capacity is small due to the minimal friction between steel wheels and rails. Meanwhile
the average speed of trains has increased dramatically through years of development. All these lead
to a potential risk of collision. As a result, the movement of a train is based on the authorisation of
the signals. This makes the ability to identify positioning information (usually position, preferably
velocity) for every vehicle in the system critical for a reliable signalling system.
Basics aspects for a railway signalling system and an description of various train detection systems
are given in Section 2.1. ERTMS/ETCS as the future signalling and control system for European
railways is introduced in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 gives a review of research that has been carried
out for positioning on the railways.
2.1. Current Railway Signalling System
Current railways traffic control relies heavily on fixed block signalling systems and traditional train
detection systems. Along with the rapid growth of traffic across the rail system, the proposal for
a moving block system is on the agenda. A brief overview on various aspects of current railways
signalling system is given through the following subsections with an emphasis on the current situation
in the UK.
2.1.1. Principles of Railway Signalling System
According to Health and Safety Executive (2005), “the primary safety objective of any signalling
system is to:
• prevent collision between trains;
• prevent derailment of trains at incorrectly set points or inadequately locked facing points;
• give an authority to proceed which does not conflict with the route set;
• protect level crossing.”
Nevertheless, the objectives of a signalling system are not merely about safety. As the main function
of the railways is to provide public transportation, objectives of a railways signalling system also
include increasing the volume of traffic on the line. These two sides of the objective, however, cannot
be achieved without each other. An increase of the traffic leads to an increase of the possibility for
collisions and thus requires a high standard safety requirement for the signalling. On the other
hand, a safe signalling achieved by sacrificing efficiency limits the ability of railways as a transport
system.
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The current railway signalling principle can be summarised as a three stages process: set, lock
and protect a route for the train (Fenner, 2007). Under this principle, the path which the signalling
centre wishes the train to take must firstly be clarified and indicated, known as “set”. Secondly, by
preventing activities such as unauthorised use of the set path and accidentally setting conflicting
routes, a certain part of line is considered as “locked”. The last part is to “protect” the train, which
is usually done by holding the route until the train has passed or stopped and therefore minimising
the risk of a driver failing to obey the authorisation.
2.1.2. Train Detection Systems
The basis of any safe railway signalling and traffic control operations is the knowledge of accurate
and up-to-date information on the position and movements of trains. In modern railways this is
achieved through a train detection system. The presence of a train on a track section is automatically
detected and input into the signalling system.
Instead of indicating the coordinates and speed information of the vehicle like other modern
positioning systems, the output from the train detection system is always presented as defined states
(e. g. track section occupied or clear; vehicle present or no vehicle present at a specific location) and
can therefore be naturally incorporated into block signalling based traffic control process.
There are two types of train detection systems that are currently deployed on UK railways ac-
cording to Alston (2000). The two systems are deployed for different scenarios. The first type of
systems detects the presence or absence of vehicles within the limits of a track by using track circuits
or axle counters. While the second one detects that a train has reached, is passing or has passed a
specific position with wheel detectors and treadles.
Requirements for the train detection system vary among different signalling systems. But in
general the level of safety of the train detection system should be consistent with the overall safety
of the signalling system. Similar to required navigation performance (RNP) parameters adopted by
other transportation systems as a measurement of positioning system performance, the performance
requirements for a train detection system is broken down into aspects like accuracy, integrity and
continuity, as is discussed in Health and Safety Executive (2005) and Alston (2000). What should
be noted, however, is that the concept of system availability is missing in these documents. Also
detailed RNP figures for specific application scenarios are still under study and discussion. Therefore
current requirements are more focused on general reliability and compatibility with current signalling
systems.
As a result of the nature of transportation vehicle, i. e. the train consists of a series of carriages,
the railways ask more from a train detection system than merely delivering positioning information.
Unless it can be shown that the risk of a train becoming divided is acceptably low, railways always
requires the ability of the train detection system to identify and safeguard against the effects of
train division as part of the integrity monitoring (Alston, 2000).
2.1.3. Sensors for Train Detection
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, there are two types of train detection system that currently deployed
in UK. Each is designed for different application scenes and therefore uses different detection sensors.
Three most common sensors are track circuit, treadle and axle counter.
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2.1.3.1. Track Circuits
Track circuits are the earliest yet still most widely adopted train detection sensors among those
mentioned in Section 2.1.2. Their simplicity and utility is the main reason for it remaining a long
lasting technology on the railways. In its simplest form, a track circuit is a track section with one
end connected to a feed providing the voltage while the other end is connected with a relay. Each
track section is insulated from adjacent sections. When the circuit is operational, an electric current
circulates over both rails and the relay remains energised as long as the section is free. The signal
box therefore reports a free track section, as shown in Figure 2.1a on this page. The axle of a train
in the track section will conduct a path with lower resistance between rails. This causes a short
circuit and the relay drops due to the lack of current indicating an occupied track section. The
process is demonstrated in Figure 2.1b on the current page.
Power Feed
Track Section
Insulated
Gap
Signal
Relay"Clear" Signal
(a) Track section cleared
"Stop" Signal
Train Axle
Signal Relay
Short-
circuited
(b) Track section occupied
Figure 2.1.: Schematic drawing of track circuit
The length of a track section equipped with track circuit varies from 25 m to 1200 m (Goverde,
2005). However the minimum length of a section must exceed the longest distance between two
axles in order to prevent situations that an occupied section is undetected and reported as clear,
i. e. “loss of shunt”.
The major merit of the track circuit is its fail-safe design principle. Any failures caused by loss of
power supply or broken wires would result in an apparently “occupied section” and prevent traffic
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from using the section. This kind of failure mode is referred as a “right-side” failure.
Alas, wrong-side failure, situations where an occupied section is unreported, can happen too. This
type of failure mode is more dangerous and could lead to disastrous accidents. Wrong-side failures
for track circuits are mostly momentary, but occasionally there are persistent failures which are
potentially more hazardous.
The majority of momentary wrong-side failures are caused by the lack of good electrical contact
between the rails and the axle. This can be overcome by either making the speed of a signal relay
responding to the electrical current cut-off slower or holding a route until the next section is reported
occupied as is designed in modern Automatics Route Setting (ARS) system (Palmer, 2006).
Meanwhile the causes for persistent wrong-side failure are more complicated, but can be generally
grouped into two categories. The chief cause for these persistent failures is contaminations on the
rail-head. Contaminations can be from multiple sources. They can be either rust on the rail-head
which is common on less busy rail lines or insulated objects lying between rail-heads and the axle
such as common leaf mulch problems that happened in Britain during leaf-fall season (Palmer,
2006). The other potential situation for persistent track circuit failure is more serious and is caused
by traction return current on electrified railways. As a railway design requirement, only AC track
circuits tend to be used on DC electrified railways, and vice versa, in order to prevent the signal
relay been accidentally energised by the massive current drawn by trains on the line. Unfortunately
electro-magnetic compatibility is far more complicated than that. Although nowadays track circuits
come with different operating frequencies, modern traction units packaged with various electrical
devices like chopper circuits, inverters and variable frequency drives can easily generate interference
right across the frequency spectrum. A good example of that would be the Eurostar’s interference
with current monitoring unit on London and Kent lines (Cross et al., 2006).
2.1.3.2. Treadles
Treadles are used on the railways to detect the movement of a train passing a particular point. As
locations of trains indicated in the form of a section of track can be used directly for the traffic
control, treadles are not as widely used as track circuits. But this additional information about the
train position is still needed throughout railway systems. The most prominent usage is to provide
exact train approaching information for critical positions on the line such as switch points (where
the train changes track and different rails intercept with each other) and automatic level crossing
points.
Figure 2.2.: An electro-mechanical treadle on
the UK railway (Signalhead, 2009)
Figure 2.3.: An electronic treadle as part of an
axle counter unit (Signalhead, 2007)
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Depending on the design, there are different types of treadles deployed on the railways. In its
simplest form, a treadle can be a mechanical bar connected to a locking bolt, which will then
prevent signalman from changing a set of facing points while a train is over them. This is useful
particularly when track circuits are unreliable due to rusty rails. A modern and more common type
of treadle is an electro-mechanical device with a small arm that lies across the inner side of a rail.
When the arm is pressed down, electrical unit connected with the arm changes output. Figure 2.2
shows an example of an electro-mechanical treadle. Some of these electro-mechanical treadles come
with multiple arms. They are usually referred as “directional treadles”. By sensing the sequence
these arms are pressed, the movement direction of the train can be decided. Another more recent
development of the treadle is a completely electronic device without mechanical interface known as
“freddie”. It exploits the disruption of an electro-magnetic field caused by a passing axle. More
often these electronic sensors are fitted as part of an axle counter unit as shown in Figure 2.3.
2.1.3.3. Axle Counters
Axle counters were introduced into the railways as a supplement for track circuits. They can
provide similar information as track circuits about the occupation status of a specific track section.
Compared with track circuits, no bonding and less cabling is required in an axle counter unit which
implies less expensive installation and maintenance. In general, inherited problems such as rail-head
contaminations do not affect the axle counter. So, it is possible for axle counter to work in situations
where track circuits are unreliable, for example, wet tunnels. More importantly, the massive use of
micro-processors and computer systems by the axle counters makes them easier to integrate into a
modern centralised traffic control system (Lucic, 2005).
The whole axle counter unit is divided into two parts: detector heads and an evaluator. Detector
heads are deployed on both ends of the track section. Each detector head usually includes a pair
of freddie treadles (as in Figure 2.3). These detector heads are used to detect passing axle and
decide whether the axle is moving in or moving out the section (using the same concept explained
in Section 2.1.3.2). The count for the number of axles in the section is stored in the evaluator. Each
axle entering the section detected increases the count while each leaving axle detected decreases the
count. A zero count indicates a clear section. The overall process is shown in Figure 2.4. Because
of the programmability and increasing processing power of micro-processors, multiple sections can
share the same evaluator making a “multi-section axle counter” (Palmer, 2006).
Track Section
Evaluator
Train Axle
Train Moving Direction
Detection
Head
"Stop" Signal
2 axles
counted
1 axle
counted
1 axle
in section
Figure 2.4.: Schematic drawing of axle counter
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The main disadvantage of an axle counter over track circuits is its lack of an intrinsic safe failure
mode. Most failure modes of axle counters are related to the fact that the evaluator is unable to
detect the presence of a train in the section directly. All section status reporting is based on the
work of detector heads. However, this indirect way of detection is not always reliable. Without
further system fail-safe enhancement, a counter would have a problem maintaining correction count
when the train wheel stop directly on the detector head or the train is switching rails at switch
point. Also, the magnetic brakes equipped by most high speed trains might be present as another
problem for ordinary detector heads. These brakes are physically large metal piece mounted on the
bogie of the vehicle, only a few centimetres above the track. They can be accidentally recognised by
the counter as an extra axle, alas this situation is not necessarily always happening on both sides
of the section.
Another possible failure mode is caused by the reset process of the counter. As a result of no
intrinsic safe fail mode, the equipment must continuously monitor the status of itself to become
reliable. A very sophisticated hazard detection mechanism is implemented in the system as demon-
strated in Lucic (2005). Any irregularity under this circumstance will lead the system reporting
faulty and the count being needed to be manually reset by additional outer information. This re-
quires a robust procedure to perform maintenance. Improper procedures lead to severe accidents
like the 1991 Severn Tunnel accident, which was caused by improper axle counter reset timing, as
stated by Palmer (2006).
2.1.4. Block Signalling Systems
In order to prevent head-tail collisions, the basic rule for traffic managements on the railways is
to ensure safe separations between trains on a track. The following text gives a concise overview
on aspects of a block signalling system based on single-track rail road examples. The emphasis is
placed on current signalling and the evolution for future signalling. Actual signalling process for
daily rail operation can be complicated by the increase of line number and intersections between
tracks. More background on railway signalling can be found in Bailey (1995) and Goddard (2006).
The separation between successive trains is calculated on the base of train speed and rated braking
performance (Health and Safety Executive, 2005). A safe separation consists of a braking distance
from the allowed maximum speed and a safety margin. The actual determination of a safe separation
varies in different block signalling systems but shares the same basis, i.e. the reliable knowledge of
locations of trains on the track.
Two types of block signalling system are available for the railway signalling. Based on the way
they manage the separation between trains, there are fixed block system and moving block system.
In a fixed block system, the rail track is divided into sections or “blocks”. The length of a block
was originally the distance between two signalmen, and is nowadays related to the distribution of
train detection systems (normally the length of a track circuit unit). Signals installed at the start
and end of each block form the Automatic Block Signalling (ABS) system. ABS issues automatic
signals base on outputs form train detection systems. As a safety principle, only one train is allowed
at one time to travel in a block. Each block is protected by a signal that issues a limited Moving
Authority for the driver to enter a certain block.
The safe train separation in a fixed block system is maintained by protecting, or “locking”, of one
or more unoccupied intervening block sections between occupied blocks. This mechanism is shown
in Figure 2.5a on the following page. Additionally, the entry speed into a block of a train can be
controlled by the delayed clearance of a signal.
In general, a fixed block system can provide a good level of safety as sufficient physical separation
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Figure 2.5.: Schematic drawing of block signalling systems
is guaranteed. But the problem occurs when there is a fast increase of traffic on the line, which is
a matter of fact for all transports nowadays. As a result, it is becoming more and more difficult
to keep this sufficient physical separation between trains without sacrificing the system efficiency.
Because there are only finite track sections and almost two-thirds are being used as train separators.
A moving block system, on the other hand, compares the position of trains, their direction of travel
and speed to determine the safe separation between trains (shown in Figure 2.5b). The major benefit
of making the safe separation a variable is to maximise the line capacity of transportation on the line.
Also, a moving block system reduces the reliance of train detection on track-side infrastructures.
To implement a moving block system, the signalling system requires continuous and high resolution
knowledge of the train position and velocity which can be beyond the capability of traditional train
detection system for modern high speed railways. Pilot projects for a moving block system have
reported successful for light railway (Lockyear, 1996). ETCS level 3, as mentioned in Section 2.2.3,
is aiming at the realisation for moving block signalling on railways across Europe.
2.2. ERTMS/ETCS
The European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is an initiative led by European Union as
an update of current railways systems among its members. The major driving force behind ERTMS
is the demand for increasing cross border traffic as a result of the advent of new high-speed lines
and development of freight networks across Europe. In addition, the increase of the rail traffic itself
has brought more and more pressure on current railway infrastructures. This led railways to rethink
their strategies on infrastructure modernisation.
RSSB (2010) states “three main outcomes for ERTMS to achieve as:
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• Facilitate, improve and develop international rail transport services within European Union
• Contribute to the progressive creation of the internal market in equipment and services for
the construction, renewal, upgrading and operation of the trans-European rail system
• Contribute to the interoperability of the trans-European rail system.”
ERTMS consists of four elements. Among them, European Train Control System (ETCS) provides
the train controlling and signalling for ERTMS with different application levels and operating modes
including Automatic Train Protection (ATP). Global System for Mobile communication – Railways
(GSM-R) is the telecommunication element of ERTMS which not only provides voice communic-
ation but also carries ETCS data between trains and track-side infrastructures. European Traffic
Management Layer (ETML) is a concept to optimise railway operations through improved man-
agement. Lastly, European Operational Rules (EOR) is a set of agreed rules to standardise certain
aspects of rail operation across Europe.
ERTMS is currently under active construction among both European countries and non-European
countries (such as China, South Korea, etc.). Pilot lines fitted with ETCS level 2 (as described in
Section 2.2.3.2) have already been reported across Europe either in trail or partially into commercial
services (Bloomfield, 2006). According to Department for Transport (2007), the first UK rail line
with ERTMS will be in operation by 2014. Meanwhile, the first version of Operational Concept for
ERTMS in UK has been published for information (RSSB, 2009). However, what should be noted
among these rapid progresses though is the lack of operational concept for ERTMS/ETCS level 3
(as described in Section 2.2.3.3).
2.2.1. ETCS Overview
ETCS forms the crucial part for signalling under ERTMS. Along with other supporting equipment
such as other conventional signalling equipments and GSM-R data network, they consist of the next
generation signalling system for railways across Europe. As conventional signalling, ETCS provides
the supervision to ensure the train does not travel further than it has permission to do so. In normal
operation, information on maximum authorised travel distance, speed profile of the track ahead and
the route that has been set is delivered to the driver who is responsible for the movement of the
train. Should there be any irregularities on the train operations such as exceeding the distance
or speed for which the permission to move has been granted, ECTS will be able to provide train
protection functions as current ATP systems. In this case, a warning is firstly issued to the train
driver and interventions will be then performed by ETCS to either slow the train down or bring it
to a stand.
More detailed ETCS behaviours depend on specific application scenarios. The overall ETCS
application is grouped into five levels in order to provide a step-by-step introduction of the new
technology while maintaining the high safety standard of railway signalling and ensuring the inter-
operability with current systems across the Europe.
The overall ETCS is divided into two parts: the track-side equipment and the onboard equip-
ment. ETCS track-side equipment mainly covers the track-side functions for train detection and
radio communication. While communication equipment varies through application levels, train de-
tection system (as described in Section 2.2.2) is always included as described by RSSB (2010). The
responsibility of ETCS onboard equipment includes train position and speed determination, com-
munication with central traffic management, interfaces for both driver and other train systems and
data recording. Figure 2.6 shows an overview of ETCS onboard equipment. All onboard equipments
are controlled under a centralised computing unit called European Vital Computer (EVC).
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Figure 2.6.: An overview of ETCS onboard equipment
2.2.2. Train Detection Equipments for ETCS Level 1/2
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, knowledge of train location is critical for a railway signalling and
control system. In orders to cope with problems on current train detection system as described
in Section 2.1.3, ETCS adopted new sensors for train detection. The main equipment used by
ETCS level 1 and level 2 to determine train location and speed is track-side Eurobalise and onboard
Odometry.
Eurobalise as a train detection system is mainly composed by two parts: the actual balise installed
on the track and a balise reader installed onboard.
A balise is a radio-frequency identification (RFID) electronic transponder mounted on or between
sleepers in the centre line of the track as shown in Figure 2.7. Unlike treadles, balises need no power
supply and will only be energised by passing train equipped with balise reader. Once the balise is
energised, it transmits an electronic telegram back to the onboard balise reader. The content of
telegrams sent by balises can include information on the location of the balise, geometry of the line
(such as curves, gradients and speed limits) and the position of any signals. The actual content will
vary depending on the purpose of the balise, and can be easily programmed as shown in Figure 2.8.
In addition, the balise does not necessarily always transmit the same data. In a real application, it is
possible to connect the balise with a local switching unit to enable different transmissions according
to the input received (Siemens AG, 2008a).
Balises are typically deployed in groups consisting of two to eight balises. A balise group not only
enables the train to determine its travelling direction from the order in which it passes over the
group but also allows a larger amount of data to be transmitted to the train.
All trains equipped with ETCS have a balise reader onboard. The balise reader energises the
balise when passing through it, which enables the balise to transmit the telegram to the train. The
telegram is then received by the reader and passed to EVC.
The Odometry system on board a ETCS-fitted train is used to estimate speed and distance
travelled information. As the railways require high integrity so the odometry system is usually a
combination for more than one mechanism. Typically, EVC does calculation based on combined
information from a tachometer and a speed radar. An industrial example is shown in Siemens AG
(2008b). The ETCS standards require the odometry system to maintain an accuracy no worse than
±(5 m +5% of the distance travelled) since the passing of a balise group (RSSB, 2010).
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Figure 2.7.: A Siemens Eurobalise in Germany
(Gemaakt, 2004)
Figure 2.8.: Programming for a Eurobalise
(Siemens AG, 2008a)
2.2.3. ETCS Application Levels
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, ETCS can be deployed in different configurations and therefore
provide different levels of operation. There are currently five application levels available for ETCS
including level 0 to 3 and a Specific Transmission Module (STM) level. Among all the levels, level 0
and level STM are aiming to deliverer a smooth transaction of signalling and control from current
systems across Europe. Level 1 and 2, on the other hand, is focused on the progressive introduction
of new signalling system and train detection equipment. Level 3 is currently in its conceptual phase
and allows for the introduction of a “moving block” signalling system (Davies, 2009).
2.2.3.1. Level 0 and Level STM
Level 0 of ETCS operation covers the situation of ETCS-fitted trains operating in lines that are
either not equipped with ETCS track-side equipment or in commissioning (i. e. ETCS infrastructure
exists but is ignored). ETCS only provides supervision on the current train speed and against the
maximum speed permitted in the area. While the driver retains the full responsibility to ensure the
train stays within its moving authorisation and does not exceed the maximum allowed speed, any
national train protection systems existed are to operate normally.
Level STM of ETCS operation allows onboard ETCS equipment to provide the normal function-
ality of a national train protection system such as Automatic Warning System (AWS) and ATP
system. When operating at this level, ETCS DMI provides the driver interface for the national sys-
tem and TIU provides the interfaces required by the national system (see Figure 2.6 on the previous
page for an overview of ETCS onboard equipment). It is possible for ETCS onboard equipments
to read messages from any existing national track-side devices under STM operating level. The
main benefit of having a STM in ETCS is to avoid the need for a separate national train protection
installation, which simplifies the train system structure and allows the switching between ETCS and
national train protection system to be realised under software control.
2.2.3.2. Level 1 and Level 2
Level 1 of ETCS operation is designed as an overlay of current national signalling systems and
Eurobalise system is introduced to work with current track-side infrastructure as the first step
of a progressive update process. A balise group (as described in Section 2.2.2) is deployed on
approach to each signal and is connected to the signal via a Line-side Electronics Unit (LEU) so
that the information provided to the train is linked to the signal, as shown in Figure 2.9a. The data
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transmitted include Moving Authority (MA) which is related to the signal and information for train
speed supervision.
Balise
Balise Reader
& Train Axle
Trackside Signal
LEULEU
Lineside Electronics UnitLEU -
(a) ETCS level 1 (basic)
Inﬁll Balise
LEU LEU
(b) ETCS level 1 with infill balise group
Figure 2.9.: ETCS level 1 overview
The major limitation of this spot-based signalling mechanism is that the information update rate
depends on the density of balise groups along the track, while the signalling information held by the
train is only as good as the last time the train passed a balise group. As a result of this, situations
when a yellow signal is followed by a green signal in the next section might lead the train to an
unwanted stand because the EVC is expecting incoming red signal after a yellow one (see Figure
2.5a for signalling rules) and has to stop the train if the updated status of next signal does not
arrive in time due to insufficient balise density. This can be partly overcome by installing infill
balise groups in the same section (see Figure 2.9b). Alas, the installation and maintenance cost will
increase. The other way to tackle this problem is to introduce Euroloop or Radio in-fill Unit. Both
of them are equipment that can transmit information to the train over a length of the track and are
only available for ETCS level 1 operation (RSSB, 2010).
Level 2 of ETCS operation features the inclusion of radio data link using GSM-R and the ability to
work without track-side signals. In theory, level 2 is capable of signalling with or without track-side
signals. But level 2 with track-side signals is considered a migratory step towards the final removal
of track-side signals. An illustration of ETCS level 2 operation without track-side signals is shown
in Figure 2.10 on the following page. Under level 2 operation, signalling information is transmitted
to trains via a radio data link. Because of this, a centralised traffic management is possible to be
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established directly between trains and control centre and allows “all associated external hardware
to be dispensed with” (Fenner, 2007). Unlike ETCS level 1, the information provided by balise
groups no longer contains information on MA and tracks. Instead, balise groups become position
references along the track. There is a list of balise groups on the line and distances between groups
stored in ETCS onboard equipment. By reading real time information from balise groups and
comparing them against the stored database, the train is able to validate the expected travelling
route, supervise the performance of the onboard odometry system and reset the accumulated error
of the odometry system.
BaliseBlock Marker
GSM-R
Network RBC Interlocking
RBC - Radio Block Centre
Figure 2.10.: ETCS level 2 overview
In comparison with traditional fixed block signalling system, ETCS level 2 adopted a new func-
tionality called “co-operative shortening of MA” in order to increase the line capacity. This is
essentially a more flexible means to shorten a route ahead of a train which leads to a considerable
reduction on time taken for train route revocation. The request for shortening the MA can be
sent through ETCS track-side equipment to ETCS onboard equipment. ETCS onboard equipment
calculates whether the new MA is going to automatically cause the brake to be applied because of
the trains approaching towards the end of a route. Depending on the outcome of this calculation,
either the new MA will be applied and informed to track-side equipment, as a result the extra route
can be released, or the original MA will be maintained. Extra route means more capacity, “more
capacity means more trains moving, thus more benefits” (Davies, 2009).
2.2.3.3. Level 3
Level 3 of ETCS operation is similar to level 2 in most aspects only that the requirement for
track-side train detection equipment is no longer crucial. The ETCS onboard equipment estimates
the train position and speed and is also responsible for checking the train integrity and reporting
completeness to traffic control centre. Nevertheless, the deployment of train detection equipment
over switches and crossings is permitted to increase overall signalling performance. The ultimate
goal for implementing ETCS level 3 is to realise a moving block signalling system (see Section 2.1.4
on page 34 for detailed description).
In terms of methods to acquire knowledge of train location (i. e. the position and speed of a train),
ETCS level 3 introduces modern positioning technology into railways signalling and proposes a
signalling system with access to more accurate, reliable and consistent knowledge of train location.
This requires the combination of positioning and detection as two fundamentally different methods
to deliver knowledge of train location.
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A train detection system implies a passive way to estimate train location which heavily relies on
railway infrastructures. The train location is delivered only when a sensor is triggered by the train
passing by. The attained knowledge is always related to a certain part of the track. Meanwhile,
the output quality depends on both the sensor been used (such as track circuits and balise groups)
and the infrastructure (for example, the density of balise groups on the line). A signalling system
solely relying on train detection systems increases expenses for infrastructure construction and
maintenance and yet could not promise a consistent knowledge of train location.
On the other hand, positioning provides an active way to estimate train location that is inde-
pendent of railway infrastructures. By using available positioning and navigation technologies such
as dead reckoning and satellite positioning, train location information can be delivered in real time
by the individual train. The quality of location knowledge is independent from infrastructures and
can be consistent throughout the overall traffic system provided the positioning system functions
normally.
2.3. Positioning on the Railways
2.3.1. The Working Environment on the Railways
2.3.1.1. A Guided Transport System
Compared with other transportation methods, a train cab moves on a rail track with less freedom
and its motion is hence simpler to some extent. Firstly, as the train cab is designed to operate
on a track, the movement of a train is always guided along the track. Alas, this means that the
train does not have opportunities to take manoeuvring actions like vehicles do in other transports
to avoid collisions. Thus “collision can only be avoided by arriving at a different time” (Fenner,
2007) on the railways. Secondly, straight lines and long flat curves are preferred in rail track design
conventions. It is almost impossible to see significant changes in the trajectory of a train movement.
A train always accelerates and decelerates along a smooth curve. Meanwhile a single rail track is a
much smaller object in contrast with most high ways.
(a) Approaching New Street Station,
Birmingham (Thryduulf, 2006)
(b) Looking east from New Street Sta-
tion, Birmingham(Ashton, 2006)
Figure 2.11.: Typical railway environment
In general, rail tracks are most commonly scattered in the open area before entering the station.
However this simplicity soon disappears and is replaced by a complexity of parallel tracks and
switching points when a train approaches the station and dozens of tracks start to converge together
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in a high density. Figure 2.11b on the preceding page shows a typical image of track complexity
when approaching a station.
As a result of these characteristics, the railways developed their own train detection methods based
on the block signalling architecture as described in Section 2.1.4. One advantage of these methods is
that their location solutions do not scatter in 3-D space as the results of modern positioning systems
do. This is particularly useful for situations when there are many closely placed tracks which are
either intersected or parallel to each other. Train detection methods can guarantee its location
solution is always related to the correct track, which is crucial to a guided transport system of which
basic signalling assumption is that all trains are on the right track. Modern satellite positioning
systems are capable of a result with errors small enough that enables it to be fixed on the correct
track, whereas the overall availability and continuity are still to be studied. An integrated navigation
approach opens the possibility to take advantage of the railway characteristics in a similar way to
train detection methods. While train detection uses the physical track infrastructure to estimate
train location, it is also possible to feed the position information of the track, e. g. a track database
or Digital Route Model (DRM), into an integrated navigation system. Research has already shown
accuracy and integrity improvements using track database with the GPS on railways (Zheng, 2008).
However, more researches for adopting a DRM into an integrated system is needed.
2.3.1.2. The Line-of-sight Problem for Radio Signals
The main difficulty for positioning in the railway environment is caused by physical obstructions.
Situations such as travelling through a tunnel or going into areas where the sky will be partly
blocked or completely invisible, as shown in Figure 2.11b are common throughout a typical train
journey. Modern positioning technologies which are based on radio signals such as GNSS experience
line-of-sight (LOS) problems under these situations.
The LOS problem can cause either performance degradation or complete loss of service for GNSS
working on the railway. The occasional degradation of positioning performance is mainly a result of
obstructions along the track, for example dense foliage and high platform gantries or roof structures.
Because of the blocking of satellite signals, there is a decreased satellite visibility accompanied with
a poorer geometry of the visible constellation. In addition, multipath effects can be stronger in a
railway canyon, which is another cause of performance degradation. On the other hand, shelters
above the track leads to a complete loss of all satellite signals. Structures like tunnels and completely
roofed stations are common across the railway, and they usually cause a few minutes loss of GNSS
services. The loss of services, however, will continue for longer as a result of the time taken to
re-acquire the satellite signals. The actual time that is needed to regain the normal services mostly
depends on receivers.
Thus additional information from different sources, especially from technologies that are based on
different principles, becomes crucial to provide high performance positioning on the railways. An
INS/GPS integrated system is one good example for this approach.
2.3.2. On the Use of GNSS on the Railways
The performance of GNSS positioning on the railways varies from different routes and can be
improved with the presence of an augmentation service.
According to RSSB (2008), GPS positioning without augmentations in general is able to achieve
13 m accuracy at 95% confidence, while no integrity is available. With the implementation of
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM), a better than 10 m accuracy performance is
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available at 95% confidence, whereas the integrity is subject to sufficient satellites in view (more
than 5 satellites required).
In comparison with the GPS performance without augmentations, 1 to 2 m accuracy at 95%
confidence can be expected with currently available augmentation services including Terrestrial
differential GPS (DGPS), European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) and other
commercial Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS). However this number is subject to
many other factors. At present, it is difficult to receive information directly from geostationary
satellites. The data can alternatively be transferred through terrestrial communications. However,
the lack of standard communication arrangements to the onboard train devices limits the usage
of all augmentation services. Lastly, terrestrial communication especially DGPS signals could be
subject to interference on the railway due the complexity of electro-magnetic environment on the
railways.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, electro-magnetic compatibility is critical for a safe railway opera-
tion. Therefore any GNSS equipment must be compliance tested and certificated to meet railway
group standards. This is to ensure no interference will occur on normal rail operation including both
train and track-side infrastructure. On the other hand, electro-magnetic interference generated by
onboard train equipment is capable of affecting the acquisition and tracking ability of hardware
GPS receivers. Bertran & Delgado-Penin (2004) concluded that some old train carriages may ex-
hibit excessive radiation level and that for this reason modern software enhanced GPS receivers can
be preferable on the railways.
A national-wide data collection project carried out and initiated by Rail Safety and Standards
Board (RSSB), LOCASYS, has studied “GNSS forecasting within the rail industry of the UK”
(Thomas et al., 2007). One of the lines used in the experiment is a suburban rail line across
Birmingham city. The line includes a wide variety of urban, suburban and rural environments. The
result on GNSS availability during the journey is summarised in Figure 2.121. As can be seen from
Figure 2.12, the overall GNSS availability throughout the journey is about 89.36% of the travel
time. GNSS is capable of providing positioning services for the majority of the journey. Nonetheless
positioning difficulties and longer service outages tend to happen at areas around the station where
traffic is most busy. Alas, these areas can be critical sections for the signalling. As the traffic become
busy, the need for a reliable signalling increases and hence the requirement for a high performance
train positioning system. In other words, the highest positioning performance is required at the
most unfriendly and busy part of the railway environment.
Use of GNSS on the railways is not necessarily limited to safety-critical train positioning ap-
plication only. Other ranges of application include time synchronisation, passenger information
systems, automatic passenger assistant, electronic ticketing and track monitoring, etc. Many of
these non-positioning applications are already in service.
2.3.3. Positioning and Navigation Research on the Railways
Much research has been carried out to implement a modern positioning system on the railways.
This section presents a brief review of this research based on the different system architectures and
sensor information that has been applied.
2.3.3.1. Researches for GNSS Positioning
LOCOPROL is a research project that is aiming at delivering a low-cost positioning system for
European “low density” lines (Mertens et al., 2003). The developed system is purely based on GPS.
1Courtesy of Nottingham Scientific Ltd.
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Figure 2.12.: An example of GNSS availability on the railways
A “hyperbolic 1-D positioning algorithm” is developed as the main approach to tackle the LOS
problem. The track is utilised as an additional information source and is broken into consecutive
sections. Pseudoranges from 2 satellites are used to determine a hyperboloid of revolution as loci
of all possible locations of the antenna. The intersection of the obtained hyperboloid and the track
line is the position of the train. Outputs of the system are in the form of the distance travelled
along the track. As a result, the overall GPS availability can be improved and the redundancy
of satellites visibility is increased. The demonstration trial (Simsky et al., 2004) showed that the
average “precision for position is 300 m along the track” and the average “precision for velocity is
4 m/s along the track” both associated with “a wrong side failure rate of 10−11/Hr”.
Zheng (2007) developed an algorithm that is capable of integrating a track database (i. e. position
knowledge of points along the track) directly into the least squares process of GPS code positioning.
Sections between track database points are treated as curves and are projected into 2-D planes. The
coordinates of both the train position and two track points can be related in the 2-D plane. Because
only two 2-D projections are need to fix a curve in 3-D space, two known track points can be used
to reduce the minimum number of required satellites number for positioning solution. Meanwhile
a searching strategy for the occupied track section was also suggested. Results from Zheng (2008)
show both accuracy and integrity improvements with the aid of a track database. Availability is
also increased as the required number of visible satellites is reduced.
2.3.3.2. Research for Integrated Navigation
The RUNE project (Genghi et al., 2003 and Albanese & Marradi, 2005) presented a prototype system
with advanced integrity check algorithm and fallback strategies for a cascaded system. The system
is designed to be incorporated with ETCS architecture. “The primary objective is to demonstrate
the improvement of the train self-capability in determining its own position and velocity, with a
limited or no support from the track side.” Sensors available in the system include a GPS/EGNOS
receiver, IMU and train odometer unit. A balise reader is also used with a “virtual balise map” to
provide information from balises on the route. A GPS solution is provided to the main data fusion
unit in the form of position and velocity and hence the integration is loosely-coupled in nature
(see Section 3.1.1 for information on system integration). The evaluation is focused on a study of
individual sensor performances and possible integrity risks. The project concluded that “availability
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and integrity requirements are the most challenging obstacles towards an ERTMS/ETCS compliant
GNSS aided railway navigation equipment.”
A similar study carried out by Mirabadi et al. (1998), (1999) and (2003) discusses a fault detection
and isolation scheme for a cascaded system and experiments different combinations of sensors. While
most sensors available for this study resemble those in the RUNE project, Doppler radar is also
included. Again, among all experimented sensor combinations, only position and velocity solutions
from GPS are used to form loosely-coupled systems.
Other prototype systems based on the loose-coupled principle of GPS with other information
source include “RadioCompass” and INTEGRAIL from Kayser-Threde (Bedrich & Müncheberg,
2004) and GLLS from Seagull Technology (Mueller et al., 2003). Both “RadioCompass” and IN-
TEGRAIL are deployed with tactical grade inertial sensors to improve performance. While “Ra-
dioCompass” comes with an adaptive Kalman filter, INTEGRAIL integrated similar sensors as
RUNE plus map-matching ability. The GLLS features “a GPS heading system using 3 low-cost
GPS receivers” and developed in US.
Instead of focusing on the train positioning problem, there are some studies focused on the im-
provement of the odometry unit performance. Ernest et al. (2004) and Mázl & Přeučil (2003) uses
onboard accelerometer to detect and correct odometer slippage. The system positioning task is
mainly carried out by GPS without data fusion. The enhanced odometry takes over according to
a switch strategy as soon as the GPS is unavailable. Although odometer calibration aided by the
accelerometer shows improvement on slippage detection and positioning accuracy, the output from
the odometer is unable to continuously contribute to the system because of the absence of a data
fusion module. Rome (2003), on the other hand, exploits the connection between GPS position
solution and odometry unit outputs through the modelling on the measurement model of a Kalman
filter. Odometer slippage is detected and corrected by continuous updates from GPS solution.
In addition, research has also been done to introduce new sensors for railway positioning. Böehringer
(2003) showed a fusion framework with a new type of device referred as “Eddy current sensor”. The
new device “detects inhomogeneities in the magnetic resistance along the track caused by rail clamps,
switch blades or by irregularities of the rail”.
2.3.3.3. Summary of Current Research
Current positioning research on the railway is mainly focused on the implementation of a cascaded
system based on the loosely-coupled principle. The systems usually rely on GPS for high quality
positioning solutions. IMU and other sensors are primarily useful for “GPS-dark areas”. Advantages
and disadvantages for the cascaded way of integration are discussed in Section 3.1.1. The cascaded
architecture makes the system easy to adopt extra sensors. But it limits the system performance
under situations where satellite signals availability is limited, which is actually the most common
case for a GNSS positioning difficulty on the railway. The GNSS availability issue has been discussed
in Section 2.3.2. Meanwhile, research on an integration system based tightly-coupled principle may
help to improve system performance in the railway environment, but the studies are yet to be done.
Although applications using high performance INS come with promising results, tactical grade
inertial sensors are still rarely used for train positioning research. Due to expense issues and the
rapid development of micro-machine technologies, the future IMU onboard is more likely to consist
of low-cost MEMS sensors. The problem with the application of MEMS is its lack of promising
independent performance. Without external aiding, MEMS IMU is only applicable up to a limited
short period as mentioned in Section 5.2 and hence cannot be expected to bridge “GPS-dark areas”
alone.
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The most often used dead reckoning sensor is the odometer. While odometers are in general
reliable, they may fail if bad adhesion between train wheel and rail occurs due to rain, ice or leaves
on the track. Also when the train is braking or accelerating, adhesion is impaired. Thus a real time
calibration is required for an odometer to provide satisfactory outputs.
Research utilising track point position information, i. e. track database or DRM, has been con-
straint to GNSS-alone systems due to modelling complexities for integrated systems. Balises on the
track provide similar functions as a DRM. However, according the prospective plan described by
ETCS level 3, the future railway train positioning will reduce the need for track-side infrastructures
to a minimum amount. This means the density of balises is going to decrease and therefore limit
their contribution as a DRM.
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A multi-sensor integrated navigation system is a system that depends on a combined use of different
sensors and data sources to achieve its positioning solutions. The idea lying behind an integrated
system is that with the help of different sensors and data sources, not only the accuracy but also
the reliability of a system can be greatly enhanced. Sensors and data sources that can be used
in an integrated system vary according to specific applications. Some common options are GNSS,
INS, terrestrial radio navigation system, feature matching techniques and other dead reckoning
sensors. As a general principle for sensor selection, sensors with complementary characteristics are
preferable. Consequently, position fixing systems and dead reckoning systems are usually chosen
to integrate. Typically for such an integrated system, the dead reckoning system is responsible for
providing the reference solution as it operates continuously at a higher rate than most position fixing
systems, whereas other sub-systems operate as aiding systems to provide additional information to
be processed by an estimation algorithm to produce corrections to the final integrated solution. The
Kalman filter is most commonly used as the estimation algorithm for the system.
The design of an integrated system is a trade-off and must take many factors into account, such
as positioning accuracy, output update rate, system reliability, budget, size and mass, and whether
vehicle attitude information is required in addition to position and velocity information. Systems
for various applications can therefore have very distinctive designs in terms of sensor selection and
system integration architecture. For most personal positioning, road vehicle and asset-tracking
applications, where the key factors may be cost, size, weight and power consumption, a GNSS only
system generally is often sufficient. Nevertheless, safety-of-life applications such as civil aviation
and the railways, focus more on the system reliability while still demanding a very high accuracy
requirement in certain situations. Systems designed for these applications usually take advantages
of an integrated system.
The major aspects of the integrated navigation are briefly introduced in this chapter. Section 3.1
gives a review of various system integration architectures. A summarised description of the Kalman
filter is introduced in Section 3.2. A short discussion on the topic of system state selection and
system observability is presented in Section 3.3.
3.1. Integration Architectures
The integration architecture of a positioning system is defined by how it combines information
from different sub-systems. The choice for an integration architecture is a balancing act between
maximising the accuracy and robustness of the navigation solution, minimising the complexity, and
optimising the processing efficiency (Groves, 2008). The characteristics of each sensor must be taken
into account in the design process of the system. Inertial or dead reckoning solutions are usually
provided in a higher frequency than other sensors, but their positioning errors increase along with
time. These sensors may be calibrated by including other position fixing methods in the system.
GNSS and terrestrial radio navigation systems require a minimum number of signals to form a
position solution, so their results may not be always available. Positions are usually delivered at
a lower rate than inertial sensors. Another factor that needs to be considered during the design is
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that often some sub-systems work as a “black box” due to manufacturing issues. Such “black box”
systems not only offer limited information on their error characteristics but also may not accept
integrated feedback corrections. In addition, if an integrated system is capable of calibrating its
sub-systems during its operation, there is always a risk that the failure of one sub-system could
contaminate the feedback corrections. Fault detection and integrity monitoring can be implemented
in the system to prevent this situation. However, the introduction of these mechanisms can introduce
an extra calculation load. In summary, through a properly designed integrated system, not only is
the potential of individual sensors improved but integrity checks can be introduced, and resulting
in an overall improved high-performance system.
Based on the information included in the system estimates, usually residing in the state vector
of a Kalman filter, the implementations of an integrated systems can be classified into two cat-
egories: total-state implementation and error-state implementation. The estimates for a total-state
implementation are the positioning solutions plus some error parameters. In contrary, an error-state
implementation estimates the error contained in the positioning solutions. Hence a reference system
is usually needed for an error-state implementation.
Depending on whether the integration algorithm is divided into local and central levels (i.e.
whether individual sub-systems delivers raw measurements instead of final positioning solution)
and whether measurements from the reference system (usually INS) are used in the local level, the
integration architecture can generally be divided into three categories: cascaded, centralised and
federated integration.
3.1.1. Cascaded Integration
In a cascaded integration, measurements from each sensor are first processed locally producing pre-
liminary solutions, and Kalman filters may be used for local processors. Then an integration Kalman
filter processes all preliminary solutions to generate the final solution. A total-state system does
not distinguish roles for its sub-systems. The solution from a total-state system, whose measure-
ment vector is composed of all the measurements from each sub-system, is an integrated positioning
solution based on the weighted average of all its inputs.
An error-state system, however, is deployed with a reference system, and other sub-systems are
referred to as aiding systems. The reference system is usually an INS or dead reckoning system,
and GNSS is often used as an aiding system. Since the measurement vector of an error-state system
consists of the differences between solutions from the reference system and aiding systems, outputs
from the integration Kalman filter are corrections for the reference system. The corrections are
fed back to the reference system at a regular interval as part of a complementary filtering process.
Figure 3.1, adapted from Groves (2008), shows an example of an error-state complementary cascaded
integration. A typical cascaded system is a loosely coupled INS/GNSS system. One thing to notice
is that the use of a feedback in the reference system calibration introduces difficulties for the fault
detection as each sub system is less independent.
A potential weakness of a cascaded architecture lies in the multiple filtering processes in both the
local and system levels. An assumption of Kalman filtering is the positioning errors are composed of
systematic errors, estimated as states, and white noise, modelled as system noise and measurement
noise (Grewal et al., 2007). However, the existence of Kalman filter and other filtering techniques in
preliminary navigation calculation introduces time-correlated noises. The integration Kalman filter
must therefore be carefully tuned to prevent instability, especially when integrating a “black box”
system in cascaded architecture where the assumed measurement noise matrix must account for all
operational conditions. Otherwise, the cascaded architecture should be avoided.
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Figure 3.1.: An error-state complementary cascaded integration (adapted from Groves, 2008)
3.1.2. Centralised Integration
The centralised integration uses a single Kalman filter to replace both local and central level filters
in cascaded integration. Similar to cascaded integration, the system implementation can be either
total-state or error-state based. It should be noted that different systems are suited for different im-
plementations. Systems, whose sub-systems consist only of positioning systems, are only suitable for
a total-state implementation, whereas the integration of INS or other DR systems with positioning
systems is usually realised with an error-state implementation.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of an error-state complementary centralised integration. As can be
seen from the figure, raw measurements rather than preliminary positioning solutions of the aiding
sensors are fed into the integration filter. Meanwhile the reference system is still providing position-
ing solutions to the filter as the baseline for corrections. The filter can generate corrections for both
the reference system and aiding systems. These corrections can be fedback to individual sensors in
a closed loop mode. A tightly-coupled INS/GNSS system is a typical centralised integration. The
centralised integration architecture enables radio positioning systems such as GNSS to contribute
to the integrated solution even when insufficient number of satellite are available to compute a
stand-alone solution.
The major advantage of a centralised architecture is that both systematic errors and navigation
sensors noise can be modelled in a single Kalman filter. In this way all error correlations, which
are not available for a cascaded integration, are accounted for. Subsequently all measurements are
optimally weighted, and maximum information can be used to calibrate each error. Also, a higher
gain can be used before there is an instability risk in the filter since there is no assumption on
measurement noises. However as this architecture requires raw sensor measurements and their error
characteristic information, it is not compatible with “black box” navigation systems. A centralised
architecture generally is able to provide an optimal positioning solution in terms of accuracy and
robustness. However, with all the modelling process in one place, the downside for this architecture
is a higher computation load for the integration processor. What is more, the integrity monitoring
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Figure 3.2.: An error-state complementary centralised integration (adapted from Groves, 2008)
under such an architecture becomes more difficult due to the unavailability of sub-system positioning
solutions. For applications having high integrity requirements, processor-intensive parallel filters are
often needed.
3.1.3. Federated Integration
Instead of feeding solutions from the reference system directly into the integration Kalman filter, as
in cascaded or centralised integration, they can also be integrated locally with each aiding system
in a set of local Kalman filters, as shown in Figure 3.3. This method of integration is called a feder-
ated integration. Each locally integrated solution is then combined using a centralised integration
algorithm. The output from the integration algorithm is usually the final integrated solution, and
complementary corrections can also be fed back to the reference system as in other integration archi-
tectures. Some system designs choose to input the reference solution to the centralised integration
algorithm as well.
The integration in local filters can be either cascaded or centralised. With different ways to
combine results from local filters, there are no-reset, fusion-reset, zero-reset and cascaded versions
of a federated integration.
Both no-reset and fusion-reset implementations use a least-squares based integration algorithm
(Carlson & Berarducci, 1994). The difference between the two methods is that the fusion-reset
implementation feeds estimated states and error covariance back to each local filter. While the no-
reset implementation suffers from overoptimistic error covariance, the fusion-reset implementation
has a problem of how to model the correlations between the common and local states in each local
filter.
Both zero-reset and cascaded implementations use a master Kalman filter to integrate results from
local filters. Under a zero-reset implementation, all local filter states are zeroed and corresponding
elements of the error covariance matrix are reset to their initial value after master filter receives
inputs (Carlson, 2002). This implementation can be useful to process measurements at a faster
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Figure 3.3.: A complementary federated integration (adapted from Groves, 2008)
rate (Groves, 2008). The cascaded implementation, on the other hand, has similar advantages and
disadvantages from a cascaded integration as described in Section 3.1.1.
3.2. Kalman Filtering
The Kalman filter is a mathematical algorithm that is used for optimal estimation. It estimates the
states of a system, usually crucial information for specific applications, using observed measurements
that contain noise. Since its invention by R. E. Kalman in 1960, the Kalman filter has formed the
bases of many navigation and positioning applications. Especially in an integrated system, it serves
as the key to obtain an optimal estimation from multiple sensors and data sources.
Unlike other estimation algorithms such as least-squares, the operation of a Kalman filter is a
recursive process. Therefore, real-time estimates can be maintained through a continuous propaga-
tion and update process of the system states. An initial set of estimates is required to start the
recursion. During the filtering, estimates of the states are propagated through time with knowledge
of the deterministic and statistical models of the system. In order to account for effects which are
statistically random in the system models, a set of uncertainties in its estimation is also maintained.
Whenever there are observed measurements, a weighted average of the old estimates predicted by
the filter and the new ones derived from measurements is performed. As a result, new averaged
estimates are produced and used for future propagation. This is referred as the state update. In
this recursive manner, a Kalman filter utilises not only measurements of the current epoch but
also information from prior estimates. This is particularly efficient for a real-time application, as
although old data may be discarded, prior information is still optimally stored for future estimation.
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A brief description of the essential aspects of the Kalman filtering process is given in this section.
Section 3.2.1 gives a summary of main applications of the Kalman filter in the navigation and
positioning field. Section 3.2.2 introduces basic elements of a Kalman filter, and a concise review
of the filtering process is presented in Section 3.2.3. Algorithms and models for a Kalman filter are
listed in Section 3.2.4. Section 3.2.5 describes an extension of the basic Kalman filter, the Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF). A short discussion of implementation issues that have been encountered
during this research is shown in Section 3.2.6. Information on other integration algorithms is also
provided in Section 3.2.7. More detailed description on the Kalman filter and optimal estimation
theory can be found at Grewal & Andrews (2008) and Crassidis & Junkins (2004).
3.2.1. Applications of a Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter and its various extensions have become the main tools for optimal estimation of
dynamic systems since its first publication.
The main applications of the Kalman filtering techniques for navigation and positioning can be
categorised based on the systems they work with. While working with an INS, a Kalman filter is
usually used for alignment of the sensors and calibration for the solution. In a GNSS receiver, it is
usual to implement a filter in the navigation processor as the main estimation method for positioning
solutions. For GNSS signal monitoring, with the knowledge of receiver position and velocity and
the access to high performance clocks, it is possible to estimate the time-correlated range errors
with a Kalman filter. Lastly, a Kalman filter commonly serves as the core of an integration system,
combing data from different sensors.
Other applications of the Kalman filter includes orbit determination from range and line-of-
sight (angle) observations, target tracking of aircraft, attitude determination for space vehicles, etc.
Moreover, the current realisation of GPS system time is also done through a Kalman filter with the
concept of a composite clock (Brown Jr, 1991).
3.2.2. Elements of a Kalman Filter
A Kalman filter consists of four core elements: the state vector and its error covariance matrix,
system model and system noise, measurement vector and measurement noise, and measurement
model. Note that bold lowercase symbols are used through the chapter to represent vectors, and
bold uppercase symbols represent matrices.
The state vector, x, contains a set of parameters which describe system status, normally referred
as the “states” of a system. These states are the estimates of a Kalman filter, and may be either
constant or time-varying. For a real-time navigation application, some of the states can be streamed
as outputs of the system. In a positioning system, position and velocity are always estimated as
fundamental information. Other information such as acceleration, attitude and angular rate is
commonly included for high dynamical GNSS applications and INS related systems. In addition,
various error parameters, for instance sensor error characteristics, GNSS receiver clock errors and
signal propagation errors, can be also estimated as states in specific applications for improved
performance. However, the choice of states for an integrated system must also take the system
observability issue into account. A more detailed discussion is given in Section 3.3.
The state error covariance matrix, P, is an indication of uncertainties in states and the correlation
between states. The error covariance is propagated and updated at each epoch associated with the
state vector during the filtering. The uncertainties in the system come from statistically random
factors of the system, either as measurements noise or system process noise. These noises are
modelled as zero-mean Gaussian white-noise processes. The correlation information is also important
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as information from measurements is not always enough to estimate each state independently due to
observability issues. By maintaining such an information of uncertainty, estimates can be produced
with an optimal combination of various sensor measurements. On the other hand, information
provided by the error covariance is also useful for performance analyses during a Kalman filter
design process. The Kalman filter algorithm is a recursive process. The initial values for both the
state vector and error covariance matrix must be manually designated. The choice of initial values
affects the speed with which the filter converges.
The system model in Kalman filter describes how states and error covariance propagate through
time. The propagation for system states is based on known properties of the system such as the
integral relationship between position and velocity in a positioning system. The system model is
described by a system matrix, F. A standard Kalman filter assumes a linear system model which is
not true for some navigation applications. A solution to the problem is to perform a linearisation
on the system model, which results in a family of Kalman filter extensions, such as the extended
Kalman filter. While the dynamics for states propagation is deterministic, propagation for error
covariance relies on taking account of unknown changes in the system. These changes, usually
referred to as system noise or process noise (ws), can be either unmeasured dynamics or random
instrument noises and their statistical properties are usually estimated in advance by the system
designer. The system noise covariance matrix, Q, quantifies the noise associated with the system
model. System model and system noise together consist the basis of prediction or propagation phase
for a Kalman filter in a single time epoch.
In the case of an integrated system, the measurement vector, z, may contain measurements from
various sources. Different integration architecture may use different measurements from the same
sensor. For example, a loosely-coupled INS/GNSS system uses position and velocity solutions from
the GNSS receiver, while a tightly-coupled system uses pseudoranges from all available satellites.
The measurement vector is a function of the system states and contains latest information on the
system status. In order to account for uncertainties in the measurements, a measurement noise
covariance matrix (R), which contains information for measurement noise (denoted as wm), is also
fed into the filter. The uncertainty information is weighted against the uncertainties from states
propagation during the update phase. For a real-time application, measurements do not always
arrive simultaneously or at regular intervals as sensors come with different output rate.
The measurement model is the link between system states and available measurements. It is
the function that describes how the measurement vector varies as the true state vector changes in
the absence of measurement noise. The measurement model is also deterministic, similar to the
system state model. In the Kalman filter algorithm, the model is described by a measurement
matrix (H), which contributes to the calculation of Kalman gain and the update of the state error
covariance matrix. Note that a standard Kalman filter assumes a linear relation between states and
measurements; if this is not the case then other variations of the Kalman filter such as an extended
Kalman filter can be defined with a differentiable vector function.
3.2.3. Phases of Kalman Filtering
Kalman filtering is a recursive process, and each epoch can be divided into two phases: system
propagation and measurement update. Calculations at each epoch start with system propagation,
followed by a measurement update, provided sensor information is available. The two phases do not
necessarily need to be performed at the same frequency. An illustration of the elements and phases
of Kalman filtering is given in Figure 3.4. Note that symbols with a hat on top are used in Kalman
filtering to represent estimates, and symbols with a tilde on top are measurements. Also, a minus
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sign on the top right corner of a symbol means values before measurement update and a plus sign
represents values after a measurement update.
State Propagation 
and 
Measurement Update 
and 
System Model 
and 
Measurement Model 
Current Epoch
Next Epoch
New Measurements
and 
Figure 3.4.: A summary of Kalman filtering
During system propagation, both the system state vector and error covariance matrix are predicted
forward using the system model. This provides the best estimation of the states from a filter at
the current epoch without new measurement information, xˆ− and P−. At the start of system
propagation both the deterministic system model and noise model are firstly calculated. As most
system models are based on continuous time modelling, while sensors work in discrete time mode, the
calculated system matrix must be transformed into its discrete counterpart, known as the transition
matrix, Φ. The transition matrix is a discrete representation of the system model and is a function
of the time interval between Kalman filter iterations (τs) and the system matrix. Similarly, a discrete
representation of the system noise model can also be obtained with the time interval. The system
states are then propagated into the current epoch using the deterministic system model, while the
system noise error covariance matrix is used to compute the noise of the predicted state.
When there are measurements available, a measurement update is performed to incorporate new
information into current estimates. Firstly, the measurement vector and its associated measurement
noise covariance matrix are formed. A new measurement matrix may also need to be computed
based on the types of measurements in the measurement vector. The core of the update process is
an optimal weighted average scheme between filter prediction and estimates obtained through the
measurement model. A gain is calculated by comparing uncertainties of both measurements and
states predictions, referred as the Kalman gain matrix (K). Finally measurement data is weighted
using the Kalman gain and is incorporated into the state estimates, xˆ+. Meanwhile, the state error
covariance is updated as well with information from measurement noise, P+.
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3.2.4. Models and Algorithms
3.2.4.1. System Model
The system model describes how system states vary over time. In order to propagate the state vector
into current epoch during calculation, the deterministic system dynamics and system uncertainties
is required.
The assumption that a standard Kalman filter holds towards its system model is a linear rela-
tionship between the time derivative of each state and between white system noises. Therefore, the
true state vector at time t, x(t), can be expressed using the following model,
x˙(t) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)ws(t) (3.1)
where F(t) and ws(t) are respectively the system matrix and the system noise vector as covered in
Section 3.2.2, and G(t) is the system noise distribution matrix. Both F(t) and G(t) are determined
by known system properties and can be either constant or time varying.
In a positioning application, sensors provide output in discrete time. Thus a discrete Kalman
filter, whose system model and measurement model are in a discrete form, is commonly used. In a
discrete Kalman filter, the current states estimates are modelled as a linear function of their previous
value and can be expressed as
xˆ−k = Φk−1xˆ
+
k−1 (3.2)
where both k and k − 1 denote a single epoch during the operation, and are equivalent to times t
and t− τs when the measurements arrive. The discrete system model is a digitised representation of
its continuous form. With xˆk = xˆ(t) and xˆk−1 = xˆ(t− τs) , the transition matrix, Φk−1, at epoch
k − 1, can be expressed with Fk−1 by approximations (Brown & Hwang, 1997),
Φk−1 ≈ exp(Fk−1τs) (3.3)
In general there are many numerical methods to compute (3.3). One common approach is to compute
Φk−1 as a power-series expansion of Fk−1τs:
Φk−1 =
∞∑
r=0
Frk−1τ rs
r! = I + Fk−1τs +
1
2F
2
k−1τ
2
s + · · · (3.4)
For most applications, a first order solution of (3.4) would work.
The propagation of the error covariance matrix in a discrete filter can be written in many forms.
The most typical form is given by
P−k = Φk−1P
+
k−1Φ
T
k−1 + Qk−1 (3.5)
and the system noise covariance matrix, Qk−1, is defined by
Qk−1 = Gk−1E
(ˆ t
t−τs
ˆ t
t−τs
ws(t′)ws(t′′)dt′d′′
)
GTk−1 (3.6)
3.2.4.2. Measurement Model
The measurement model connects state estimates with measurements and accommodates new in-
formation to update predicted estimates. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, a linear relationship
between measurements and states is assumed by the standard Kalman filter, so the measurement
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model in continuous time form can be modelled as
z(t) = H(t)x(t) + wm(t) (3.7)
Note that measurement matrix H can be both time-varying or constant. For example, the measure-
ment matrix of a loosely-coupled error-state INS/GNSS system, whose state vector contains errors
in dead reckoning solution and measurement vector consists of differences between solutions from
two systems, can simply be an identity matrix. Whereas the measurement matrix for a Kalman
filter in the navigation processor of a GNSS receiver is a function of the satellite-to-user line-of-sight
vector and needs to be recalculated for each update.
Similar to the system model, a discrete form of the measurement model needs to be formed for a
discrete filter. As z and x have a linear relationship, a discrete measurement model can be written
directly as
z˜k = Hkxk + wmk (3.8)
The core of a measurement process is to compute the Kalman gain, Kk, for the epoch. Kk is
essentially a weighted scale factor to be put on the difference between predicted and the observed
measurements. The Kalman gain can be written in many different forms, but they are equivalent
in theory. Although some of them may bring numerical benefits to a operational system, the most
common expression is
Kk = P−k H
T
k (HkP−k H
T
k + Rk)−1 (3.9)
The measurement covariance matrix, Rk, is usually a diagonal matrix and provides information on
the measurement quality.
The update for system states is achieved by adding a correction to the prediction. This correction
will be the scaled difference of observed and predicted measurements. Therefore, the update equation
for the state vector is
xˆ+k = xˆ
−
k + Kk(z˜k −Hkxˆ−k ) (3.10)
The Joseph form of the error covariance update is given here as it provides better numerical
stability (Brown & Hwang, 1997) and is presented as
P+k = (I−KkHk)P−k (I−KkHk)T + KkRkKTk (3.11)
3.2.4.3. Algorithm Summary for Discrete Kalman Filter
A summary of the discrete Kalman filter algorithm is listed in this section with a reference to the
equation involved at each step. A flow chart of a typical Kalman filtering steps is shown in Figure
3.5.
At the start of each epoch, inputs of the filter are estimates, xˆ+k−1, and error covariance, P
+
k−1,
from previous epoch. Then the calculation goes through steps as following:
1. Calculate system matrix Fk−1 and then transform it into transition matrix Φk−1 using (3.4).
2. Form the system noise covariance matrix, Qk−1.
3. Predict estimates for current epoch, xˆ−k , with xˆ
+
k−1using (3.2).
4. Predict the error covariance for current epoch, P−k , with P
+
k−1 using (3.5).
5. If there are new observed measurements, construct the measurement vector z˜k.
6. Construct the associated measurement noise covariance matrix, Rk.
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Measurement Noise
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Update
Figure 3.5.: Data flow of a Kalman filtering epoch
7. Calculate the new measurement matrix, Hk.
8. Kalman gain computation using (3.9) to get Kk.
9. Update the state vector with (3.10) to obtain xˆ+k .
10. Update the error covariance with (3.11) to obtain P+k .
Note that the system noise matrix Q and the new measurement matrix H can be constant for
some systems. Furthermore, in order to reduce the computation load, the propagation of the error
covariance P can be performed at a lower frequency than the state propagation.
3.2.5. Extended Kalman Filter
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, one of the assumptions in a standard Kalman filter is linear system
and measurement models. However, a large class of estimation problems involve nonlinear models.
For instance, the system model of a total-state INS/GNSS system and the measurement model of a
GNSS navigation filter are both highly nonlinear. These nonlinear systems can be described using
x˙(t) = f(x(t)) + G(t)ws(t) (3.12)
z(t) = h(x(t)) + wm(t) (3.13)
where f and h are nonlinear functions of the state vector in respectively the system model and the
measurement model.
There are many possible ways to produce a linearised version of Kalman filter to deal with systems
as described by (3.12) and (3.13), and one of them is known as the extended Kalman filter (EKF).
The fundamental concept of the EKF is that the error dynamics can be approximated by a first
order Taylor series expansion, as long as the error in the state vector is sufficiently small. With the
state vector residual, δx, defined as δx = x − xˆ, a linear model can be applied to the state vector
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residual:
δx˙(t) = F(t)δx(t) + G(t)ws(t) (3.14)
δz˜(t) = H(t)δx−(t) + wm(t) (3.15)
where δz˜ is the measurement innovation and is defined as δz˜ = z˜ − h(xˆ−). The system matrix,
F(t − τs), and the measurement matrix, H(t), are defined according to the first order term of a
Taylor series expansion,
F(t− τs) = Fk−1 = ∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
X=Xˆ+
k−1
(3.16)
H(t) = Hk =
∂h
∂x
∣∣∣∣
X=Xˆ−
k
(3.17)
The discrete form of the linearised model can therefore be given as follow:
δxˆ−k = Φk−1δxˆ
+
k−1 (3.18)
δz˜k = Hkδxˆ−k + wmk (3.19)
The transition matrix Φk−1 can be calculated using (3.4).
During the implementation of an error-state Kalman filter, the estimated error in the system
solution can be fed back to correct the system itself either at every iteration or at regular intervals.
Filtering processes with this structure are called complementary filtering, or closed-loop filtering
in comparison to open-loop filtering where the estimates generally grow as time progresses. For
an EKF, the complementary structure is desirable, because it keeps the state estimates small and
therefore minimises the effect of neglecting higher order term of the Taylor series during the linear-
isation process. This, to some extent, keeps the Kalman filter assumption of linear models satisfied
to the first order.
If the error estimates are applied to correct the system solution immediately after the measurement
update, the state estimates become zero at the beginning of each state propagation phase and (3.18)
can therefore be omitted; whereas the error covariance propagation stays the same. The propagation
of the state vector and the calculation of predicted measurement is achieved through the original
nonlinear functions f and h. The algorithm for complementary EKF, which is modified from Section
3.2.4.3, is listed as follows:
1. Calculate system matrix Fk−1 using (3.16) and then transform it into transition matrix Φk−1
using (3.4).
2. Form the system noise covariance matrix, Qk−1.
3. Predict estimates for current epoch, xˆ−k , with xˆ
+
k−1using
xˆ−k = xˆ
+
k−1 +
ˆ t
t−τs
f(xˆ, t′)dt′ (3.20)
4. Predict the error covariance for current epoch, P−k , with P
+
k−1 using (3.5).
5. If there are new observed measurements, construct measurement vector z˜k.
6. Construct the associated measurement noise covariance matrix, Rk.
7. Calculate the new measurement matrix, Hk, using (3.17).
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8. For measurement innovation, δz˜k , with z˜k and xˆ−k using
δz˜k = z˜k − h(xˆ−k ) (3.21)
9. Compute the Kalman gain matrix using (3.9) to get Kk.
10. Update the state vector with
xˆ+k = xˆ
−
k + Kkδz˜k (3.22)
to obtain xˆ+k .
11. Update the error covariance with (3.11) to obtain P+k .
3.2.6. Implementation Issues
During the process of implementing a practical Kalman filter, there are usually various numerical
issues involved. Most are related to the rounding errors due to precision limitation of computers
and the large number of matrix operations (especially matrix inversion) at each epoch. Also, the
processing capacity of the platform where the filtering takes place occasionally can cause an increase
in algorithm complexity. A robust design of a Kalman filter algorithm must take these factors into
account. This section gives a brief review of some numerical issues that were encountered during
this research.
3.2.6.1. Error Covariance Matrix Symmetry and Positive Definiteness
The error covariance matrix should always be symmetric and positive semi-definite by its definition.
However, as the digit precision of the computer is limited, when rounding errors start to accumulate
through iterations the error covariance matrix may become non-symmetric and lose its positive semi-
definite property. This affects the Kalman gain calculation and may therefore result in temporary
divergence of the solution. Under such circumstances, the subsequent performance of the system is
compromised as the information carried by the error covariance is no longer accurate. There are
few techniques that can be applied to deal with the problem:
1. As mentioned in Section 3.2.4.2, the update equation of the error covariance matrix can be
written in various forms. The Joseph form, given in (3.11), is a symmetric form and can be
applied.
2. Since the error covariance matrix is symmetric according to its definition, either the upper or
the lower triangular part of the matrix can be redundant. That is, only the diagonal and half of
the triangular part of the matrix are stored during the calculation. For applications with very
limited processing power, this method also substantially reduces memory and computational
requirements.
3. By taking the average of the error covariance and its transposed matrix using
P = 12(P + P
T ) (3.23)
at each iteration or at regular intervals, the error covariance can be forced to maintain its
symmetry. Note in case any non-numerical errors occur during the calculation and cause P to
become non-symmetric, (3.23) would worsen the situation.
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4. A factorisation method may be used. Any symmetric matrices can be factorised into the pro-
duction of several matrices with special forms. For Kalman filtering, one common factorisation
method is the UD factorisation. For a UD implementation of the Kalman filter, the error cov-
ariance matrix is factorised as a triangular matrix and a diagonal matrix. Factorised matrices
are propagated and updated during the filtering instead of the state error covariance. How-
ever, a factorised Kalman filter is very complex to implement and increases the computational
requirements.
3.2.6.2. Scaled State Estimates
The matrix inversion operation in a computer is done in various numerical ways, commonly using
Gaussian elimination, without actually forming the inverse. The advantage of doing this is mainly
for higher computational efficiency, i.e. less computation time and less residual errors. The drawback
of these numerical methods is an increased sensitivity to the condition of the matrix. In theory,
any non-singular square matrix is invertible. But matrices that are very close to singular or bad-
conditioned may also be problematic to numerical matrix inversion.
For some integration applications, values of estimates in the state vector could contain large
differences in scale. For example, the estimated position expressed in local navigation in the form of
latitude, longitude in radians is significantly smaller than other components in the state vector such
as the velocity. This results in a badly scaled error covariance matrix. In such cases, the matrix
inversion presented in Kalman gain calculation with (3.9) may face difficulties. The results of (3.9)
may be either a less accurate result or a report of faults because of non-invertible matrices.
The best solution to this problem is to choose appropriate units for all the estimates in the state
vector, or even manually apply a scale to some states so that the error covariance matrix maintains
a reasonable range.
3.2.6.3. Algorithm Design Issues
For the design of a practical Kalman filter and eventually an integrated positioning system, the
processing capacity of the platform must always be considered. Since the filtering process involves
lots of matrix operations, for which the memory capacity requirement depends on the size of the
matrices and vectors, it is very common to adapt the basic algorithms in Section 3.2.4.3 and Section
3.2.5 in order to accommodate the limitations of the hardware.
Depending on the system properties, some systems do not have a time-varying system model or
measurement model, i.e. F or H could be constant during the filtering. Furthermore, the system
noise covariance and the measurement noise covariance could also be constant. All constants in the
filtering can be processed off-line, and subsequently reducing the processing load. In addition, all
major matrices in the filtering process contain a large amount of zeros. It would be more efficient
to applied sparse matrix algorithms for these applications.
The calculation for the error covariance matrix requires significantly more computational effort.
This is especially stressful for the processor, especially when there are high rate sensors in an
integrated system. On the other hand, the accuracy required for the state vector is higher than the
error covariance. In order to balance the requirements for computational power against calculation
accuracy, different steps of a Kalman filter algorithm can be performed at a different rate. The
state propagation is usually performed at the highest rate, whereas the error covariance can be
propagated at a lower rate.
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3.2.7. Other Integration Algorithms
Apart from the standard Kalman filter and the EKF described in previous sections, there are other
algorithms that can be applied for optimal estimation and for an integrated positioning system. A
concise introduction to some of them is given in this section. The application of different integration
algorithms has effects on the system performance. The focus of this thesis is, however, to investigate
the performance of integrated positioning systems with DRM aiding, so the effects of different
integration algorithms is not investigated; this may be an interesting area for further research.
3.2.7.1. Weighted Least Squares
Weighted least squares is a modified version of the standard linear least squares estimation. All
least squares methods follow Gauss’s principle of least squares, which selects an optimum set of
unknown parameters that minimises the sum of the squares of the estimation residual errors. The
standard least squares assumes all observed measurements are of the same quality. This is however
not true for most applications. Placing equal emphasis on measurements from different sensors for
an integrated system is logically unsound. Weighted least squares therefore incorporates a weighting
scheme during the calculation.
Simplicity and low processor load are the main advantages of using weighted least squares for
system integration. The weighted least square algorithm works in a snap-shot mode in comparison
with a Kalman filter, i.e. running iterations in a single epoch until the result converges. Thus it
is not suitable for dead reckoning based sensors and inertial sensors, due to it lacking means to
calibrate the continuous drift of the sensors. The errors in the sensors are simply assigned with a
weight with no consideration of the drift.
3.2.7.2. Other Extensions of the Kalman Filter
Apart from the EKF described in Section 3.2.5, there are other extensions of the standard Kalman
filter that have been developed. There are many practical issues in applying a Kalman filter to
various system parameter estimation problems. Each of these extensions has been developed to deal
with certain aspects of these issues.
The linearised Kalman filter is based on the same principle as an EKF in order deal with the
application of standard Kalman filter for nonlinear models. For both the linearised Kalman filter
and the EKF, the nonlinear models involved are linearised with respect to a nominal trajectory
of the state vector. The nominal trajectory for the EKF is defined to be equal to the estimated
trajectory, or previous estimates. On the other hand, for applications such as orbiting satellites or
guidance weapons, the vehicle is expected to follow a predetermined trajectory that can be computed
in advance. A linearised Kalman filter takes advantage of this knowledge and the estimates of the
filter are usually the error between the actual and expected trajectory (Brown & Hwang, 1997).
The unscented filter is developed specifically to deal with nonlinear model situations where the
first-order Taylor series approximation is no longer adequate. The premise behind an unscented
filter is that a Gaussian distribution should be easier to approximate than a nonlinear function
with a fixed number of parameters (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997). A series of samples known as sigma
points is taken at each epoch to start the estimation. Comparing with the EKF, the unscented
filter comes with some advantages including the ability to be applied to non-differentiable functions
and avoiding the derivation of Jacobian matrices. However the prices for these advantages are more
complex algorithms and heavier system load.
The adaptive filter is useful for situations where accurate knowledge of the noise covariance
matrices is not available (Hide et al., 2003). For a normal Kalman filtering process, both the system
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noise covariance matrix, Q, and the measurement noise covariance matrix, R, are predetermined
during the system design. If these matrices do not actually represent the noise, the subsequent
performance of a standard filter is not optimal. The concept of an adaptive filter is to estimate R
and/or Q during the operation. This can be achieved through either innovation-based methods or
multiple-model based methods.
3.3. Observability and State Selection
From the point view of modern control theory, a system may have many internal variables and
fewer outputs. For a normal control application, a controller is designed to optimise the outputs.
In the case of a positioning system, the outputs can be measured (i.e. available measurements from
sensors), and the knowledge of the state vector is desired but is not directly measured. The problem
is referred as ’state estimation’ in control theory. The integration algorithm, usually a Kalman filter,
thus is essentially a state estimator. When designing a state estimator, it is important to determine
whether the states can be estimated from available measurements. In other words, the observability
of the system should be considered.
The observability of a system is indicated by its observability matrix. For a system described by
(3.2) and (3.8) with n states, the observability matrix is defined as
OT =
[
HT , ΦTHT , · · · ,
(
ΦT
)n−1
HT
]
(3.24)
The system is said to be observable if O has a full rank, i.e. its rank equals n. The implication
behind this test is that if n rows are linearly independent, then each of the n states is viewable
through linear combinations of the output variables z.
In terms of the state selection for an integrated system, some common states that are usually
included for an INS/GNSS integration are discussed here. The position and velocity of the system
is always included, either in the form of actual position and velocity in a total-state implementation,
or in the form of errors in the position and velocity in an error-state implementation. The more
specific reference frame that the estimates are resolved in depends on the system design. For the
local navigation frame, the position is in the form of latitude, longitude and height.
For INS, attitude error is almost always helpful unless the highest grade sensors are used. The
attitude error is expressed in the form of small angles and resolved in the body frame. The biases
for sensors in the IMU, such as the accelerometer biases and the gyro biases, are estimated in most
INS/GNSS systems. Whether the biases should be modelled as the sum of a static component and
a dynamic component or as a single parameter depends on the individual system. Including of other
error characters, such scale factors and cross-coupling errors, is usually on the borderline. A further
discussion can be found in (Groves, 2008).
The choice for GNSS states, on the other hand, varies between integration architectures. For a
loosely-coupled system, there is no need to include any GNSS states, whereas for tightly-coupled
and deep integration, the receiver clock offset and drift must be estimated in order to compensate
for receiver clock errors in the pseudorange measurements.
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Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a term for satellite-based radio navigation systems
that are capable of providing 3D positioning solution for the user. Using GNSS for safety-of-life
applications has been proved feasible and is now standardised for other public transportation systems
such as aviation. The railways are shown as a characteristic environment for modern positioning
technologies, especially GNSS. The research for application of GNSS on the railways is actively
carried out at present.
This chapter presents a brief description of current GNSS status and the basic positioning method
using satellite pseudorange measurements. A review of major GNSSs is given in Section 4.1 covering
basic information on their system architecture and signal characteristics. Section 4.2 describes
methods of estimating user position and velocity with pseudorange measurements. Main error
sources for ranging are introduced in Section 4.3 and typical positioning performance figures are
summarised for reference in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 includes a concise discussion on the
future development of GNSS and its impact on GNSS applications on the railways.
4.1. Current GNSSs
4.1.1. GPS
Global Positioning System (GPS) was first development by the US government for military usages
and is controlled by Joint Program Office (JPO) under the auspices of the Department of Defence
(DoD). The full operational capacity is achieved at the end of 1994 and the system is now under
active modernisation process. Also, plans for the future GPS III are under discussion.
4.1.1.1. The Space and Control Segments
GPS system consists of three parts: space, control, and user equipment segments. The space segment
is a satellite constellation in orbit and its satellites provide ranging signals and data messages with
navigation information to system users. The control segment (CS) is various ground stations whose
responsibility are to monitor, command and control the satellite constellation. Lastly, the user
equipment segment is devices that perform the positioning and navigation, timing, or other related
applications.
The GPS satellite constellation operates with a baseline constellation of 24 satellites. The satellite
orbits are nearly circular with an approximate orbital radius of 26, 600 km. GPS satellites are
deployed in six orbital planes. These orbital planes are equally distributed around the equator at a
60◦ separation, and have a nominal inclination relative to the equatorial plane of 55◦. The nominal
orbital period of a GPS satellite is approximately half a sidereal day (11 hours, 58 minutes). There
are at least four Block II satellites in each orbital plane which are not evenly spaced. This is designed
to ensure satellite visibility for most places on the earth. As a result, 5 to 14 satellites were planned
to be available at most times, assuming a 5◦ elevation mask angle and a clear line of sight (Spilker,
1996).
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GPS satellites have been through generations of improvements. The Block I satellites were pro-
totypes and the Block II satellites were the first full operational satellites. Both types are no
longer in service. The Block IIA satellites are similar to Block II but with system enhancements
to attain a longer 180 days of operation without contact from the CS (Dorsey et al., 2006). The
Block IIR are operational replenishment satellites features with satellites incorporate automatic
navigation (Autonav). This feature enables Block IIR to update navigation data from intersatellite
ranging measurements. The modernised replenishment satellites Block IIR-M introduce new L-band
signals with increased power. The next model of GPS satellites that is beginning to be deployed is
Block IIF (follow-on sustainment satellites). The new model will introduce a third signal frequency
L5 and the first one is launched in mid-may 2010. According to Madden (2009), there are currently
30 satellites been set healthy on orbits including 11 Block IIA satellites, 12 Block IIR satellites and
7 Block IIR-M satellites. Furthermore, there are one more Block IIR-M satellite waiting to be set
healthy and 3 additional satellites in residual status. A summarised GPS constellation status is
listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1.: Generations of GPS satellites
GPS Satellites Years in Commission Number of
Satellites
Block I 1978-1985 10
Block II 1989-1990 9
Block IIA 1990-1997 19
Block IIR 1997-2004 12
Block IIR-M 2005-2009 8
Block IIF From 2010 1
Block III From 2014 -
The main elements of the CS include the Master Control Station (MCS), monitor stations and
ground uplink antennas. The major responsibility for the MCS is to maintain satellites constellation,
generate navigation messages and maintain GPS timing services. Monitor stations are under the
control of the MCS and form a network across the world to continuously collect satellites ranging
data, satellites status data, and local meteorological data for the MCS to process. Ground uplink
antennas forms another global network to perform satellites commanding and navigation message
uploading. Current CS configuration comprised dual MCSs, six monitor stations and four ground
antennas (Dorsey et al., 2006). Update plans for the CS such as the Legacy Accuracy Improvement
Initiative (L-AII) and the Architecture Evolution Plan (AEP) is currently in progress aiming to
provide more monitor stations and new MCS mainframe. Also the planning for the next generation
control segment, Operational Control Segment (OCX), is under discussion (Crews, 2008).
4.1.1.2. Signals
Signals from GPS satellites contain three components: the radio frequency (RF) carrier, ranging
codes, and navigation data. Among these components, ranging codes are a family of pseudo-random
noise (PRN) codes that allow precise ranging measurements. Navigation data is a binary-coded
message containing information about the satellite status and ephemeris. Both ranging codes and
navigation data are modulated on the RF sinusoidal carrier to be broadcast by satellites.
There are currently two frequencies for GPS satellites to broadcast signals. Both frequencies are
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located in the L-band and are refereed as Link 1 (L1) and Link 2 (L2). The centre frequencies of
L1 and L2 are as below:
L1 : fL1 = 1575.42 MHz, and L2 : fL2 = 1227.60 MHz.
A new signal frequency had been proposed by modernised GPS, called L5. The L5 is available
for civil applications and is centred at fL5 = 1176.45 MHz. A L5 demo payload is included on
the Block IIR-M7 satellite (SVN 49, lunched on March 2009) broadcasting L5 signal with no data
modulated. The L5 signal is officially available along with the first launch of Block IIF satellite in
2010.
There are two types of ranging codes available on both frequencies, one for civil users (SPS), and
the other for DoD-authorised users (PPS). The SPS codes include Coarse and Acquisition codes
(C/A-codes) on L1 and the new Link 2 Civil (L2C) codes on L2. The PPS codes include precision
(encrypted) codes, or P(Y)-codes, and the new Military (M)-codes on both L1 and L2. L2C and
M-codes were introduced since the first launch of Block IIR-M on September 2005. A summary of
GPS signals is listed in Table 4.2. Planned signals for modernised GPS are also included in Table
4.2.
Table 4.2.: A summary of GPS signals
Codes Carrier Band Service
Minimum
Received Signal
Power (dBW)
Frequency
Protection?
Satellite
Blocks
C/A L1 SPS -158.5 Yes (ARNS band) All
P(Y) L1 PPS -161.5 Yes (ARNS band) All
L2 PPS -164.5 Not assured All
L1C L1 SPS -163 & -158.3 Yes (ARNS band) From III
L2C L2 SPS -160 Not assured From IIR-M
M L1 PPS - Yes (ARNS band) From IIR-M
L2 PPS - Not assured From IIR-M
L5 L5 SPS -158 Yes (ARNS band) From II-F
One thing needs to be noted for safety-of-life railway applications is that L2 does not enjoy the
same institutional protection from International Telecommunications Union (ITU) against interfer-
ences as L1 and L5. Unlike L1 and L5 which are allocated in Aeronautical Radionavigation Service
(ARNS) band, L2 is in a shared band with other applications as well as amateur radios and is
thus facing more potential interferences than L1 and L5. Therefore, L2C is unlikely to be used for
safety-of-life applications (Misra & Enge, 2006 and Groves, 2008).
The broadcast navigation message consists of three parts including information on GPS time and
satellites health status, ephemeris data containing 16 Keplerian orbital parameters of the satellite,
and almanac with approximate orbital information of the entire GPS constellation. The ephemeris
is used to precisely determine the satellite orbital position and thus is updated more frequently than
other information, currently 2 hours. The almanac data, with a longer validated period, is intended
to aid user equipment in selecting satellites and acquiring signals.
Currently, there are three formats available for the broadcast navigation message. The legacy
navigation message is used by both the C/A-code and P(Y)-codes. CNAV messages are broadcast
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on the L2C and MNAV messages are on the M-codes. The information on legacy messages is
organised in a fixed-frame format with 5 subframes. The data rate is 50 bit/s and the full message
lasts 12.5 minutes. CNAV and MNAV, however, offer a more modernised information organisation
and require less bandwidth. Instead of using a frame/subframe architecture, CNAV and MNAV
feature a new pseudo-packetized format. Packets are headed by a message type indicator and can
be transmitted in any order. Each packet uses Forward Error Correction (FEC) and thus has more
advanced error detection than the legacy messages. In addition to information provided by the
legacy format, extra information on integrity, GNSS interoperability, and augmentation can also be
included in CNAV and MNAV. MNAV packets are longer than CNAV packets and come with higher
precision ephemeris.
4.1.1.3. Augmentation Systems
Augmentation systems for GPS are mainly divided into two types based on the area the system is
design to serve and the way to transmit augmentation data. While the service of Ground Based
Augmentation Systems (GBAS) is in general localised and the broadcasting of GBAS messages is
through ground based transmitters, Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) provide services
to a wide area through satellites with a lower precision. Additional ranging signals, differential
correction service, and integrity alerts is delivered to user by augmentation systems. Examples of
GBAS applications include local area DGPS services for airfields or harbours. On the other hand,
there are currently five SBAS systems at varying stages of development, as summarised in Table 4.3
(Hein et al., 2007 and Walter et al., 2010).
Table 4.3.: A summary of current SBAS
SBAS Service Coverage Constellation
Geostationary
Satellite
Longitudes
Current Status
WAAS North America GEO (2) 107
◦W and
133◦W Full performance
EGNOS
Europe and
surrounding
countries
GEO (3) 21.5
◦ E, 25◦ E and
15.5◦W Initial operation
MSAS Japan GEO (2) 140◦ E and 145◦ E Initial operation
GAGAN India GEO (3) 34
◦ E, 83◦ E and
132◦ E
Under
development
SDCM Russia GEO (3) 95
◦ E, 167◦ E and
16◦W
Under
development
EGNOS is the European SBAS made up of three geostationary satellites and a network of ground
stations. Until the end of 2009, EGNOS is only certificated by the European Commission for Non-
Safety-of-Life use and is expected to be certified for Safety-of-Life applications in 2010. However,
in terms of providing augmentation for positioning on UK railways, EGNOS suffers from severe
visibility issues, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2 on page 42, because of low elevation angle for geo-
stationary satellites. To address visibility problems for EGNOS satellites, ESA released an internet
service for continuous delivery of EGNOS signals, called SISNet. Nevertheless, communication ar-
rangements within the railways signalling system and the compatibility with future ERTMS is yet
to be standardised.
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4.1.1.4. GPS Modernisation
GPS modernisation process is gradually starting to take place and will eventually lead to the future
GPS III system and beyond. The plan for GPS modernisation focuses on both hardware and satellite
signals.
The hardware upgrade includes the launch of new satellites and the construction of new control
station. The Block IIF satellites are able to broadcast a new civil signal frequency. Meanwhile,
Block III satellites are currently under design and will mark the coming of GPS III system. This new
type of satellites will feature increased signal power, the introduction of signal integrity and another
new civil signal on L1. On the other hand, the CS modernisation is focusing on the building of the
next generation control segment OCX. Upgrades will enable the CS to incorporate with modernised
satellite signals and navigation messages. In addition, the enhanced OCX will be capable of not
only monitoring a larger modernised GPS constellation but also providing information on system
integrity.
The new signal frequency L5 is available along with the launch of Block IIF satellites. There are
two PRN codes available on L5 known as I5 and Q5. The new L5 frequency is located in ARNS
band and is intended for civil safety-of-life application. Further introduction of civil signals will be
realised by Block III satellites and the new signal is referred as L1C. New civil signals in ARNS
band will allow safety-of-life applications, such as positioning on the railways, to take the advantage
of positioning with multiple frequencies. Meanwhile, the plan for GPS III also includes the proposal
for an increased signal broadcasting power. The increase of signal power can improve the availability
of GPS services under signal difficulty situations. Railway line-of-sight problems will substantially
benefit from an increased signal power.
4.1.2. GLONASS
GLONASS, GLObal’naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema, is the radio satellite navigation
system developed by Soviet Union and is now operated by the Russian government. The GLONASS
constellation was once allowed to decay due to financial problems after its completion in 1995.
Since 2001, a modernisation program has been carried out including the launch of new satellites,
introducing new signals, and updating control complex.
The GLONASS constellation consists of 21 operational satellites till the time of writing (Russian
Space Agency, 2010). The satellites are deployed in 3 orbital planes, each with a 120◦ interval to
other planes in longitude and an inclination of 64.8◦ to the equator. The GLONASS orbits has a
radius of 25, 600 km and each satellite completes the orbit with a period of 11 hours, 15 minutes.
Most of the constellation consists of modernised GLONASS-M satellites. According to Revnivykh
(2008), the development of new GLONASS-K satellite will finish flight test by 2011.
At present, GLONASS signals are broadcast on two frequencies, known as GLONASS L1 and L2.
Each of these frequencies lies just above their GPS counterparts. PRN codes that are modulated on
both frequencies are C/A codes for civil applications (available on L2 from GLONASS-M) and P code
for military applications. Each PRN code is broadcast with a different navigation message. While
specifics for the P code navigation message are not publicly published, the C/A code navigation
message contains information on satellite ephemeris, almanac of the satellite constellation. Future
plans to include differences between GLONASS and other GNSSs, such as system time and reference
frame, in navigation messages are under consideration.
There will be a third frequency L3 available when the new satellites GLONASS-K are ready. At
the moment, GLONASS signals use Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA), which introduces
extra complexities in GLONASS receivers and causes problems for GNSS interoperability. But the
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use of Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) will be available along with the launch of GLONASS-
K (Revnivykh, 2008).
Unlike GPS, the ground-based control complex (GBCC) of GLONASS is mostly restrained within
Russian territory. The current GBCC is made up of a system control centre and two monitor stations
near Moscow, four telemetry, tracking and control (TT&C) stations (Feairheller & Clark, 2006). The
modernisation plan for the GBCC includes the extension of ground control network, improvements
on system time and orbit, and new monitoring network outside Russia.
The specification of system positioning accuracy for civil applications is “100 m (95% probability)
in horizontal, 150 m (2 sigma) in the vertical, and 15 cm/sec (2 sigma) in velocity” (Feairheller &
Clark, 2006), whereas the specification of military applications is not published. However the actual
system performance is better than the specification when the full constellation is available. The
modernisation program should enable GLONASS to achieve a similar positioning accuracy to GPS.
4.1.3. Galileo
Galileo is the European satellite navigation system initiated by the European Union (EU) and the
European Space Agency (ESA). Unlike GPS and GLONASS, Galileo is a purely civil navigation
system, which is funded by the EU and will be managed by GNSS Supervisory Authority (GSA).
The System is currently in Testbed v2 phase. There are two experimental satellites, GIOVE-A
and GIOVE-B, in orbits. The in-orbit validation for the system will soon start with the plan to
launch another 4 operational satellites and test ground infrastructure. The full operational capacity
is expected to be achieved by 2014.
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Figure 4.1.: Frequency distribution for GPS, GLONASS and Galileo
The Galileo system is designed to offer four services: an open service (OS), a safety-of-life (SoL)
service, commercial services and a public regulated service (PRS). The OS and SoL service are for
public civil applications and use same signals, but integrity data is added to SoL service. Commer-
cial cervices with improved accuracy will be provided to users willing to pay subscription charges
through additional encrypted signal. The PRS is designed to provide high integrity and continuity,
interference resistant and encrypted positioning and navigation to government-designated users.
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The planned Galileo constellation will consist of 30 satellites. The orbital radius of Galileo satel-
lites is 29, 600 km with a period of 14 hours, 5 minutes. There will be three orbital plane for satellite
deployment. Each orbital plane is separated by 120◦ in longitude and inclined at 56◦ to the equator
(Groves, 2008).
Galileo broadcast signals are located across three frequency bands: E5, E6 and E2-L1-E1. The E5
band is 51.15 MHz wide and centred at 1, 191.795 MHz. There are two codes modulated onto a single
E5 carrier, known as E5a and E5b. While the E5a signal supports the OS, the E5b signal will be
available for the OS, commercial services, and SoL services. Two codes, E6C and E6P, modulated on
the E6 band (40.92 MHz wide, centred at 1, 278.75 MHz) are both encrypted for commercial services
and PRS usages. Meanwhile, E2-L1-E1 band, which is also 24.552 MHz wide and is centred at
1, 575.42 MHz, will transmit two signals: L1F for the OS, commercial services and the SoL services;
and L1P for the PRS. A summary of the Galileo signals is shown in Figure 4.1 in comparison with
both GPS and GLONASS signals. A more detailed description of Galileo signals can be found in
Falcone et al. (2006) and European Space Agency (2010).
The ground segment of Galileo system is currently under active construction. The completed
ground segment will be composed of a global network of sensor stations and TT&C stations, a
global real-time oriented network of uplink stations, geographically redundant control centres and a
high-performance communication network. The Current plan for the ground segment architecture
will contain 34 sensor stations, 3 control centres, 9 Mission Uplink stations and 5 TT&C stations
(Lisi, 2009).
4.1.4. GNSS Interoperability
GNSS interoperability issue is mainly inspired by the potential benefits of using multiple GNSS
constellations for positioning. In general, there are two fundamental elements in building a GNSS:
a reference frame and a time scale. The reference frame is used by a GNSS to indicate the positions
of satellites and users, whereas the time scale is used to define the offsets of all clocks in the system.
All current GNSSs define their own reference frames and time scales. Consequently, the prerequisite
for GPS, GLONASS and Galileo to be interoperable is the development of transformations among
different reference frames and time scales.
Table 4.4.: A summary the reference frames and time scales of current GNSSs
GNSSs Reference Frame Time Scale Realisation
GPS WGS84 GPS System Time (GPST)steered to UTC(USNO)
GLONASS PZ-90
(previously known as SGS85)
GLONASS System Time
steered to UTC(SU)
Galileo Galileo Terrestrial Reference
Frame (GTRF)
Galileo System Time (GST)
steered to a set of EU UTC
A summary of reference frames and time scales for GPS, GLONASS and Galileo are listed in
Table 4.4. Note that both GTRF and WGS84 are an independent realisation of the International
Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS). The transformation between PZ-90 and WGS84 are estimated
empirically. Both GPS time and GLONASS time are defined using different realisation of the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). GPS+GLONASS receiver usually sacrifices a pseudorange
measurement in order to estimate the bias between time scales of the two GNSSs (Misra & Enge,
2006). The transformation between Galileo and other systems are currently under study.
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4.2. PVT Estimation with GPS
4.2.1. Receiver Position and Clock Bias Estimation
4.2.1.1. Pseudorange Measurements
Pseudorange is the apparent range between the satellite position at the signal transit time and
the receiver position at the signal receive time. Two time epochs involved are signal transit time
based on the satellite clock and the signal receive time corresponding to the receiver clock. Because
both the satellite clock and the receiver clock are biased with respect to the GPS system time,
the difference between the two epochs, i. e. the signal propagation time, is equal to the difference
between time offsets of the two clocks with respect to the system time. Each GPS satellite transmits
different PRN codes as part of the broadcast signal, as described in Section 4.1.1.2. The PRN code
is generated according to the individual satellite clock. When the transmitted PRN code reaches
the receiver, a replica of the code is generated according to the receiver clock. The amount of time
shift required to align the code with its replica (known as the correlation) is measured as the signal
propagation time. A range measurement, that is, the pseudorange, can be obtained by multiplying
the time difference with the speed of light.
The estimation of position using pseudorange measurements is adopted by most single-frequency
receivers for navigation applications. A pseudorange can be modelled by the following equation
from Misra & Enge (2006)
ρ(k)(t) = r(k)(t, t− τ) + c
[
δtu(t)− δt(k)(t− τ)
]
+ I(k)ρ (t) + T (k)ρ (t) + ε(k)ρ (t) (4.1)
where:
ρ(k)(t) is the pseudorange measurement for the kth satellite, in meters.
t is the signal reception time in GPS time, in seconds.
τ is the signal transit time, in seconds.
r(k)(t, t− τ) is the true geometric range between the kth satellite at the signal emission time t− τ
and the receiver at the signal reception time t, in meters.
c is the speed of light in a vacuum, in meters/second.
δtu(t) is the receiver clock bias relative to GPS time at the signal reception time t, in seconds.
δt(k)(t− τ) is the kth satellite clock bias relative to GPS time at the signal emission time t− τ ,
in seconds.
I
(k)
ρ (t) is the propagation delay on the pseudorange measurement of the kth satellite caused
by the Earth’s ionosphere, in meters.
T
(k)
ρ (t) is the propagation delay on the pseudorange measurement of the kth satellite caused
by the Earth’s troposphere, in meters.
ε
(k)
ρ (t) is the miscellaneous unmodeled range error for the individual satellite. The un-
modeled error usually consists of receiver noise and multipath, as well as the error in
satellite position.
As a part of the ranging signal, GPS satellites broadcast navigation data messages which enable
the receiver to estimate the satellite clock bias δt(k)(t−τ), ionospheric delay I(k)ρ (t), and tropospheric
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delay T (k)ρ (t) for the individual satellite. Subsequently, these terms can be removed from (4.1), and
the equation for a corrected pseudorange measurement ρ˜(k) can be derived
ρ˜(k) = r(k) + cδtu + ε˜(k)ρ (4.2)
Note that the ε˜(k)ρ now consists of residuals after applying corrections from navigation data and
other unmodeled errors.
By expressing the position of the kth satellite at the signal emission time in Cartesian coordinates,
p(k) =
[
x(k), y(k), z(k)
]T , and the receiver position at the signal reception time as p = [x, y, z]T ,
the true geometric range r(k) can be written as following
r(k) =
√
(x(k) − x)2 + (y(k) − y)2 + (z(k) − z)2 = ‖ p(k) − p ‖ (4.3)
The bold, lower-case characters are used in this thesis to denote vectors and bold, upper-case ones are
used to denote matrices; ‖ · · · ‖ represents the magnitude of a vector. The Cartesian coordinates are
expressed in Earth-centred Earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, or Earth frame. The conventional superscript
notation for vectors in Earth frame, pe, is dropped in this chapter for the simplicity unless specifically
pointed out. Whereas vectors in other reference frames will be denoted as the convention. Bringing
(4.3) into (4.2), we can rewrite ρ˜(k) as
ρ˜(k) =‖ p(k) − p ‖ +brc + ε˜(k)ρ (4.4)
where the receiver clock bias cδtu term has been replaced with a simpler term brc in the unit of
meters.
4.2.1.2. Single-Point Position Solution with Pseudoranges
There are four unknowns in (4.4): three components of p, and brc. Assuming there are K satellites
available (K > 4), the standard approach to estimate these four unknowns is through a least-squares
iteration processes starting with an initial value of the receiver position p0 and clock bias b0.
A predicted pseudorange ρ(k)0 is obtained based on the initial value as
ρ
(k)
0 =‖ p(k) − p0 ‖ +b0 (4.5)
The true receiver position p and clock bias brc can be expressed using the initial value as p = p0+δp
and brc = b0+δb, where δp and δb are corrections to be applied to the initial value. Thus the residual
between the predicted and the measurement δρ(k) is
δρ(k) = ρ˜(k) − ρ(k)0
=‖ p(k) − p0 − δp ‖ − ‖ p(k) − p0 ‖ +(brc − b0) + ε˜(k)ρ (4.6)
Equation (4.6) must be linearised by performing a Taylor series approximation in order to form a
least-squares equation. The residual after linearisation becomes
δρ(k) ≈ − (p
(k) − p0)
‖ p(k) − p0 ‖ · δp + δb+ ε˜
(k)
ρ
= −1(k) · δp + δb+ ε˜(k)ρ (4.7)
1(k) in (4.7) is the estimated line-of-sight vector from the estimated receiver position to the kth
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of single-point position solution
satellite.
When K satellites are tracked, a set of (4.7)s can be arranged in matrix form, as
zρ = G
 δp
δb
+ wρ (4.8)
where the measurement vector, zρ =
[
δρ(1), δρ(2), · · · , δρ(K)]T , the measurement matrix, G, or the
user-satellite geometry matrix, is
G =

(−1(1))T 1
(−1(2))T 1
...
...
(−1(K))T 1

(4.9)
and the measurement noise , wρ =
[
ε˜
(1)
ρ , ε˜
(2)
ρ , · · · , ε˜(K)ρ
]T
.
The least-squares corrections to the initial value can be computed with δp
δb
 = (GTG)−1GT zρ (4.10)
This process is repeated until the corrections are towards zero using the corrected estimation as
the initial value at each iteration. Steps for the process are summarised in Figure 4.2. Because
pseudorange measurements do not usually all have the same quality, a weight matrix is often used
with (4.10) during the estimation. One straight forward way to construct the weight matrix may
be based on satellite elevation angle. More detailed discussion on weighting measurements can be
found in Misra & Enge (2006) and Conley et al. (2006).
4.2.2. Receiver Velocity and Clock Drift Estimation
The relative motion between a satellite and the receiver causes changes on the observed frequency of
satellite signals, known as Doppler shift. The Doppler shift measurement is taken from the carrier
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tacking loop of the receiver and transformed into a pseudorange rate measurement. The pseudorange
rate can be view as a projection of the relative velocity vector on the satellite to receiver line-of-
sight direction. The receiver velocity and clock drift can then be obtained using pseudorange rates
through a least-squares process similar to the single point position solution.
The model for the pseudorange rate can be derived by differentiating (4.2) and is written here as
˜˙ρ(k) = (v(k) − v) · 1(k) + b˙rc + ε(k)ρ˙ (4.11)
where:
˜˙ρ(k) is the pseudorange rate of the kth satellite, in meters/seconds.
v(k) the velocity vector of the kth satellite, normally obtained from the navigation data, in
meters/seconds.
v is the velocity vector of the receiver, in meters/seconds.
1(k) is the line-of-sight vector from the estimated receiver position to the kth satellite, as
defined in Section 4.2.1.2.
b˙rc is the receiver clock drift, i. e. the change rate of the receiver clock bias, in meters/seconds.
ε
(k)
ρ˙ is the combined term for unknown pseudorange rate errors, in meters/seconds.
Note that all vectors are expressed in the Earth frame. Four unknowns can be seen in (4.11): three
components of v and b˙rc. (4.11) is linear for the unknowns, so the least-squares equation is obtained
by rearranging the equation
(˜˙ρ(k) − v(k) · 1(k)) = −1(k) · v + b˙rc + ε(k)ρ˙ (4.12)
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when more than four satellites are tracked, (4.12)s for each satellite are stacked in matrix form
zρ˙ = G
 v
b˙rc
+ wρ˙ (4.13)
Measurement vector zρ˙ represents a set of (˜˙ρ(k)−v(k) ·1(k)) for every tracked satellites, measurement
matrix G is the same as defined in (4.9), and wρ˙ =
[
ε
(1)
ρ˙ , ε
(2)
ρ˙ , · · · , ε(K)ρ˙
]T
. A least-squares solution
can then be calculated as the single point position solution in (4.10). Steps for the process are
summarised in Figure 4.3
4.2.3. Impact of Visible Satellite Constellation Geometry
The user-satellites geometry of the visible satellite constellation has a substantial impact on the
positioning accuracy of GPS. Under the same circumstances, a good user-satellite geometry leads to a
higher accuracy positioning solution. The effect of the user-satellite geometry is firstly demonstrated
with a classical 2D ranging example shown in Figure 4.4. Each graph in Figure 4.4 contains two
radio stations sending ranging signals in analogy to GPS satellites. Ideally, two circles can be drawn
from error-free ranging measurements, and one of their intersection points is the receiver position,
as shown by the solid lines in all graphs. However, the inevitable errors increase uncertainties in
measurements resulting an uncertainty belt on each side of the circle, seen as regions circled by
dashed lines. The intersection of the uncertainty regions for each measurement is the uncertainty
of the positioning solution, i.e. the grey areas in each graph.
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Figure 4.4.: A 2D ranging example on the railways
Figure 4.4a shows the situation where both stations are on the same side of the receiver. This
resembles real scenes on the railways where half of the sky is blocked by physical obstructions. The
along-track uncertainty is increased under such scenes, which can be translated into an increased
uncertainty on train separation determination. On the other hand, Figure 4.4b shows the situation
where both stations are on a line to the receiver. This resembles railway scenes where the “urban
canyon” only reveals a line of the sky, as shown in Figure 2.11b in Section 2.3.1.1 when the train
is approaching the station. In this case, a larger cross-track uncertainty can be demonstrated,
presenting problems for reliable rail track identification. Only an evenly distributed set-up of stations
as in Figure 4.4c ensures minimum uncertainties on both along-track and cross-track directions.
The metric used to describe the impact of user-satellites geometry is called dilution of precision
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(DOP). The DOP matrix can be computed from the user-satellite geometry matrix, G,
(GTG)−1 =

D11 − − −
− D22 − −
− − D33 −
− − − D44

(4.14)
where the most common metric geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) is obtained from DOP
matrix elements using
GDOP =
√
D11 +D22 +D33 +D44 (4.15)
The covariance matrix of the positioning estimations is a function of both the user pseudorange
error (UERE), σUERE , and the DOP matrix
cov
 pˆ
bˆ
 = (GTG)−1σ2UERE (4.16)
As can be seen from (4.16), DOP matrix interprets the error on ranging measurements geometrically
into the estimation error. Note that DOP matrix in (4.14) is expressed in the Earth frame. DOP
representations in other reference frames can be calculated from (4.14) using frame transformation
matrices.
4.2.4. PVT Estimation with an Extended Kalman Filter
The least-squares based PVT estimation described in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 only utilises pseudor-
ange and pseudorange-rate measurements at a single epoch and recursively solves for the solution
with an initial estimation for that instant. However, previous solutions also contain useful inform-
ation which is helpful to obtain a more accurate estimation for the current epoch. Therefore most
GPS receivers use a Kalman filter for PVT estimation.
A Kalman filter, described in Section 3.2, can perform an optimum weighting of current ranging
measurements against previous estimations. In order to achieve this, a receiver dynamics model is
maintained along with the weighting process. This can be achieved by either taking a simplified
assumption of the receiver dynamics or integrating dynamics information from other sensors. The
first approach is described in this section, assuming a low-dynamics application, such as on a train.
The latter approach is described in Section 7.2 as the part of the integrated navigation process.
Since the receiver dynamics are not linear, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is usually used based
a linearisation of the receiver dynamics (Crassidis & Junkins, 2004).
4.2.4.1. State Selection
GPS navigation solutions form the basic part of a Kalman filter state vector. The reference frame
chosen for the system dynamics described in this section is the local-navigation frame. This means
the position estimates are in the form of latitude, L, longitude, λ and height, h. For a low-dynamics
application, the velocity, vn, must be included in the sate vector to accommodate the movement of
the receiver, whereas accelerations can be modelled as system noise on the velocity estimation. The
receiver clock bias, brc and drift, b˙rc are always included.
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The inclusion of other correlated ranging errors, caused by the combination the ephemeris and
the residual satellites clock, ionospheric and tropospheric error, are optional because of their observ-
ability issues when the visible number of satellites are low. However, estimating them is beneficial
for improving the accuracy, provided a good number of satellites are in view.
Therefore eight elements are included in the state vector for the system described in this section:
components of position and velocity in the local-navigation frame, receiver clock bias and drift. The
state vector, xnGPS , is written as
xnGPS =
[
L, λ, h, vn, brc, b˙rc
]T (4.17)
4.2.4.2. System Model
The system model describes the propagation of the estimated states and their uncertainties in
order to account for the receiver dynamics and the clock behaviours between successive ranging
measurements update. As the system model is expressed in the local-navigation frame, curvilinear
position is used, and the time derivatives of the position is given by (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24). Also
the relationship between the receiver clock bias and drift is
∂
∂t
brc = b˙rc (4.18)
Although (5.22) and (5.23) do not strictly fit the linearity assumption of a Kalman filter, the
denominators can be treated as constant over the propagation interval because of their slow variation.
The system matrix is therefore written as (Groves, 2008)
FnGPS ≈

03×3 Fn12 03×1 03×1
03×3 03×3 03×1 03×1
01×3 01×3 0 1
01×3 01×3 0 0

(4.19)
Fn12 =

1
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ
0 0
0 1(RN (Lˆ)+hˆ) cos Lˆ 0
0 0 −1
 (4.20)
Note that Kalman filter matrices here are expressed in terms of sub-matrices corresponding to
components of the state vector. Symbols with a hat on top, such as Lˆ, are used to denote estimations.
The transition matrix for a discrete system is given as the first order power-series approximation
Φk = I8×8 + Fkτs (4.21)
where τs is the state propagation interval.
The increase of state uncertainties is mainly due to user motion and the receiver clock drift. This
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increase process is described by the system noise covariance matrix
QnGPS =

03×3 03×3 03×1 03×1
03×3 Qn22 03×1 03×1
01×3 01×3 0 0
01×3 01×3 0 n2rcτs

(4.22)
Qn22 =

n2N 0 0
0 n2E 0
0 0 n2D
 τs (4.23)
where n2N , n2E , and n2D are respectively the acceleration PSD in north, east and down directions,
and n2rc is the receiver clock drift PSD. For low-dynamics applications, n2N = n2E = 10 m2/s3 is
reasonable (Groves, 2008) and the clock drift PSD can vary up to 0.04 m2/s3 (Axelrad & Brown,
1996).
4.2.4.3. Measurement Model
The measurement model is used by a Kalman filter to update the state using ranging measure-
ments. The measurement vector contains pseudorange and pseudorange-rate measurements from
the ranging processor. Thus, for K satellites tracked,
zGPS =
[
ρ˜(1), ρ˜(2), · · · , ρ˜(K), | ˜˙ρ(1), ˜˙ρ(2), · · · , ˜˙ρ(K)
]T
(4.24)
where the tilde on top denotes a measurement. The estimated states at each update epoch, xˆ−k , are
used to produce a predicted measurement vector and is written as
hGPS(xˆ−k ) =
[
ρˆ(1), ρˆ(2), · · · , ρˆ(K), | ˆ˙ρ(1), ˆ˙ρ(2), · · · , ˆ˙ρ(K)
]T
(4.25)
The predicted pseudorange, ρˆ(k), and pseudorange-rate, ˆ˙ρ(k), can be calculated using
ρˆ(k) = ‖ pˆ(k) − pˆ− ‖ +bˆ−rc (4.26)
ˆ˙ρ(k) = (vˆ(k) − vˆ−) · 1ˆ(k) + ˆ˙b−rc (4.27)
Note that all vectors in (4.26) and (4.27) are expressed in the Earth frame. The estimated receiver
position pˆ− and velocity vˆ− for local-navigation frame implementation are first transformed into
the Earth frame before using (4.26) and (4.27). The measurement innovation vector is therefore
given by
δzGPS = zGPS − hGPS(xˆ−k ) (4.28)
The estimated line-of-sight vector in local-navigation frame consists of three components, 1ˆ(k),n =
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[
u
(k),n
N , u
(k),n
E , u
(k),n
D
]T
. Hence, following Groves (2008), the measurement matrix is
HnGPS ≈

hLu
(1),n
N hλu
(1),n
E u
(1),n
D 0 0 0 1 0
hLu
(2),n
N hλu
(2),n
E u
(2),n
D 0 0 0 1 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
hLu
(K),n
N hλu
(K),n
E u
(K),n
D 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −u(1),nN −u(1),nE −u(1),nD 0 1
0 0 0 −u(2),nN −u(2),nE −u(2),nD 0 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 −u(K),nN −u(K),nE −u(K),nD 0 1

(4.29)
where
hL = −
[
RN (Lˆ) + hˆ
]
(4.30)
hλ = −(RN (Lˆ) + hˆ) cos Lˆ (4.31)
Noise-like errors on pseudorange and pseudorange-rate measurements are modelled in the meas-
urement noise covariance matrix, RGPS . RGPS is formed as a diagonal matrix assuming no correl-
ations between pseudorange and pseudorange-rate measurements during the simulation process in
this thesis.
4.2.5. Receiver Oscillators
Most GPS receivers use a reference oscillator to control the timing. The reference oscillator provides
a frequency standard for oscillators used in the receivers front-end and baseband processor and the
receiver clock. The long-term errors and drift in the receiver frequency standard are estimated as
part of the positioning solution and are compensated using the positioning solution. Therefore, GPS
receivers do not usually require a high performance reference oscillator as those atomic clocks on
board GPS satellites. Instead, various quartz crystal oscillators (XO) are often used in GPS receivers.
However, the new development of portable high performance oscillators, such as chip-scale atomic
clocks, is still highly appreciated especially for receivers that have to work under challenging signal
environments (Misra & Enge, 2006).
As the dominant error source for a XO is the variation of frequency standard caused by temperat-
ure changing, high performance XOs commonly come with a temperature compensating mechanism.
A temperature-compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) adopts a temperature sensor to control the
oscillator voltage according to the temperature variation and can stabilise “the frequency to within
one part in 108 over a one-second interval” (Groves, 2008). The cost of a TCXO is tens of dollars
or Euros. A more expensive oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO), usually costs a thousand
dollars or Euros, is able to maintain the “a frequency variation of about one part in 1011 over a
second, with a frequency bias of one part in 108” (Groves, 2008).
With a basic XO, the range-rate bias due to the receiver clock drift can be up to 3, 000 m/s.
The magnitude of this bias can be reduced to about 200 m/s by using a TXCO, while an OCXO
can maintain the bias on the order of 2 − 3 m/s (Misra & Enge, 2006). More information on high
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performance oscillators and GPS timekeeping can be found at Allan et al. (1997).
4.3. Error Sources for Ranging
4.3.1. Satellite Clock Error
The atomic clock on board a satellite controls all its timing operations including the generation
of broadcast signal. Although an atomic clock is highly stable, the satellite clock error arises as a
result of oscillator noise accumulation. The offset between satellite time and GPS system time can
be as large as 1 ms (equivalent to a 300 km pseudorange error) as shown by the clock correction
fields in the navigation message (Conley et al., 2006).
The correction for this offset is broadcast through three calibration coefficients (known as clock
bias, clock drift and frequency drift) together with a reference time and a relativistic correction.
The GPS master control station is responsible for the determination of these parameters and the
transmission of them to the satellites. The total satellite clock correction can be worked out by
receivers using a second-order polynomial.
As these parameters are calculated by a curve-fit to the prediction of the actual clock errors,
there is a residual error after applying the correction and this residual error increases along with the
ageing of the broadcast data. The size of pseudorange error as a result of this residual error can be
ranged from 0.8m at zero age of data up to 1-4m at 24 hours after an upload (Conley et al., 2006).
The rubidium clocks that are used in new satellites are more stable and will lead to these values
dropping.
As the navigation data is updated every 2 hours at present (Groves, 2008), the grow of the residual
error after correction is expected to be small. On the other hand, the continuous update of the
constellation decreases the residual error as well.
4.3.2. Ephemeris Prediction Error
The broadcast ephemeris contains information on satellite orbital position. Similar to the generation
process of the satellite clock correction, the orbit information is produced through a curve-fit to the
orbit prediction of the satellite. The residual satellite position vector is made up of components
in three directions, known as along-track, cross-track and radial direction in a satellite coordinate
system (Vallado & McClain, 2001). The error in radial direction is usually the smallest as it is
the most observable one to the ground monitoring network and has most effect on pseudorange
measurements because it projects significantly on the line-of-sight towards the Earth.
The effective pseudorange error caused by the residual satellites position error is on the order of
0.8m (1σ) (Conley et al., 2006). This value will decrease with the employing of a larger monitoring
network.
4.3.3. Ionosphere Propagation Error
The ionosphere is a dispersive part of the atmosphere which is about 50 km to 1000 km above the
surface of the Earth. The gas in this region is ionised by the sun’s radiation and is therefore full
of free electrons and ions. The transmission of satellite broadcast signals are affected by these free
electrons. As a result, the modulated information on signals, i. e. the PRN code and navigation
data, is delayed whereas the carrier phase experiences an advance. This phenomenon is referred to
as ionospheric divergence or code-carrier divergence. The consequence of this phenomenon is that
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same amount of errors are added to both pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements, only with
different sign.
The density of free electrons on the propagation path of a signal decides its speed. This density is
defined as total electron content (TEC), known as “the number of electrons in a tube of 1 m2 cross
section extending from the receiver to the satellite.”(Misra & Enge, 2006). The ionospheric delay
on pseudorange measurements at zenith position (Iz) can be expressed in terms of TEC value and
the signal frequency f ,
Iz =
40.3 · TEC
f2
(4.32)
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Figure 4.5.: Geometrical modelling of ionospheric delay
In general, the ionosphere can be thought as a thin shell surrounding the Earth. Following this
geometrical modelling, the path length of a signal through the ionosphere becomes a function of
the satellite elevation angle. The TEC value is smallest when the satellite is vertically above the
receiver and increases as the satellite elevation angle decreases because of the increased signal path.
Therefore, an obliquity factor (OFI) is usually applied to relate the zenith TEC value to TEC values
at other satellite positions. Typically, the obliquity factor is a function of the satellite elevation angle
θ. One example of the obliquity factor, from Conley et al. (2006), is
OFI =
[
1−
(
Re cos θ
Re + hI
)2]−1/2
(4.33)
where terms are defined in Figure 4.5 on this page. The general ionospheric delay on pseudorange
measurements for all satellite positions, Iρ, can be written as:
Iρ = Iz ·OFI (4.34)
Two common methods to cope with ionospheric delay are forming ionospheric-free pseudorange
measurements from a dual-frequency receiver and using the Klobuchar model broadcast in the navig-
ation data for a single-frequency receiver. The pseudorange error caused by the residual ionospheric
delay after applying Klobuchar is typically 7m (1σ) for the average of the globe and over elevation
angles (Conley et al., 2006).
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4.3.4. Troposphere Propagation Error
The troposphere is a layer of the atmosphere which is lower than the ionosphere. The height of
the troposphere is up to about 50 km above the earth surface. The troposphere is nondispersive
to GPS signals. Because of this, delays on both modulated signal information and the carrier are
the same. The amount of tropospheric delay depends on the temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity of the local atmosphere. Hence the tropospheric delay shows a low variability compared
to the ionospheric delay.
The modelling of a tropospheric delay often includes both a dry (hydrostatic) and wet (nonhyd-
rostatic) component. The dry component, which is caused by dry air of the troposphere, produces
about 90% of the delay and can be predicted very accurately. Whereas the wet component presents
more difficulties to be predicted as a result of the atmospheric uncertainty.
Corrections for the tropospheric delay can be obtained either from meteorological observations or
using tropospheric models. While meteorological measurements are impractical for most navigation
applications, tropospheric models make estimations of the zenith tropospheric delay. A mapping
function, usually modelled as a function the satellite elevation angle θ, is applied to account for
satellite elevation angles other than 90◦. As an example, the Black and Eisner’s mapping function,
m(θ), is given here,
m(θ) = 1.001√
0.002001 + sin2 θ
(4.35)
The zenith tropospheric delay is usually 2.3− 2.6 m at sea level (Misra & Enge, 2006). The residual
tropospheric delay after the correction without meteorological data is typically 0.2m (1σ) (Conley
et al., 2006).
4.3.5. Multipath
The multipath effect refers to the reception of diffused or reflected satellite signals in addition to the
direct signal. The diffused multipath is caused by groups of electrically small objects on the signal
path, which reflect and diffract the signal. As the diffused multipath effect is generally uncorrelated
over time and the sum of the effect is on the order of receiver noise values (Braasch, 1996), the error
caused by it is usually merged into the receiver noise term in the observation equations. The reflected
signal can come from multiple sources, such as the ground and buildings around the location of the
receiver.
In general, there can be three scenarios for the reception of reflected signals: there can be no
reflected signals at all as the receiver stands in an open field with no reflective objects in view; or
there can be only reflected signals as the direct signal is blocked or attenuated which is very likely
for an indoor or sheltered environment; but for most situations the received signals is always a
combination of reflected signals and the direct signal. Because of the greater chance of encountering
reflective objects, satellites with low elevation angles commonly suffer from the greatest multipath
error.
The multipath error arises since the travel path of a reflected signal is different to the direct signal.
Both the signal modulation and the carrier phase of the combined received signal are thus distorted.
The code and carrier tracking accuracies of the receiver is reduced due to the existence of reflected
signals. As a result, both code- and carrier- phase based positioning accuracies are degraded. The
magnitude of multipath error caused by a reflected signal with given amplitude and lag depends
on the signal type and the receiver. In general, the code-phase error caused by the multipath is at
the meter-level, and varies greatly as the location of the receiver, whereas the carrier-phase error
caused by multipath is mostly on centimetre-level (Braasch, 1996). For navigation applications, the
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code-phase multipath error is therefore the main study object.
The impact of a multipath signal is usually characterised relative to the direct signal by four
parameters including its relative amplitude, time delay, relative phase and the change rate of the
relative phase. The mathematical modelling of multipath therefore usually comprises both the direct
signal and a composite of multiple multipath signals.
The spread spectrum signalling which is used by GPS signals in its nature is helpful in multipath
environment. For multipath signals that have delays longer than a chip width of the PRN code
are commonly referred as long-delay multipath, and others known as short-delay multipath. Long-
delay multipath signals do not cause any pseudorange errors as they are mostly suppressed by the
auto-correlation properties of the PRN code (Misra & Enge, 2006). Applying a narrow correlator
spacing in the delay lock loop of the receiver can reduce pseudorange errors caused by short delay
multipath signals that has a larger differential path length (Van Dierendonck et al., 1992). On the
other hand, carrier-phase multipath errors exist for both long- and short-delay multipath, but are
small compared to code-phase errors due the property of carrier phase lock loop.
Studies carried out by Counselman & Gourevitch (1981) concluded that the effects of multipath
can be reduced to the centimeter-level over short baselines by averaging the signal over a period of
an hour or more in a differential carrier-phase tracking system. However, for navigation applications
this is usually not applicable. A receiver can readily solve multipath delay “greater than twice the
spreading code period for a BPSK-R modulation” (Conley et al., 2006). Other multipath signals
can be mitigated through various mitigation techniques. Multipath mitigation techniques usually
focus on either the receiver signal reception or the receiver processing.
Special designs or novel usages of antennas aim to reduce the multipath during the signal reception
process. Specially designed multipath-limiting antennas have the ability of reducing the gain for
signals from lower the horizontal level in comparison to normal patch antennas (Misra & Enge, 2006).
RF absorbing ground planes can also be used with patch antennas, as most choke-ring antennas, to
reduce the effect of multipath.
On the other hand, techniques for multipath mitigation during the receiver processing are di-
vided into non-parametric and parametric processing. Non-parametric techniques mainly rely on
the deployment of discriminator designs, which are less sensitive to multipath errors. Meanwhile,
parametric techniques try to model multipath signals and estimate parameters for the model in
order to apply multipath corrections.
A harsh environment full of physical obstructions, such as the railways, not only increases the
number of reflected signals but also includes occasional shadowing and attenuation of the direct
signal. Multipath errors in the satellite positioning results, especially code-phase errors, can increase
greatly under such situations. Although the modelling for multipath errors in the simulated satellite
ranging measurements in this thesis is not carried out at a detailed level due to the lack of real time
collected data, studies for multipath modelling and mitigation under the railway environment is
proposed as part of the future work for this research.
4.4. Standalone GPS Performance
As indicated in Section 4.2.3, the position error is a function of both pseudorange errors (UERE)
and user-satellites geometry. An error budget for pseudorange errors is given in this section to serve
as a guideline for position error analyses. Main error sources for ranging as discussed in Section 4.3
and their contributions into the UERE are listed according to the segment of their occurrence.
Table 4.5 shows a typical contemporary UERE budgets for a single-frequency C/A code based on
data presented in Section 4.3. Note that position errors are far less than predicted using DOP due
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to the high correlation of the residual ionospheric errors among satellites.
Table 4.5.: Typical SPS UERE Budget for GPS (Conley et al., 2006)
Segment Error Source 1σ Error (m)
Space & Control Satellite Clock 1.1
Broadcast Ephemeris 0.8
User Ionospheric Delay 7.0
Tropospheric Delay 0.2
Multipath 0.2
System UERE Total 7.1
4.5. Improvements of Future GNSS from a Railway Perspective
Positioning on the railways as a safety-of-life application for GNSS spontaneously require a higher
performance especially in terms of availability, continuity, integrity and accuracy. The current GPS
system is unable provide a satisfactory positioning service alone for the railways as discussed in
Section 2.3.2. However, the recent development of GNSS proves to be inspiring for safety-of-life
applications.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1.2, the LOS problem presents the most challenge for GNSS position-
ing applications on the railways because of their effects on decreasing the system availability and
continuity. Modernised GNSS signals are broadcast with increased power and enhanced character-
istics for multipath mitigation, which will significantly improve the signal-difficult situations on the
railways. Weaker signals may therefore still be tracked by the receiver for less sheltered situations
such as roofed stations. Moreover, the presence of multiple constellations will potentially increase
the overall availability along a rail line. But the GNSS interoperability issue as discussed in Section
4.1.4 will need to be tackled first, plus the increase of available satellites does not necessarily guar-
antee an improved user-satellites geometry due to the similar orbital arrangement of most GNSS
constellations. Thus for future high performance positioning services on the railways, an integrated
system with the access to multiple modernised GNSS constellations is more feasible.
Integrity is another key feature for the improvements of future GNSS and is also another main
concern for most safety-of-life kinematic positioning applications. Currently there is no integrity
information available from GPS. Thus, most SBASs provide additional information on integrity as
one of their supplemental functions. For an integrated system, integrity is usually assured through
the existence of different sensors and parallelled integration processors. Built-in integrity monitoring
function is also available for high performance receivers. The stress of signal-in-space integrity will
be included in GPS III and modernised GLONASS. More recently designed systems such as Galileo
intrinsically contain signal-in-space integrity information.
The present GNSS positioning accuracy is in general competent for positioning on the railways,
and the future improvement will bring a better performance. The introduction of new satellites
atomic clocks and larger monitoring network will enable an improved broadcast ephemeris. Mean-
while a better understanding of atmospheric activities through years of studies employing GPS
signals provides high quality models for both ionosphere and troposphere. All these factors affect
the accuracy performance of a single-frequency GNSS receiver. According to Madden (2008), the
signal-in-space user range error till June 2008 is 0.92 m, which is much lower than the original
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specification. On the other hand, new civil GPS signals, especially L5, will allow safety-of-life ap-
plications to take advantage of multiple frequencies positioning. Positioning with centimetre-level
accuracy will no longer be too fragile for the railways.
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The basic working principles of inertial navigation and the current development status of MEMS
inertial sensors are introduced in this chapter. Section 5.1 provides a concise overview of various
inertial sensors, their working principles and performance. A more detailed review on the status of
MEMS inertial sensors is given in Section 5.2, with a summary of typical sensor performance at the
end. Section 5.3 describes the different error characteristics of inertial sensors and gives a general
error model based on described error characteristics. Some basic aspects of inertial navigation are
then introduced in Section 5.4, followed by the implementation of inertial navigation equations for
the local navigation frame.
Detailed discussion on the working principles of various inertial sensors can be found in Titterton
& Weston (2004) and Barbour (2004). Information on high accuracy implementation of inertial
navigation systems is available in Chatfield (1997).
5.1. An Overview of Inertial Sensors
Since the dawn of inertial sensing in the early 1920s, the development of inertial sensors has advanced
far more beyond the original imagination of people. The range of applications in which inertial
sensors can be used is extensive. Inertial systems have been used to navigate ships, aircraft, guided
weapon and spacecraft. Some more novel applications include robotics, active suspension in racing
motor cars and high precision surveying. The diversity of applications implies a broad selection
of sensors, in terms of not only the underlying principles but also factors such as performance,
dimensions and cost.
Conventionally, mechanical sensors used to dominate the field of guidance, navigation and control.
However, the introduction of new technologies has enabled unconventional sensors based on different
physical phenomena to challenge the situation. Initially, the driving force for introducing new
technologies was a desire to improve sensor performance and reliability. Recently, the emphasis has
been redirected to achieve equivalent performances at a lower cost.
Inertial measurements consist of specific force and angular rate. Specific force is the non-gravitational
force per unit mass measured with respect to an inertial frame. Accelerometers are used to sense
the specific force. Angular rate is the rate of rotation of the frame axes measured with respect to
an inertial frame. Gyroscopes are used to sense the angular rate.
This section gives a concise review on the current development and future trend of inertial sensors.
Practical accelerometers, in Section 5.1.1, and gyroscopes, in Section 5.1.2, are introduced separately.
A summary of the sensor development and performance grades is given in Section 5.1.3. The
development of sensors based on micro-machined electromechanical system (MEMS) is discussed
separately in Section 5.2.
5.1.1. Accelerometers
Most accelerometers are designed based on the basic model of a suspended proof mass. When a
specific force is applied, the displacement of the proof mass indicates the magnitude of the specific
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force. Practical accelerometers used in a strapdown inertial system (see Section 5.4.2.2) use either
a pendulous or a vibrating-beam design.
The force-feedback pendulous accelerometer is a typical mechanical closed-loop accelerometer.
An electromagnetic device is used to produce a torque on the pendulum so that it can maintain
a constant position with respect to the case. Any displacement of the pendulum, which occurs in
the presence of an applied specific force, is measured by the pick-off and transformed into a specific
force measurement. The torque is adjusted accordingly to produce additional electromagnetic force
to offset the pendulum displacement and maintain the pick-off output at zero.
Vibrating-beam accelerometers use quartz crystal technology. A common configuration of this
class of sensors uses a pair of quartz crystal beams, mounted symmetrically back-to-back. Each beam
supports a proof mass pendulum on an opposite end. Both beams vibrate at the same frequency
in their static status. The sensitive axis of the accelerometer is in the direction along the beams.
Once a specific force is applied, because two proof masses are attached at the opposite end of each
beam, one beam experiences compression whilst the other one is stretched. The result is that the
two beams vibrate at different frequencies, with one decreasing and one increasing. The difference
between the two frequencies is measured and transformed into a specific force measurement.
5.1.2. Gyroscopes
The term gyroscope is not longer limited to the original spinning-mass type of sensor, but refers to
any angular-rate sensors that do not require an external reference. There are three main types of
gyroscopes that are widely used at present: conventional, optical and vibratory.
Conventional gyroscopes rely on Newton’s second law of dynamics regarding the conservation of
angular momentum. A spinning wheel, or rotor, tends to maintain the direction of its spin axis
with respect to inertial space by the virtue of its angular momentum and a reference direction is
defined. The spinning mass is mounted in an instrument case in such a way that it is free to rotate
about the two axes perpendicular to its spin axis. When the case rotates at a certain angular rate,
the spinning mass maintains its orientation in inertial space and appears to rotate with respect to
the case. A torque, which is a function of the angular rate, is applied by the mounting device to
maintain the initial position of the rotor.
Optical gyroscopes use the principle of a constant light speed in a given medium to sense rotation.
Given a closed-loop waveguide made up of mirrors where the light can be sent in both directions,
the path length is the same for both light beams if the waveguide is not rotating. In case a rotation
perpendicular to the waveguide plane is applied to the waveguide, the light path which is in the
same direction of the rotation is increased from the prospective of an inertial frame, whereas the
light path in the opposite direction is decreased. This is known as the Sagnac effect. The angular
rate of the rotation with respect to the inertial space can therefore be measured by comparing the
changes of light paths in both directions. Two most developed sensors in this class are ring laser
gyroscope and interferometric fibre optic gyroscope. Generally, all the types of optical gyroscopes
are suitable for various strapdown applications.
Vibratory gyroscopes contain a part, usually made from quartz or silicon, which is undergoing
harmonic motion. The shape of the vibrating part may be various including a tuning fork, disk,
hemisphere, etc. This results in different types of vibratory gyroscopes. The basic principle of these
sensors is that the vibratory motion of the part creates an oscillatory linear velocity. An applied
rotation about the axis orthogonal to this velocity introduces a Coriolis acceleration. Provided this
acceleration can be detected, it can indicate the magnitude of the angular rate.
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5.1.3. Summary
IMUs and inertial sensors can be grouped into five categories including marine, aviation, intermedi-
ate, tactical and automotive based on the performance of sensors. The highest performance inertial
sensors are usually used in ships, submarines, and some spacecraft. Generally, marine-grade inertial
sensors are designed to navigate independently for a long period offering navigation solutions that
drift less than 1.8 km in a day. Aviation-grade sensors are commonly used in both commercial and
military aircraft. US standard navigation unit 84 standard specifies a maximum horizontal position
drift of ∼ 1.5 km in the first hour of operation. An intermediate-grade sensor can be used in small
aircraft and helicopters, but the performance is an order of magnitude lower than aviation-grade
sensors. Tactical-grade sensors can only provide useful stand-alone navigation solutions for a few
minutes and are therefore typically used in an integrated system. Guided weapons and unmanned
air vehicles often are equipped with tactical-grade sensors. Lastly, applications other than naviga-
tion use inertial sensors, performances of which are likely to be too poor for inertial navigation, for
various purposes. The costs of inertial sensors go up as their performance increases.
Most commercial accelerometers currently available, either mechanical or vibratory, are based on
the same principles of measuring the movement of a proof mass. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of
typical performances of the two types of sensors described in Section 5.1.1.
Table 5.1.: Typical performance of accelerometers (adapted from Titterton & Weston, 2004)
Characteristic Force-feedback pendulous Vibrating quartz
Input range (g) ±100 ±200
Turn-on bias (mg) 0.1 ∼ 10 0.1 ∼ 1
Bandwidth (Hz) 400 400
Other types of accelerometers have also been developed or are under research. Very high precision
could be achieved with a pendulous integrating gyro accelerometer, but the sensor is only suitable for
a platform inertial system. Novel research on new types of accelerometer is exploring the possibility
of using optical sensors (Plaza et al., 2004), or even atom interferometry techniques (McGuirk et al.,
2002).
Currently, the very high precision rotation measurement (bias stability 10−4 ∼ 10−5 ◦/hr) remains
in the regime of the mechanical gyroscopes, and is usually available in platform inertial system for
marine applications. Ring laser gyroscopes are usually the first choice for mid-range applications
because of their high scale-factor stability. Other common choices include mechanical gyroscopes
designed to balance performance with cost and size such as the dynamically tuned gyroscope, fibre
optic gyroscope and vibratory sensors such as the hemispherical resonator gyroscope. Table 5.2
shows a comparison of typical performances of different types of gyroscopes. Note that very high
performance mechanical gyroscopes are not listed here, and vibratory gyros do not include the
hemispherical resonator gyroscope.
There are also a number of novel types of gyroscopes that are currently being researched, including
nuclear magnetic resonance, flueric sensors, and atom interferometry techniques.
5.2. MEMS Sensors
The name MEMS does not refer to a particular product, but rather a method of producing miniature
sensors. The chemical etching and batch processing techniques of the electronics integrated circuit
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Table 5.2.: Typical performance of gyroscopes (adapted from Titterton & Weston, 2004)
Characteristic Ring laser
gyro
Fibre optic
gyro
Dynamically
tuned gyro
Vibratory
gyros
g-Independent bias
(◦/hr)
0.001 ∼ 10 0.5 ∼ 50 0.05 ∼ 10 360 ∼ 1800
g-Dependent bias
(◦/hr/g)
0 < 1 0.01 ∼ 10 30 ∼ 180
Anisoelastic bias
(◦/hr/g2)
0 < 0.1 0.1 ∼ 0.5 18
Scale-factor
non-linearity (%)
5 ∼ 100 (ppm) 0.05 ∼ 0.5 0.01 ∼ 0.1 0.2 ∼ 0.3
Maximum input
rate (◦/s)
> 1000 > 1000 1000 > 1000
Bandwidth (Hz) > 200 > 100 100 500
Shock resistance Good Good Moderate > 25, 000 g
industry is used by MEMS sensor technology to produce solid-state inertial sensors with quartz
and silicon. In comparison with conventional inertial sensors which usually contain a large number
of parts requiring high-precision manufacturing and assembling techniques, MEMS inertial sensors
feature smaller size, low weight, rugged construction, low power consumption, short start-up time,
and reduced production cost. As a result, MEMS sensors have become the focus of current inertial
sensor development. However, their relatively poor performance is currently limiting their wider
application, especially for MEMS gyros.
This section gives a review of current MEMS inertial technologies with Section 5.2.1 focusing on
MEMS accelerometers and Section 5.2.2 focusing on MEMS gyroscopes. A summary of current
MEMS sensor performance and future development is given in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1. MEMS Accelerometer
Similar to the conventional accelerometers, the working principles of MEMS accelerometers mostly
fall into two classes, depending on the way in which acceleration is sensed: either through the
displacement of a proof mass, or the change in vibrating frequency of a element. Due to limitation
on the size of the sensor, vibrating devices tend to have a potentially higher performance than
pendulous type sensors.
5.2.1.1. Pendulous mass MEMS accelerometers
There are two types of pendulous mass MEMS accelerometer, known as out-of-plane (sometimes
called z-plane) and in-plane pendulous devices, divided by the direction of their sensitive axis. Both
two sensors are now in quantity production.
An out-of-plane sensor is similar to conventional pendulous accelerometers in its working principle,
and can be designed to work in either open-loop or closed-loop mode. With a miniature pendulous
proof mass, the out-of-plane sensor can measure specific force perpendicular to the plane of the chip.
One major attraction of this type of sensor is the versatility of the packaging, which enables planar
mounting of the sensor. Careful characterisation of the sensor is required, because the scale factor
tends to decrease with increasing temperature (Barbour, 2004).
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For an in-plane accelerometer, the proof masses are usually arranged in a comb finger structure.
Any displacement of the masses is then measured through changes in the capacitance across the
comb fingers. This class of sensor is more sensitive to specific force applied in the horizontal plane
of the chip than in the orthogonal direction.
With careful design and packaging, the combined use of these two types of sensors can produce an
accelerometer set on a single chip. For example, a set of accelerometers containing one out-of-plane
sensor and two in-plane sensors can measure specific force along three axes.
5.2.1.2. Resonant MEMS accelerometers
Resonant MEMS accelerometers rely on a vibrating beam structure to sense specific force. The
sensitive axis can be configured either in-plane or out-of-plane. The specific force is sensed as a
result of resonant frequency change of the beam oscillators under the inertial loading of a proof
mass. Sensors fabricated with both silicon and quartz are available.
The out-of-plane resonant accelerometer is achieved by micro-machining a piezoelectric resonator
formed by at least one flexure member. As the flexure member is bent under proof mass motion
when the specific force is applied, the resonant frequency changes accordingly.
One possible configuration to realise an in-plane sensor is a monolithic vibrating tuning fork
structure with a large silicon proof mass, which is driven electrostatically. A specific force applied
in the wafer plane causes the beams to load axially and change resonant frequency.
5.2.1.3. Tunnelling MEMS accelerometers
This is a technology under development which promises to offer a significant performance enhance-
ment over the current sensors using read-out methods based on changes in capacitance. The basic
idea of this technology is that a servo electrode mechanism maintains a constant gap between a tun-
nelling tip and a cantilevered proof mass, and hence holds constant a tunnelling current (∼ 1 nA).
The output signal is the change in voltage at the electrode when subjected to a specific force. Sensors
of this technology can provide a better resolution, smaller size and higher bandwidth than capacitive
sensors.
5.2.1.4. Electrostatically levitated MEMS accelerometers
Electrostatically levitated MEMS accelerometers inherit the idea of removing constraints imposed
by the elastic restraint and non-linear response of supporting mechanisms. The aim of the devel-
opment of this technology is to produce a high performance accelerometer with high sensitivity,
very accurate resolution and an easily adaptable response bandwidth, without modification to the
structure. This new sensor contains a small sphere with 1 mm diameter and a mass of 1.2 mg sus-
pended electrostatically. The position change of the sphere is sensed capacitively and a closed-loop
electrostatic force is used to maintain its position.
5.2.2. MEMS Gyroscope
Almost all reported MEMS gyroscopes are non-rotating devices using the Coriolis acceleration effect
on a vibrating proof mass to detect angular rotation with respect to the inertial space. The under-
lying working principle is the same as vibratory gyroscopes described in Section 5.1.2. The main
difference between various sensors lies in the shape of the vibrating mass used. Whilst there can be
various shapes of oscillator in the gyroscope, the recent focus of developments has been based upon
tuning fork gyroscopes and resonant ring gyroscopes.
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5.2.2.1. Tuning fork MEMS gyroscopes
Sensors in this class usually have a balanced oscillator part with two identical proof masses working
as a pair in order to overcome the sensitivity may accompany with only one proof mass. These
gyroscopes are often fabricated out of a single piece of silicon or quartz.
One possible configuration of the silicon based tuning fork gyroscope consists of two silicon proof
mass plates suspended over a glass substrate using folded beams. The masses are made to vibrate
in-plane but are 180◦ out of phase. The out-plane motion caused by Coriolis force is detected by
changes in capacitance between the proof mass and the substrata.
There are also a number of tuning fork MEMS gyroscopes using quartz as the base material for
the sensing element. The use of piezoelectric quartz material simplifies the sensing element, leading
to a reliable and durable sensor that is stable over both temperature and time. A pair of coupled
H-shaped tuning forks is used in the sensor.
5.2.2.2. Resonant ring MEMS gyroscopes
A resonant ring MEMS gyroscope is able to detect angular rate applied about the axis perpendicular
to its ring plane. The advantage of using a ring resonant part is that the structure can maintain the
drive and sense vibrational energy in one plane. However, such devices do suffer from the drawback
of having a relatively low vibrating mass, and hence exhibit a low scale factor. More recently,
researches have explored the possibilities for detecting angular rates applied about three mutually
orthogonal axes using the Coriolis coupling between in-plane and out-of-plane displacements with
sensor of this class.
5.2.3. Summary
MEMS sensors are the most active developing area of inertial sensors, progressing substantially and
rapidly in many respects. New manufacturing approaches have proved successful and subsequently
leading to improvement in performance. A summary of the typical performance of tactical-grade
MEMS inertial sensors is given in Table 5.3, based on information from Honeywell Aerospace (2007),
Atlantic Inertial Systems (2008), Rockwell Collins (2008) and Mirobotics Inc. (2009).
Table 5.3.: Typical performance of MEMS inertial sensors
Characteristic MEMS accelerometer MEMS gyro
Turn-on bias 5 ∼ 10mg 20 ∼ 100 ◦/hr
In-run bias 0.2 ∼ 0.5mg 3 ∼ 30 ◦/hr
Scale factor (ppm) 300 ∼ 1500 350 ∼ 500
Operating range 5 ∼ 100 g ±1000 ◦/s
Random Walk 150µg/
√
hr 0.3 ∼ 0.5 ◦/√hr
Novel technologies that are currently under active research include micro-optical electro-mechanical
systems. The new systems could provide a true solid-state sensor by replacing the current capacitive
pick-offs with optical readings.
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5.3. Error Modelling for Inertial Sensors
The systematic error exhibited by all inertial sensors contains four components including a fixed
contribution, a temperature-dependent variation, a run-to-run variation, and an in-run variation.
Both the fixed contribution and the temperature-dependent variation are calibrated by the IMU
processor using laboratory calibration data. This is usually done before the sensors have been put
into operation. The run-to-run variation is a constant contribution to the systematic error within
the scope of a single operation, but it varies each time the sensor is used. The IMU processor cannot
calibrate this type of error, and it is usually corrected by the INS alignment and/or the integration
algorithm of an integrated system. The in-run variation is the error source that changes during the
operation. It cannot be calibrated by the IMU or alignment and is usually difficult for an integration
system to correct.
For discussion on the error modelling of inertial sensors in this section, the fixed contribution and
the temperature-dependent variation are neglected as they are considered as compensated for in an
operational inertial system. It is the post-calibration performance of the inertial sensors that is the
most relevant to the design and performance of an integrated system, but it should be borne in
mind that all calibration processes have residual errors left.
Common systematic errors that affect all inertial sensors include biases, random noise, scale factor
and cross-coupling errors. These are discussed in the following sections. Further error sources, which
are either higher order or dependent on the sensor type, are also briefly discussed. A generalised
error model of inertial sensors is given at the end.
5.3.1. Biases
The bias, or more precisely the g-independent bias, refers to the sensor output which is present even
in the absence of an applied input, such as a rotation or specific force. It is a constant contribution
to the systematic error and is exhibited by all gyros and accelerometers. The size of the bias is
independent of any motion to which the sensor may be subject to. Hence the bias is usually known
as g-independent bias in manufacture specifications in contrast to the g-dependent bias (discussed
in Section 5.3.4).
The cause of the bias may be a combination of a number of effects, and is therefore dependent on
the sensor type and operation environment. For instance, the causes of the bias for a rate-integrating
gyro may include residual torques, and fluid flow around the float assembly as a result of uneven
thermal distribution. Under most circumstances, the bias is the dominant source of the systematic
error of an inertial sensor.
A more detailed modelling of the bias divides the bias into two components, a static one and a
dynamic one. The static component, known as the turn-on bias, consists of the run-to-run variation
of the sensor bias plus a residual fixed contribution after the IMU calibration, whereas the dynamic
component, known as in-run bias, contains the in-run variation of the sensor bias plus residual
temperature-dependent variation. Typically, the magnitude of the dynamic component is about 10
percent of the static component.
Biases for the inertial sensors are usually denoted by vectors, and are defined for accelerometers
and gyros respectively as
ba = [ba,x, ba,y, ba,z]T (5.1)
bg = [bg,x, bg,y, bg,z]T (5.2)
where x, y and z are axes for the body frame. The subscript for vectors in the body frame is omitted
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here as the biases are always expressed in the body frame. It should be noted that (5.1) and (5.2)
assume an orthogonal configuration of the inertial instrument cluster (see descriptions in Section
5.4.2.1). In case the system uses the skewed configuration, the biases for sensors may still be denoted
by three-component vectors, but individual components no longer correspond to a specific sensor.
Table 5.4.: Typical accelerometer and gyro biases (adapted from Groves, 2008)
IMU Grade Accelerometer Bias (m/s2) Gyro Bias (rad/s)
Marine 10−4 5× 10−9
Aviation 3× 10−4 ∼ 10−3 5× 10−8
Intermediate 10−3 ∼ 10−2 5× 10−7
Tactical 10−2 ∼ 10−1 5× 10−6 ∼ 5× 10−5
Automotive > 10−1 > 5× 10−4
The SI unit for an accelerometer bias is m/s2. However manufacturer specifications commonly
quote the accelerometer bias in terms of the acceleration due to gravity (g), expressed as milli-
gal (mgal) or micro-gal (µgal). The unit conversion between the two follows 1 g = 9.80665 m/s2
(Tennent, 1971). The unit for the gyro bias are usually quoted as degree per hour (◦/hr) in sensor
specifications or degree per second (◦/s) for low performance sensors, and can be converted into
radians per second (rad/s) using 1 ◦/hr = 4.848 × 10−6 rad/s. The typical accelerometer and gyro
bias figures for various grades of IMU in Table 5.4 are expressed in using SI units.
5.3.2. Random Noise
All inertial sensor outputs are subjected to some level of random noise. Random noise in the sensor
output with frequency lower than 1 Hz can be approximated as zero-mean white noise (Groves,
2008). The causes of the random noise in the output are mostly sensor dependent. For example,
whilst the mechanical instability of a pendulous accelerometer and a dynamically tuned gyro is
the main source for random noise, the noise for vibratory sensors could come from high-frequency
resonances. The noise affects the resolution of an inertial sensor, particularly for MEMS sensors.
The effect of random noise exhibited in the sensor output is a random walk error in the navigation
solution, and it is the random walk error that occasionally gets quoted in manufacturer documents.
Random noise on the specific force produces a random walk error in the velocity solution after
integration. Similarly, random noise on the angular rate results in a random walk error on the
attitude.
MEMS sensors can exhibit significant high-frequency noise (Groves, 2008). This can produce
problems when the IMU is rotating because the noise does not average out to the same extent in the
reference navigation frame as it used to when the IMU is stationary. As a result, highly dynamic
applications usually prove to be challenge for MEMS based sensors. On the other hand, because
most commercial MEMS gyro currently available are vibratory gyros, additional problems can arise
when applying the sensor to a vibration environment where the external vibration frequency is close
to the resonant frequency of the sensor. Under such circumstances, the resulting noise in the sensor
output increases dramatically.
White random noise cannot be calibrated or compensated. In order to mitigate such noise,
pre-filtering techniques can be applied on the measurements, such as wavelet and neural network
methods (El-Rabbany & El-Diasty, 2004). But the bandwidth of the sensor is limited when pre-
filtering techniques are used.
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The random noise on an inertial sensor cluster is denoted by three-component vectors, defined as
wa = [wa,x, wa,y, wa,z]T (5.3)
wg = [wg,x, wg,y, wg,z]T (5.4)
respectively for accelerometers and gyros.
Table 5.5.: Typical accelerometer and gyro random noises
IMU Grade Accelerometer (µg/
√
Hz) Gyro (◦/
√
hr)
Aviation 20 0.002 (Spinning mass gyro)
0.01 (Ring laser gyro)
Tactical 100 0.03 ∼ 0.1
(Interferometric fibre optical gyro
or Quartz vibratory gyro)
Automotive 1, 000 1 (Silicon vibratory gyro)
Random noises are usually described in terms of their root power spectral density (PSD), n. The
standard deviation of the random noises can be obtained by dividing their root PSD by the root of
the sampling interval. The units for the root PSD of random noises on inertial sensors varies from
manufacturer to manufacturer. A common one for accelerometers is µg/
√
Hz, where 1µg/
√
Hz =
9.80665×10−5 m/s1.5 (Crassidis & Junkins, 2004). Common units for gyro random noise are ◦/√hr
and ◦/hr/
√
Hz, where 1 ◦/
√
hr = 2.909× 10−4 rad/s0.5, 1 ◦/hr/√Hz = 4.848× 10−6 rad/s0.5.
Typical random noise figures for some inertial sensors are listed in Table 5.5 using information
provided in Titterton & Weston (2004) and El-Sheimy & Niu (2007).
5.3.3. Scale Factor and Cross-Coupling Errors
Ideally, a sensor should output exactly what it measures from the input, i.e. the input-output ratio
of the sensor should be unity. However, this is not true in reality and there is always a departure of
the sensor input-output ratio from unity. The error caused by this departure is referred to as the
scale factor error. The actual output from sensors is proportional to the true quantity.
The cross-coupling error refers to the error caused by the misalignment of the sensor sensitive axes
and the orthogonal axes of the body frame. This is usually due to manufacturing limitations. The
result of this error is that accelerometers are only sensitive to specific forces that are not orthogonal
to their sensitive axes, and rotations measured by gyros are not actually about the body frame.
A normally orthogonal matrix is used to denote the scale factor (s) and cross-coupling (m) errors,
and can be defined as
Ma =

sa,x ma,xy ma,xz
ma,yx sa,y ma,yz
ma,zx ma,zy sa,z
 , Mg =

sg,x mg,xy mg,xz
mg,yx sg,y mg,yz
mg,zx mg,zy sg,z
 (5.5)
respectively for accelerometers and gyros. Note that x, y, z represents three axes of the body frame,
and the combination for two of them denotes the plane formed by the axes.
The scale factor and cross-coupling errors are often expressed in parts per million (ppm) or as a
percentage. Most inertial sensors have the scale factor and cross-coupling errors on the magnitude
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of 100 ∼ 1, 000 ppm (Groves, 2008). Whereas MEMS sensors could exhibit significant error as high
as 0.1% (El-Sheimy & Niu, 2007).
For an integrated system, scale factor and cross-coupling errors are usually on the borderline for
state vector inclusion. Apart from some high dynamic cases, such as guided weapons, these errors
are not observable for most air, land, sea and space applications (Groves, 2008).
5.3.4. Further Error Sources
Some gyros exhibit biases which are sensitive to the specific force been applied. This type of biases
is called g-dependent bias. A common cause for the g-dependent bias is the mass unbalance of
key mechanical parts in the sensor. Thus spinning mass and vibratory gyros usually suffer from
g-dependent biases. The g-dependent bias for a gyro triad is denoted by a 3× 3 matrix Gg.
Additional sensor errors related to the existence of scale factor errors are scale-factor non-linearity
and scale-factor asymmetry. The scale-factor non-linearity is an indication on the systematic devi-
ation from the least-squares fitted function of input and output, and is usually quoted in percentages.
The scale-factor asymmetry describes the difference between outputs with inputs having the same
quantity but opposite directions. Low-cost sensors usually suffer from significant scale-factor asym-
metry.
There are also higher order errors that exist for spinning mass gyros, such as the anisoelastic (g2-
dependent) bias and anisoinertia bias. Anisoelastic bias is proportional to the product of acceleration
along orthogonal pairs of axes, whereas anisoinertia bias is due to inequalities in the gyroscope
moments of inertia about different axes. These higher order errors are mostly sensor dependent,
and should be treated based on specific system design.
5.3.5. General Error Model
A general error model for inertial sensors based on the main error sources discussed in previous
sections is given here. The outputs from an accelerometer and a gyro are written respectively as
following
f˜ bib = (I3×3 + Ma)f bib + ba + wa (5.6)
ω˜bib = (I3×3 + Mg)ωbib + bg + Ggf bib + wa (5.7)
where the f˜ bib and ω˜bib are the specific force and the angular rate measurements, and other terms are
defined through previous sections. The superscript b represents the body frame and the subscript
ib represents the body frame with respect to the inertial frame. In case the estimates about the
biases, scale factor and cross-coupling errors, and gyro g-dependent biases can be made, they can
be applied to the measurements producing the corrected measurements
fˆ bib = (I3×3 + Mˆa)−1f˜ bib − bˆa (5.8)
ωˆbib = (I3×3 + Mˆg)−1ω˜bib − bˆg − Gˆg fˆ bib (5.9)
5.4. Inertial Navigation
This section introduces the basic concepts for inertial navigation. Section 5.4.1 gives an overview
of inertial navigation. Different implementations of inertial systems and sensor configurations are
described in Section 5.4.2. Navigation equations for the local navigation frame are listed in Section
5.4.3. Lastly, some equation implementation issues are discussed in Section 5.4.4.
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5.4.1. Overview
Inertial navigation is a dead reckoning navigation method in which the solution is obtained by con-
tinuously measuring the vehicle’s accelerations and changes in its pointing directions. The operation
of an inertial navigation system (INS) therefore relies on the laws of classical mechanics. Three sets
of inertial sensors, together commonly referred to as an inertial measurement unit (IMU), are usually
configured in three orthogonal axes so that each of them can measure the vehicle movement in a
single direction not observed by the others. These three axes define the body reference frame of the
vehicle, and the rotation between the body frame and the navigation reference frame is the attitude
of the vehicle. Each set of sensors in an IMU consists of an accelerometer, which measures the spe-
cific force, and a gyro, which tracks the turning of the axis. All inertial measurements are processed
by the navigation processor, which contains an integrator, to obtain the navigation solution.
Whilst the underlying principles of all inertial systems are the same, the implementation of specific
systems may take a variety of forms. Through the development of inertial navigation technology,
which can be dated back as early as the German V-series rockets at the end of World War II,
the implementation of inertial systems roughly can be divided into two categories: stable platform
systems and strapdown systems. Different system implementations use the gyro sensor differently.
Stable platform systems usually come with very sophisticated mechanical structures, whereas strap-
down systems need a higher processing power and rely on a fine alignment with the mounted vehicle
platform (see Section 5.4.2.2).
No matter which implementation an inertial system adopts, a very accurate knowledge of the
vehicle attitude is always critical for the final solution. Apart from using high performance gyros
to ensure the measurement quality, the calculation of attitude kinematics forms another important
part of attitude processing. There are several ways to represent the attitude of a vehicle including
Euler angles, direction cosine matrix (or frame transformation matrix) and quaternions. A brief
description of these attitude representations is given in Appendix B. More information on attitude
kinematics can be found in Kuipers (1999) and Wie (2008).
The solution of position and velocity from an inertial system may be resolved in several reference
frames. Common choices of the reference frame include the inertial frame, the earth frame and the
local navigation frame. Definitions of various reference frames involved in the navigation calculation
in this thesis is given in Appendix A, along with frame transformation matrices between them.
Because of the relative movement between reference frames, additional apparent forces, which are
functions of the frame motion, act upon the vehicle as well as the actual driving specific force. As a
result, navigation equations used in inertial navigation are always derived corresponding to different
choices of reference frames. The local navigation frame is chosen as the reference frame for inertial
navigation during this research.
The usages of inertial technology do not always require a complete suite of INS. In fact, a typical
construction of an inertial system may come with different building blocks and is used at different
levels. Figure 5.1 shows an illustration of the building blocks for a strapdown system and terminolo-
gies for various usages. Note that an attitude and heading reference system (AHRS) is a combination
of instruments that are capable of maintaining an accurate estimate of the vehicle attitude as the
vehicle manoeuvres. More details on AHRS design and integration can be found in Farrell (2008).
An inertial navigation system is often characterised by its continuous high output rate and self-
contained working mode. In an integrated system, the output rate of an inertial system is usually
much higher than other aiding sensors. The output rate for a GNSS receiver is usually less than
10 Hz, whereas the output rate of an inertial system is commonly higher than 50 Hz (Mirobotics Inc.,
2009). The inertial system is thus usually chosen as the reference system in an integrated system.
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Figure 5.1.: Strapdown inertial navigation building blocks (adapted from Titterton & Weston, 2004)
On the other hand, inertial systems are not dependent on the transmission of signals from the
vehicle or any external source. Consequently, inertial systems do not suffer from signal transmission
difficulties as many radio positioning systems do.
However, the accuracy of an inertial system relies upon the knowledge of vehicle initial conditions.
The initialisation and alignment process for an inertial system without external aiding usually
involves intensive calculations and can be significantly longer than other positioning methods under
difficult circumstances. In addition, as the inertial calculation is essentially a continuous integration
process, the solution quality of an inertial system degrades as time progresses. A regular calibration
of the system is therefore necessary to ensure the accuracy of the solution.
5.4.2. Sensor Configurations and System Implementations
5.4.2.1. Sensor Configurations
The sensor configuration of an inertial system refers to the way inertial sensors are installed in the
instrument cluster and output measurements are represented with respect to the body frame. The
instruments contained in the cluster usually include a number of gyros and accelerometers. While
gyros are used to measure the angular rate, accelerometers are used to measure the specific force.
The inertial sensors installed are not necessarily single-axis and can be dual-axis (so they can sense
the movement in two directions).
XY
Z
Sensitive Axis
X Gyro
Y Gyro
Z Gyro
Z Accelerometer
X Accelerometer
Y Accelerometer
Figure 5.2.: Orthogonal sensor configuration for the instrument cluster
The simplest sensor configuration is an orthogonal configuration. Figure 5.2 shows an illustration
of an instrument cluster under the orthogonal configuration assuming all sensors are single-axis. As
can be seen from the figure, sensors are divided into three groups with one accelerometer and one
gyro in each group. The sensitive axes of sensors in the same group are configured pointing the
same direction. Three groups of sensors are arranged in such a way that a Cartesian reference frame
could be defined with the sensitive axes of three groups. As pointed out earlier, dual-axis sensors
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can be used in the cluster as well. The use of dual-axis sensors can be carefully configured in such a
way that not only fewer sensors are needed but also a redundant measurement can be provided as
a built-in integrity monitoring function.
Instead of using the sensitive axis of a sensor directly, it is possible to mount the sensors in ori-
entations other than the body frame axes. This is usually referred as a skewed configuration. The
measurements provided by this type of configuration are expressed as independent linear combin-
ations of the orthogonal components of angular rate and specific force. The main reason for using
this configuration is because of high integrity requirement applications. Also, for situations where
the turn rate of a single axis is higher than current instrument range, a skewed configuration may
be used. However, the processing load for this configuration is higher as the extraction of angular
rate and specific force becomes part of the navigation processing.
In the simulations used in this research, it is assumed that only single-axis sensors are available
and the instrument cluster is arranged in the orthogonal configuration.
5.4.2.2. System Implementations
As mentioned in Section 5.4.1, an inertial system may be realised in different forms. This section
gives a brief review on both stable platform systems and strapdown systems.
The stable platform systems are the initial realisation of the practical inertial systems. The core
of this implementation is a very sophisticated mechanical mechanism containing a platform and a
number of gimbals. The platform is where the instrument cluster is mounted. The gimbals connect
the platform to the vehicle so that at least three degrees of rotational freedom is available for the
platform. Any rotational movements are sensed by the gyros, the output of which is fed back to a
torque motor to rotate the gimbals in the opposite direction. As a result, the platform in ‘isolated’
from the rotational motion of the vehicle, and the accelerometer triad on the platform is always
held in alignment with the chosen reference frame. Figure 5.3 shows a functional block diagram of
the stable platform system.
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Figure 5.3.: Stable platform inertial system
The stable platform systems were first developed because neither sensors with proper dynamic
range nor computers with sufficient processing power were available for the strapdown system to be
produced. Since the platform is always kept stable, the navigation calculation process for a stable
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platform system is much simpler than a strapdown system. It should be noted that the stable
platform system is still in wide use today, especially for applications requiring a very long period
(unaided) of accurate navigation results, such as navigating ships and submarines.
The strapdown system, on the other hand, avoids the gimbal mechanism by rigidly mounting the
instrument cluster to the vehicle. Inertial sensors in a strapdown system are therefore subjected
to the vehicle rotational motion. Figure 5.4 shows a functional block diagram of the strapdown
system. As shown by the figure, the mechanical complexity of the platform system is replaced by
additional computations. These additional computations process the signals from inertial sensors
prior to the navigation computation. Unlike the stable platform system, gyro measurements are
used for attitude calculation rather than torque feedback.
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Figure 5.4.: Strapdown inertial system
Because of the use of a computer to resolve inertial data, the cost and size of a strapdown system
are subsequently reduced. For IMUs that are based on MEMS sensors, the system implementation is
usually strapdown. Therefore the simulation of inertial sensor data and calculation in this research
are all based on the assumption of a strapdown system.
5.4.3. Navigation Equations in the Local Navigation Frame
The assumption for the inertial system simulation in this thesis is established in Section 5.4.1 and
Section 5.4.2, that is the simulated system is a strapdown system with orthogonal sensor config-
uration and the chosen navigation reference frame is the local navigation frame. The navigation
equations for various reference frames are derived differently. This section covers the navigation
equations in the local navigation frame and the basic calculation procedure. A more detailed de-
rivation process of these equations can be found in Titterton & Weston (2004). Figure 5.5 shows a
block diagram of the basic calculation procedure.
Note that epochs k and k − 1 are generalised as (+) and (−) in order to simplify the notations.
The symbols used in Figure 5.5 is defined as:
Cnb is the direction cosine matrix of the frame transformation from the body frame to the
local navigation frame.
vneb is the velocity vector in local navigation frame, in meters/second.
L, λ, h are respectively the geodetic latitude, longitude, and height, in radians and meters.
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Figure 5.5.: Navigation equations for the local navigation frame
ωbib is the angular rate sensed by gyros, in radians/second.
f bib is the specific force sensed by accelerometers, in meters/second
2.
fnib is the specific force after frame transformation resolved in local navigation frame, in
meters/second2.
gnb is the gravity model resolved in local navigation frame.
The notation in this chapter follows the convention of most inertial navigation literature. Ref-
erence frames are denoted by lower-case characters: the inertial frame is i, the Earth frame is e,
the local navigation frame is n, and the body frame is b. For most vector and matrices, the su-
perscript on the top right corner of a symbol represents the reference frame in which the vector
or matrix is resolved. The subscript on the bottom right corner of a symbol describes the relative
motion between two reference frames which the symbol is used to describe. On the other hand, the
subscript of a direction cosine matrix means the reference frame that a frame transformation starts
with, whereas the superscript denotes the destination frame of the transformation.
5.4.3.1. Attitude Update
As shown by Figure 5.5, the attitude update process for the local navigation frame uses the previous
solution as well as angular rate measurements from the gyros. The time derivative of the direct
cosine matrix, Cnb , is given by
C˙nb = CnbΩbib − (Ωnie + Ωnen)Cnb (5.10)
where Ω denotes the skew-symmetric matrix of an angular rate term. There are three rotational
rate terms in (5.10). The first term, Ωbib, is the inertial reference angular rate, sensed by the gyros.
The second term, Ωnie, is the rotation of the Earth frame with respect to the inertial frame, referred
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to as the Earth rotation rate. The last term, Ωnen, occurs as the local navigation frame moves with
respect to the Earth and is usually known as the transport rate. The last two terms appear in the
equation as a result of the relative motions between different frames.
The Earth rotation rate vector, ωnie, is defined by
ωnie =

ωie cosL
0
−ωie sinL
 (5.11)
where ωie the Earth rotation constant. For WGS-84, ωie = 7.292115× 10−5 rad/s (NGA, 1997). Its
skew-symmetric matrix is
Ωnie = ωie

0 sinL 0
− sinL 0 − cosL
0 cosL 0
 (5.12)
The transport rate vector, ωnen, can be obtained using previous navigation solution, and is written
as
ωnen =

vneb,E
RE(L)+h
−vneb,N
RN (L)+h
−vneb,E tanL
RE(L)+h
 (5.13)
where subscripts E and N are used to denote the easting and northing components of a vector in
the local navigation frame. Its skew-symmetric matrix is
Ωnen =

0 −ωnen,z ωnen,y
ωnen,z 0 −ωnen,x
−ωnen,y ωnen,x 0
 (5.14)
where subscripts x, y and z denote the three components of ωnen defined by (5.13).
Many numerical methods can be used to solve (5.10). For most applications, a first-order Euler
method can be suffice, and the solution of (5.10) is given as
Cnb (+) ≈ Cnb (−)(I3×3 + Ωbibτi)− (Ωnie(−) + Ωnen(−))Cnb (−)τi (5.15)
where τi is the update interval for the inertial system and I3×3 is a 3 by 3 identity matrix. Note that
Ωnie(−) and Ωnen(−) are calculated using solutions from last epoch (i.e. L(−), h(−) and vneb(−)). A
higher precision numerical process is discussed in Section 5.4.4.3.
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5.4.3.2. Frame Transformation for Specific Force
After obtaining attitude information, the specific force sensed by the accelerometers which is resolved
in the body frame can be transformed into the local navigation frame using
fnib(t) = Cnb (t)f bib(t) (5.16)
For most tactical grade or lower grade applications, a simple approximation can be applied to (5.16),
fnib ≈
1
2(C
n
b (−) + Cnb (+))f bib (5.17)
5.4.3.3. Velocity Update
The time derivative of the velocity can be expressed in terms of the specific force, gravity, and
centrifugal acceleration, which gives
v˙neb = fnib + gnb (L, h)− (Ωnen + 2Ωnie)vneb (5.18)
The gravity model used here follows Crassidis (2006), and is defined as following
gnb (L, h) =

0
0
gnb,D
 (5.19)
where gnb,D is the down component of the gravity and is
gnb,D = 9.780327(1 + 5.3024× 10−3 sin2 L− 5.8× 10−6 sin2 2L)
− (3.0877× 10−6 − 4.4× 10−9 sin2 L)h+ 7.2× 10−14h2 (5.20)
The third part of (5.18), the centrifugal part, is a combination of the Coriolis acceleration and
transport rate terms. The Coriolis force is an apparent force caused by the movement of the local
navigation frame in a rotating reference, or the Earth frame.
It is very difficult to obtain a full analytical solution to (5.18). As a result, numerical methods
with some approximations are usually used. The Coriolis and transport rate terms are smaller than
other terms, and their variations over the update interval in general are neglected. Moreover, as
the variation of the gravity is slow over the interval, it is also considered constant over the update
interval. Therefore, (5.18) can be solved with first-order Euler approximation, written as
vneb(+) = vneb(−) + [fnib + gnb (L(−), h(−))− (Ωnen(−) + 2Ωnie(−))vneb(−)] τi (5.21)
5.4.3.4. Position Update
The time derivative of latitude, longitude and height is
L˙ =
vneb,N
RN (L) + h
(5.22)
λ˙ =
vneb,E
(RE(L) + h) cosL
(5.23)
h˙ = − vneb,D (5.24)
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The variation of the meridian and transverse radii of curvature, RN and RE , with the geodetic
latitude L is weak, and the radii are consequently considered as constant over the update interval.
Following Groves (2008), a suitable approximation for the position update is given by
h(+) = h(−)− τi2
(
vneb,D(−) + vneb,D(+)
)
(5.25)
L(+) = L(−) + τi2
(
vneb,N (−)
RN (L(−)) + h(−) +
vneb,N (+)
RN (L(−)) + h(+)
)
(5.26)
λ(+) = λ(−) + τi2
(
vneb,E(−)
(RE(L(−)) + h(−)) cosL(−) +
vneb,E(+)
(RE(L(+)) + h(+)) cosL(+)
)
(5.27)
assuming a linear variation of velocity over the update interval. Note that (5.25) to (5.27) must be
calculated in the given order.
5.4.4. Equation Implementation Issues
Section 5.4.3 gives the navigation equations in the local navigation frame. In order to achieve a
practical inertial navigation processor, there are several issues related with the use of numerical
methods that need to be addressed. These issues are listed and discussed in this section.
5.4.4.1. Numerical Integration and Iteration Rates
The navigation equations in Section 5.4.3 are mainly in the form of time derivatives. In general, it is
difficult obtain a full analytical solution of those equations. Therefore, approximations are usually
made to simplify the numerical calculation of the equations. There are two types of approximations
made during the calculation, both based on the assumption of a high update rate. One is that
terms which varies slowly during the update interval, such as the transport rate and Coriolis terms
in the Earth frame and the local navigation frame, are considered to be constant over the update
interval and are consequently calculated with the values from previous epoch. The other one is that
the specific force and the angular rate are constant over the averaging interval. Because of these
approximations, additional errors could arise if the navigation equations are processed with a low
iteration rate.
An iteration rate which is higher than the IMU output rate is usually helpful to increase the
calculation precision unless exact equations are used. Moreover, in order to gain full benefits of
iterating an equation at a higher rate, the inputs from the previous stage must be at the same rate
or higher (Groves, 2008).
Apart from increasing the iteration rate, implementing a higher order numerical integration al-
gorithm may also be helpful. Equations using the first-order Euler method are given in Section
5.4.3 as preliminary solutions. Nevertheless, for low-grade sensor outputs and sensitive steps in the
calculation (e.g. attitude update and specific force frame transformation), higher order algorithms
should be used. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is given here, following Kreyszig (2007).
The integration of the time derivatives in Section 5.4.3 is generalised as
x(t+ τi) = x(t) +
ˆ t+τi
t
f(x(t),u(t))dt (5.28)
where f is the function of the time derivative x and input u. Note that t + τi and t equal epochs
k and k − 1, which are simplified as (+) and (−) in Section 5.4.3. (5.28) can be integrated in five
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steps:
k1 = f(x(t),u(t))
k2 = f
((
x(t) + 12τik1
)
,u(t+ 12τi)
)
k3 = f
((
x(t) + 12τik2
)
,u(t+ 12τi)
)
(5.29)
k4 = f ((x(t) + τik3) ,u(t+ τi))
x(t+ τi) = x(t) +
1
6τi(k1 + 2k2 + 3k3 + k4)
The Runge-Kutta algorithm can either been used at individual steps or process the navigation
equations as a whole.
5.4.4.2. Orthonormality of the Direction Cosine Matrix
The direction cosine matrix, C, is orthonormal by the definition, i.e. the dot product of any pairs
of its row or column vectors is zero. For exact equations, the orthonormality of the direction cosine
matrix is not affected by the update process. However, as approximations are made and rounding
errors could accumulate during the numerical integration process, the orthonormality is likely to
be lost between the iterations. Therefore a self-consistency check should always be implemented to
check whether the sum of the squares of the elements in each row or column equals unity. In case
the check fails, a reorthogonalisation and renormalisation algorithm should be applied.
Following Titterton & Weston (2004), a direction cosine matrix consists of three row vectors and
can be written as
C =

cT1
cT2
cT3
 (5.30)
The dot product of the ith and jth row vector is defined as
∆ij = cTi cj (5.31)
When ∆ij does not equal zero, it represent an angle error defined about the axis perpendicular to
ci and cj , and the reorthogonalisation is achieved by applying it as a correction. Since there is no
ways to identify the row in which the error belongs, or either row is equally likely to be in error,
the correction is equally distributed between the two rows. Applying the correction process through
each pair of vectors, the new row vector is given by
c1(+) = c1(−)− 12∆12c2(−)−
1
2∆13c3(−)
c2(+) = c2(−)− 12∆12c1(−)−
1
2∆23c3(−) (5.32)
c3(+) = c3(−)− 12∆13c1(−)−
1
2∆23c2(−)
The normalisation error, ∆ii, is obtained by comparing the sum of the squares of the elements in
a row against unity:
∆ii = 1− cTi ci (5.33)
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The renormalisation of the direction cosine matrix can be achieved at each row by using
ci(+) = ci(−)− 12∆iici(−) (5.34)
Instead of rows, this process may also be performed on the columns.
5.4.4.3. A Precise Implementation of Navigation Equations
The calculation process shown by Figure 5.5 is sufficient for systems with high performance sensors
and high rate updates. Nevertheless, the approximations used in Section 5.4.3 are over simplified
for systems with sensors having both lower performance and output rate, such as a MEMS based
sensor cluster. A more precise implementation of the navigation equations is introduced in this
section following Chatfield (1997) and Groves (2008).
Speciﬁc ForceResolutionEq. (5.26-5.31) 
Attitude UpdateEq. (5.33-5.34) 
Velocity UpdateEq. (5.32)
Position Update(Sec 5.4.3.4)
Gravity Model
Strapdown Processng
Figure 5.6.: A more precise implementation of the navigation equations
Figure 5.6 shows the calculation procedure for this alternative implementation. As can be seen
from the figure, the attitude update phase, which is the first phase in Figure 5.5, is now performed
as the last step of the epoch. By using the updated information, the precision of the attitude update
can be increased and consequently the precision of the strapdown calculation.
Although the update for the direction cosine matrix is performed as the last step, the frame
transformation for the specific force still needs attitude information. Thus the attitude increment,
αbib, is calculated first. αbib is a rotation angle vector, the direction and magnitude of which can
define the rotation of the body frame from epoch k − 1 to k. The attitude increment is defined as:
αbib = α+ δα (5.35)
in which α is the inertially measurable angular motion sensed by gyros, and is calculated by:
α =
ˆ t+τi
t
ωbibdt (5.36)
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and δα is a component of αbib that is non-inertially measurable, modelled by
δα =
ˆ t+τi
t
α× ωbibdt (5.37)
The presence of δα is because of the rotation of ωbib which makes αbib not longer a simple sum of
the incremental angle measurements.
In order to transform the specific force into the local navigation frame, an average direction cosine
matrix over the time interval is used. The average direction cosine matrix, C¯nb , is approximated by
C¯nb = Cnb (−)Cb−b¯ −
1
2(Ω
n
ie(−) + Ωnen(−))Cnb (−)τi (5.38)
where Cb−
b¯
is a intermediate attitude update matrix, which is essentially a direction cosine matrix
that transforms the body frame from the average update epoch to the beginning of the update, and
is defined as
Cb−
b¯
= I3×3 +
1− cos |αbib|
|αbib|2
[
αbib×
]
+ 1|αbib|2
(
1− sin |α
b
ib|
|αbib|
)[
αbib×
]2 (5.39)
Note that
[
αbib×
]
denotes the skew-symmetric matrix of αbib. Therefore, the specific force can be
transformed using
fnib = C¯nb f bib (5.40)
The update for velocity is achieved through a two-step recursive methods, written as
v¯neb = vneb(−) + [fnib + gnb (L(−), h(−))− (Ωnen(−) + 2Ωnie(−))vneb(−)] τi
vneb(+) = vneb(−) +

fnib + gnb (L(−), h(−))− 12 [Ωnen(−) + 2Ωnie(−)]vneb(−)
− 12 [Ωnen(L(−), h(−), v¯neb) + 2Ωnie(−)]vneb(−)
 τi (5.41)
Note that the intermediate velocity, v¯neb, is used to obtain an updated Coriolis term. The position
update uses the same equations given in (5.25) to(5.27).
The update for the direct cosine matrix uses another attitude update matrix, Cb−b+, which trans-
form the body frame from the end of attitude update to the beginning. Cb−b+ is defined as
Cb−b+ = I3×3 +
sin |αbib|
|αbib|
[
αbib×
]
+ 1− cos |α
b
ib|
|αbib|2
[
αbib×
]2 (5.42)
Thus the updated direction cosine matrix can be obtained with
Cnb (+) = Cnb (−)Cb−b+ − (Ωnie(−) +
1
2Ω
n
en(−) +
1
2Ω
n
en(+))Cnb (−)τi (5.43)
where Ωnen(+) is calculated using L(+), h(+) and vneb(+). It should be noted that this implement-
ation is very processor intensive.
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In order study the possible performance of an integrated system in railway environments, simulated
sensor measurements are used in this research. This is because a simulation environment provides
the researcher with full control of the positioning process, i.e. a known truth file and designed
simulation scenarios, therefore it becomes possible to isolate each sensor and study their potential
performance under a certain environment individually.
The simulation process described in this chapter starts with real GPS data collected on a rail
route. MEMS sensor outputs and GPS ranging measurements are simulated based on the collected
data. Truth file of the simulation process is also generated along with sensor outputs. A strapdown
inertial calculation process and GPS filter based PVT estimation process is then carried out to test
the simulated measurements and possible performances.
Section 6.1 provides justifications for the simulation approach. Section 6.2 gives an brief overview
of the simulation process. Information on the collection of GPS data used in this thesis is described
in Section 6.3. The process of generating a truth file of the train’s position, velocity and acceleration
during the simulation is shown in Section 6.4. The DRM used in this research is generated from
the position truth file in Section 6.5. Rail tracks and superelevation along the route are simulated
in Section 6.6, which are then used to generate the attitude information of the carriage. The truth
file of the specific force and angular rate measurements are simulated respectively in Section 6.8
and Section 6.7. The error characteristics of MEMS sensors are added to the generated true sensor
measurements to produce realistic system outputs, details are given in Section 6.9. Section 6.10
describes the process to simulate corrected GPS pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurements.
Finally, the strapdown INS calculation process and the GPS PVT estimation process are simulated
respectively in Section 6.11 and Section 6.12.
6.1. Justification for the Simulation Approach
In order to study the possible performance of an integrated system in railway environments, sim-
ulated sensor measurements are used in this research. The simulated data includes DRMs with
different point intervals and accuracy, outputs from simulated MEMS sensor and outputs from a
simulated single frequency GPS receiver. All simulated measurements are based on a truth model of
a real train’s movement and the track status through the journey. The truth model is constructed
from the GPS data collected on a suburban railway. The justification for both using the simula-
tion approach and the concern of multiple data streams generated from a single truth file is firstly
provided in this section before the description of the simulation database construction process.
A simulation approach provides the researcher with full control of the positioning process, i.e. a
known truth file and designed simulation scenarios. A known truth file provides confidence that the
simulated system performance and can be useful to validate the system integrity performance by
comparing it against the error information calculated by the system. Different simulation scenarios
enable the study of the potential behaviour of a positioning system under particular situations that
are designed to test a certain aspect of the system performance. For example, the test of a system
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operating under faulty situations is usually difficult to carry out in real time but can be simulated
either using recorded data or simulated data.
The sensor data used in a simulation approach based study generally comes from two different
sources: either recorded data is used or the data is generated from a known truth file with specified
errors added.
Using recorded data has the advantage of an increased confidence on simulation results. As
the real data is used, the study of system performance under various simulated scenarios is more
realistic than using purely simulated sensor data. However, the use of recorded data also suffers
from the limitation of sensor performance variation and the availability of different types of sensors.
In the case of studying possible designs of an integrated positioning system as in this thesis, using
only recorded data limits the extent of exploring potential system designs and their performances.
Nevertheless once proposed system designs are selected, recorded data is useful to validate previous
simulated system performance and extending the scope of studying realistic system behaviour by
using simulation scenarios including different possible system failure modes. In practice, recorded
data must be used in real time system testing.
The main disadvantage of using simulated sensor data is the risk of over simplifying the original
process and consequently leading an over-optimistic conclusion for system performances. In terms
of the simulated sensor data used in this research, the risk is minimised by controlling various error
characteristics that are added to the truth sensor data. Error characteristics used in this research
are referenced from major industrial manufacturers and published research literature, which are the
best knowledge source of understanding them when no direct access to various sensors is available.
In addition, simulated sensor data is respectively used for the position calculation for all sub-
systems. Obtained positioning results of each sub-system are then checked against nominal system
performance available in published literatures to reduce the risk of over simplification.
For all simulation processes, simplifications are always involved to some extent. The simplifications
involved in the simulation process described in this chapter are mainly aspects of the journey that
are difficult to simulate and are better examined in a real time test, such as sudden jerks on inertial
measurements caused by the change of rail track sections. Most of these events happen randomly
in nature.
Another concern with using simulated sensor data is the argument that multiple data streams,
i.e. simulated outputs from different sensors used in the integrated system, are generated from the
same truth file and may result in different data streams become dependent on each other.
The justification for this should be firstly explained individually for each simulated sensor data.
For the inertial systems, the measurements of carriage velocity and attitude are different aspects of
the same physical movement. Their truths are therefore correlated in nature. But the final sensor
measurements comprise both the truth and error characteristics. Different sensors have different
error characteristics and their figures independent to each other. The satellite ranging measurements
are produced using both the train position truth file and the real satellite ephemeris file. These two
data sources are independent and come from different data streams. Although DRM truth points
are generated from the train trajectory of the simulated, they do not carry the same relationship
between time and position as the actual position truth file does. In addition, the errors that added
to the DRM truth points are generated independently from the original truth file.
Whilst the same train position truth file is used in the process of generating different simulation
data used in this research, it is not the only information been incorporated to produce that final
simulated sensor data. Different sensors outputs are generated using the position truth file and
other source of information. The fact that they all use the same position truth increases ensures
that all simulated outputs realistically reflected the same train movement.
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Another factor that must be taken into account in choosing a simulation approach is the process
of getting real time experiment approved on the railways. Various considerations including route
selection, test bed design and equipment safety certification, which are not research related, are
involved. These issues make it difficult to start the research with a desired extensive data collection.
By taking a simulation approach, a proven improvement by including DRM-aiding will ease the
process of designing real time experiments and obtaining recorded data. As a result, real time
experiments are considered a necessary part of future work to carry out in order to further research
in this area.
6.2. An Overview of the Simulation Process
The data generated through the simulation process includes the status of the simulated train
throughout the journey, information on the tracks along the route, and sensor outputs. The status
of the train is expressed in terms of its movement and the changes of its attitude along the route.
The train movement is shown by a truth file of its position, velocity and acceleration, whereas Euler
angles are used to indicate the attitude. Information on the rail tracks contains the position of the
tracks, superelevation along the route, and DRMs with various specifications. The sensor outputs
include simulated measurements from a MEMS inertial unit, satellite ranging measurements, and
GPS position and velocity solutions.
It should be noted that the DRMs simulated in this research are matched with the progress of
the train movement, i.e. for each position measurement during the simulation process, the exact
knowledge of the DRM points behind and ahead of the train current position is known. In practice,
the use of DRM aiding may require a reliable mechanism of search the relevant DRM points at each
time epoch. One example of the searching algorithm is demonstrated by Zheng (2008). Since the
main objective of this research is focused on studying the effect of DRM aiding on an integrated
navigation system, the knowledge of relevant DRM points at each time epoch is needed, and the
effect of having a searching mechanism can also be simulated based on this truth knowledge.
A flow chart of the simulation process is shown in Figure 6.1. A truth file of the position, velocity
and acceleration of the train carriage is firstly generated from the collected GPS data. DRMs are
built with different point intervals based on the generated position truth file and are added with
different level of errors. The truth DRM data is used to simulate the track status along the route
including the rail track position and superelevation. In order to generate superelevation, several
sections of the tracks are fitted with a circular curve, and transition curves are identified on both
end of each section. The attitude information is built with both track status and the position
truth file, and is expressed in the form of Euler angles. Direction cosine matrices between the local
navigation frame and the body frame are derived from obtained Euler angles.
The truth file for angular rate and specific force is calculated based on the generated information
on train movement and attitude. The error characteristics of a MEMS inertial unit are simulated
based on available information of current commercial IMUs. The final simulated sensor outputs are
then generated by adding these error characteristics to the available truth files.
The GPS ranging measurements are simulated by using additional information from the IGS
precise ephemerides. The visible constellation is selected along with the process of calculating the
truth file of range and range rate measurements. The corrected ranging measurements are obtained
by adding receiver clock errors and correction residuals.
Finally, a strapdown INS calculation process is performed using the simulated inertial sensor
outputs to test the validity of the simulated MEMS error characteristics. A GPS filtered positioning
process is also performed to test the validity of simulated ranging measurements, as well as providing
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Figure 6.1.: An overview of generating simulation data
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the simulated position and velocity solutions from a GPS receiver.
6.3. GPS Data Collection
The GPS data collection of this research was performed as part of the LOCASYS project (see
Section 2.3.2). The GPS data were collected on the rail route between Norwich and Lowestoft by
data collection unit fitted on the train. Figure 6.2 shows an overview of the experiment rail route.
Markers in the figure are train stations along the route at which the train stopped during its journey,
and the blue line indicates the route.
Figure 6.2.: Overview of rail route between Norwich and Lowestoft
As can be seen from the figure, the environment along the rail route mainly consists of suburban
and countryside areas. The main reason for choosing this rail route is that it can provide an
environment which is almost free from severe physical obstructions as discussed in Section 2.3.1.2,
and GPS data collected on the route is thus more consistent, and continuous. This enables a truth
model of the rail track position to be built from collected GPS data, and the simulation database
derived from the truth model.
The equipment used to collect the GPS data is comprised of three main components: a dual-
frequency geodetic-grade GPS receiver, a single-frequency GPS receiver and an IMU with access
to its own single-frequency GPS receiver. Figure 6.3 shows the GPS data collection unit and a
functional block figure of its structure1. The data used for this research were collected by the dual-
frequency receiver. The equipment mounted in the train carriage was installed as shown in Figure
6.4a, and the antenna was located on top of the carriage as shown in Figure 6.4b1.
The collected data is a position file of the train in the form of latitude, longitude and height
in WGS84. The data update interval is 0.5 s (2 Hz). The overall journey took about 40 min from
Norwich to Lowestoft.
6.4. Position, Velocity and Acceleration Simulation
Truth data of the position, velocity and acceleration were generated from the collected GPS data, to
serve as the basis of further simulation. Only the first 32 min of the overall collected data (i.e. the
1Courtesy of Nottingham Scientific Ltd.
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(a) Main sensor unit
Main Process
Unit
GPS Reference GPS Test IMU/GPS
Antenna
Odometer Driver's Key
Storage Media
(b) Structure of the data collection unit
Figure 6.3.: GPS data collection unit
(a) Receiver box in the carriage (b) Antenna installation
Figure 6.4.: Installation of the data collection unit
whole journey excluding the area around Oulton Board North and Lowestoft) is used to construct the
simulation database. This is because continuous signal outages and time tag corruptions presented
in the last section of collected data. The time tag of data is regulated according to the specified
data update rate, because occasional irregular time jumps in the original data cause an unrealistic
and erroneous velocity and acceleration data profile.
Outliers are then filtered by checking standard deviations and means of the position data with a
moving window of 20 points. The filtered data is used as the position truth file for this research.
Figure 6.5 shows an example of the collected data and the generated position truth data around
Norwich station. An overview of the generated position truth is provided in Figure 6.6. The top
figure shows a truth trajectory in the form of latitude and longitude in degrees, and the progress
of time is marked on the trajectory. As can be seen from the figure, the train is mainly moving
approximately along the east direction with a s-shape turning between 20 min and 25 min. The
bottom figure shows the height information plotted against time.
The time derivatives of the geodetic coordinates (L˙, λ˙ and h˙) are used to produce the velocity file,
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(a) GPS data collected around Norwich station
(b) Generated position truth data around Norwich station
Figure 6.5.: An example of collected data and generated position truth
as given by (5.22) to (5.24). The calculated velocity is the velocity truth in the local navigation frame,
and consists of velocity in the north, east and down directions. First-order numerical differentiation
is performed on the position truth file to calculate the derivatives. The velocity file can therefore
be obtained by rewriting (5.22) to (5.24) as
vneb,N = L˙(RN (L) + h) (6.1)
vneb,E = λ˙(RE(L) + h) cosL (6.2)
vneb,D = − h˙ (6.3)
The generated velocity truth is shown in Figure 6.7, where the velocities in the directions of north,
east and down are respectively plotted against time.
The truth of the acceleration in the local navigation frame can then be generated by performing
first-order numerical differentiation on the velocity truth data. The generated acceleration truth is
shown in Figure 6.8, where the accelerations in the directions of north, east and down are respectively
plotted against time.
In order to simulate the inertial measurements, the position truth is interpolated into the simulated
IMU update rate, 100 Hz as suggested in (Rockwell Collins, 2008), to produce high update rate
position truth data. The high-update-rate velocity and acceleration truth data are then calculated
using the same procedure as described in previous paragraphs.
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Figure 6.6.: The generated position truth
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Figure 6.7.: The generated velocity truth in local navigation frame
Finally, all position data are transformed to the earth frame in WGS84, and eastings and northings
in OSGB36.
6.5. DRM Construction
The digital route mode (DRM) is a series of points along the rail route with a fixed distance between
each other, the position information of which is known. The DRM used for this research is built
based on the position truth file obtained in Section 6.4. A time-tagged profile associating each
individual DRM point with the progress of the simulation is also generated during the construction
of the DRM. The time-tagged DRM profile contains information on DRM points that are in front of
and behind each position truth point at the specific time. As a result, the need for a DRM searching
algorithm is avoided.
The building of the DRM is essentially an iterative searching algorithm performed along a fitted
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Figure 6.8.: The generated acceleration truth in the local navigation frame
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Fitted Polynomial Curve 
Searching continuously for the ﬁxed distance 
The new DRM point 
(a) An illustration of searching for the next DRM point (b) An example of the DRM point
around Somerleyton station
Figure 6.9.: The construction of DRM with the position truth data
polynomial curve. Figure 6.9a is an illustration of the searching process using the generated position
truth data as a reference. The position truth data is firstly divided into sections. A 2D tenth-order
polynomial curve is fitted to the eastings and northings of the position truth data in each section.
The reason for using a tenth-order polynomial is that polynomial fitting for a set of discrete data
can simulate the smooth changes in curvature when the tracks change from straight lines to circular
curves and tenth-order polynomials presented the minimum root mean square fitting errors for this
particular data set. The search begins with the last known DRM point (j) and the last position
truth point that is behind the known DRM (i − 1). The fixed distance between two DRM points
is referred as Ddrm. The distances between j and the position truth points from i onwards are
calculated and compared with Ddrm. When the distance found is longer than Ddrm at point i+ 1,
the search for the next DRM point (j+1) starts with i and moves along the fitted polynomial curve
at small steps. The search stops when the distance is calculated equal to Ddrm and point j + 1 is
found. The height information of j + 1 is interpolated from height information of i and i+ 1.
Figure 6.9b shows an example of the DRM data and position truth data, where the green-square
marks represents the DRM points with Ddrm = 10 m and the blue-square marks are the position
truth points. The first position truth point is used as the first known DRM point in order to start
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the iteration. This process generates a truth data for the simulated DRM.
Several DRM truth data sets are generated using different Ddrm. The Ddrm values used in this
research are 10 m, 50 m, 100 m and 500 m. A practical DRM is most likely to be constructed by
surveying at a specified accuracy level. Different levels of errors are thus added to the DRM truth
data to generate the simulated DRM data. The added errors are assumed to be zero-mean normally
distributed, with different standard deviation levels at 0.1 m, 1 m and 10 m.
6.6. Attitude Information
6.6.1. Rail Tracks
The rail tracks are simulated using the polynomial curves and DRM truth data obtained in Section
6.5. The gauge of the simulated tracks (Dgauge) is assumed to be the standard gauge, which is the
UK railways standard and Dgauge = 1, 435 mm (Jenkins, 1960).
N 
Stan
dard
Gau
ge 
Track point
DRM point
Tangent
E Fitted Polynomial Curve 
p
(a) An illustration of simulating rail tracks
(b) An example of simulated rail tracks around Haddiscoe station
Figure 6.10.: The simulation of rail tracks
The basic algorithm used in the simulation of rail tracks is illustrated in Figure 6.10a. The slope
of the tangent line (kt) is the first-order derivative of the fitted polynomial curves at the section.
The purple curves in the figure represent the simulated tracks. The line p is perpendicular to the
tangent line and the two lines intersect at a specific DRM point. The intersecting points of line p
and the simulated tracks are the track points to be calculated. The slope of the line p , kp, can
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therefore be calculated with
kp = − 1
kt
(6.4)
The difference between the track point coordinates and the DRM point coordinate in eastings and
northings is obtained using
∆Et =
1
2 cos(arctan(kp))Dgauge (6.5)
∆Nt =
1
2 sin(arctan(kp))Dgauge (6.6)
and the tracks points (Et, Nt) can be found by applying the difference to the coordinate of the
DRM point (Edrm, Ndrm)
Et = Edrm ±∆Et, Nt = Ndrm ±∆Nt (6.7)
Figure 6.10b shows an example of the generated track points with corresponding DRM points
near Haddiscoe station. The yellow square marks in the figure represent the generated tracks points,
whereas the green square marks are the DRM points. The area circled in the figure is enlarged to
the points more clearly.
6.6.2. Superelevation
It is a common practice on the railways to raise the outer rail above the inner one when the route
is a curve, and the raised height is called superelevation or ’cant’. The cant is constant on a curve
which is the arc of a true circle. As the rails are at the same level on a straight route, a length of
track over which the outer rail is gradually raised from zero to the height of the cant needs to be
set up to connect the two, known as transition curve.
The superelevation is the main cause for the roll movement (see Appendix B for descriptions
on roll) of the train carriage. The simulation of the superelevation is based on DRM truth points
obtained in Section 6.5. The first step is to find the location of all circular curves along the route.
Each section of the circular curve and its transition curves are manually identified along the route.
A circle is then fitted to each section using DRM points within the section, and its radius (Rc) is
recorded. This process is shown in Figure 6.11. The line consisting of red crosses is the DRM truth
data. Black square marks along the line are the start and/or end point of each circular curve and
transition curve. As can be seen from the figure, circles drawn with blue lines are fitted to the DRM
data along the route. The area marked with a purple square is enlarged to show a clearer example.
The design of the superelevation is usually related to the maximum speed (Vmax) allowed on a
route. For this research, the maximum speed of the velocity profile obtained in Section 6.4 is used.
The superelevation is calculated as following (Jenkins, 1960),
cant = DgaugeV
2
max
gRc
(6.8)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. An interpolation is performed between the superelevation
and the height of the levelled tracks to produce the height increase of a transition curve. The
calculated superelevation information is then assigned to the relative track.
Figure 6.12a shows the height change between rails along the route during the simulation, where
zero means the route is straight. Figure 6.12b shows an example of track points plotted with
simulated superelevation information. The area shown in the picture is marked by purple squares
in both the route overview and the superelevation plot in Figure 6.12a. Yellow square markers are
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DRM points
Fitted Circle
Transition Curves
Superelevation Areas
Figure 6.11.: The fitted circular curves along the rail route
(a) The simulated superelevation along the rail route
Level Plane
Track Plane
DRM Points
Track Points
(b) An example of simulated superelevation
Figure 6.12.: The simulation of the superelevation along the route
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the track points, whereas the green-square marks are the DRM truth points. The red lines in the
picture mark out the track plane, and the green lines indicate the levelled plane.
6.6.3. Euler Angles and Direction Cosine Matrices
The attitude information is obtained firstly in the form of Euler Angles (see Appendix B for defini-
tions of Euler Angles). The three components of the Euler Angles, roll, pitch and yaw, are calculated
using information gained in previous sections.
The roll angle, φnb, represents the tilting movement of the carriage about the x-axis of its body
frame. The roll rotation of the carriage is mainly because of the superelevation along the route,
which raises the outer rail and cause the tilting of the carriage. Therefore, the simulation for the
roll angle of the carriage is based on the superelevation information obtained in Section 6.6.2. The
calculation is based on the trigonometric relations of a right angle triangle, and the equation is
written as
φnb = arcsin
(
cant
Dgauge
)
(6.9)
Figure 6.13a illustrates the triangle of the tracks and the superelevation.
The pitch angle, θnb, represents the change of the carriage attitude about the y-axis of its body
frame, i.e. the changes of its elevation. The pitch rotation is mainly caused by the height change
along the route. The carriage is a rigid body with fixed length and is assumed to move on a straight
line between sections of tracks with different height. The route is firstly divided into small sections
and the height changes in each section are then calculated. Thus the pitch angle data is calculated
from the height change between adjacent position truth sections, as shown in Figure 6.13b. The
equation used is written as
θnb = arcsin
(
∆h
Dcarriage
)
(6.10)
where ∆h is the height change in a section and Dcarriage = 20 m (First Great Western, 2010) is the
fixed length of the carriage.
Standa
rd Gau
ge Cant
(a) Roll
Position Truth Sections
(b) Pitch
N
Position Truth Points
(c) Yaw
Figure 6.13.: Simulating Euler angles
The yaw angle, ψnb, is also known as heading in the local navigation frame. It represents the
rotation about the z-axis of the carriage body frame. The carriage is assumed to move on a straight
line between adjacent position truth points, and the angle between the movement vector and the
North direction is the yaw angle. Figure 6.13c illustrates the calculation process. The coordinate
difference of adjacent points, ∆Eψ and ∆Nψ, is calculated along the route. The yaw angle is then
calculated using
ψnb = arctan 2(∆Eψ, ∆Nψ) (6.11)
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where arctan 2 is the four-quadrant inverse tangent.
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Figure 6.14.: The generated Euler Angle truth data
The update rate of the Euler angle truth data is 2 Hz. In order to simulate the high-update-rate
IMU output, the truth data is interpolated to 100 Hz. Figure 6.14 shows the simulated Euler angle
truth, which is plotted against time as the simulation progresses. From the top graph to the bottom
one, roll, pitch and yaw are respectively plotted. The effect of the superelevation change can be
seen clearly from the roll angle, whereas the changes of yaw correspond to changes of the trajectory.
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Figure 6.15.: The generated direction cosine matrix Cnb data
Obtained Euler Angle data is also transformed into direction cosine matrices, Cbn and Cnb , with
Equation (B.10) and Equation (B.6) for the use of other simulations. Figure 6.15 shows the direction
cosine matrix Cnb data plotted against time. Cij denotes the jth elements of the ith row of the
direction cosine matrix Cnb .
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6.7. Angular rate
The angular rate measured by the gyro is the rotation of the body frame with respect to the iner-
tial frame (see Section 5.1). The Euler angle simulated in Section 6.6.3, however, only represents
rotations from the body frame to the local navigation frame. Angular rates caused by the relat-
ive rotations among the local navigation frame, the Earth frame and the inertial frame need to
be calculated in order to get the gyro measurement. The simulation process of the angular rate
measurement vector ωbib thus contains two steps.
The angular rate caused by the rotation between the body frame and the local navigation frame,
ωbnb, is calculated in the first step. Although the Euler angle represents the frame transformation
between the body frame and the local navigation frame, its time derivative cannot be related to
ωbnb directly. This is because the frame transformation performed through Euler angle is a series of
rotations with each component of the Euler angle defining a different intermediate reference frame.
The Euler derivative, (φ˙nb, θ˙nb, ψ˙nb), is related to ωbnb with the equation following Farrell (2008),
ωbnb =

1 0 − sin θnb
0 cosφnb sinφnb cos θnb
0 − sinφnb cosφnb cos θnb


φ˙nb
θ˙nb
ψ˙nb
 (6.12)
The first-order numerical differentiation is performed on the Euler angle data to obtain its time
derivative, (φ˙nb, θ˙nb, ψ˙nb). ωbnb is calculated with (6.12).
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Figure 6.16.: The generated angular rate truth data
The second step is to add components in ωbib that are caused by relative movement between the
Earth frame, the local navigation frame and the inertial frame. These components include the Earth
rotation rate, ωnie, defined by (5.11) and the transport rate, ωnen, defined by (5.13). The calculation
of ωnie and ωnen requires information on the position and velocity of the train, which is provided
through simulations in Section 5.2. The angular rate measurement ωbib can therefore be calculated
by rearranging the equation given in Titterton & Weston (2004) as
ωbib = ωbnb + Cbn(ωnie + ωnen) (6.13)
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where the direction cosine matrix Cbn is generated in Section 6.6.3.
The generated angular rate data is plotted against time shown in Figure 6.16. The components
of ωbib plotted in the figure are the angular rates about three axes of the body frame respectively.
The update rate for the generated angular rate data is 100 Hz.
6.8. Specific Force
Similar to the simulation of the angular rate, the specific force simulation is also divided into two
steps.
The first step is to calculate the specific force in the local navigation frame, fnib. The acceleration
of the carriage resolved in the local navigation frame, v˙neb , is defined by (5.18). As can be seen from
(5.18), fnib is only part of v˙neb. Other parts include the gravity and the centrifugal part, information
on the position, velocity and acceleration of the carriage is needed to remove them. Thus, in order
to obtain fnib, (5.18) is rearranged as
fnib = v˙neb − gnb (L, h) + (Ωnen + 2Ωnie)vneb (6.14)
where the gravity, gnb (L, h), the Earth rotation rate, Ω
n
ie, and the transport rate, Ωnen, are respect-
ively defined by (5.19), (5.12) and (5.14).
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Figure 6.17.: The generated specific force truth in the body frame
The second step is to transform the reference frame of fnib into the carriage body frame. This can
be achieved using
f bib = Cbnfnib (6.15)
where the direction cosine matrix for transformations from the local navigation frame to the body
frame, Cbn, is calculated using obtained attitude information, as described in Section 6.6.3.
The generated specific force data comes with an update rate of 100 Hz. Figure 6.17 shows three
components of f bib plotted against time.
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6.9. IMU Measurements
The generation of the truth data for specific force and angular rate was described respectively in
Section 6.7 and Section 6.8. The evaluation of the IMU output is described in this section, based
on adding error characteristics to the truth data. The error characteristics and general error model
for inertial sensors are discussed in Section 5.3. The error characteristics simulated for this research
are biases and random noises. This is because they exhibit the most significant effect on the sensor
output and are the most observable for most integrated systems (see the discussion in Section 3.3
for state selection and observability of an integrated system).
Table 6.1 shows the error characteristics used for the simulated inertial sensor output. The turn-on
bias and in-run bias figures are based on the commercial IMU SiIMU02 (Atlantic Inertial Systems,
2008), whereas the random noise figure is based on another commercial IMU MIDG IIC (Mirobotics
Inc., 2009). All figures are listed in SI units, and the original quotations are given in parentheses.
The transformation of units follows information given in Section 5.3.
Table 6.1.: Simulated MEMS IMU performance characteristics
Turn-on bias (1σ) In-run bias (1σ) Random noise (1σ)
Accelerometer 9.8× 10−2m/s2
(10mg)
4.9× 10−3m/s2
(0.5mg)
1.4× 10−2m/s1.5
(150µg/
√
Hz)
Gyro 4.8× 10−4 rad/s
(100 ◦/hr)
3.15× 10−5 rad/s
(6.5 ◦/hr)
1.35× 10−10 rad/s0.5
(0.1 ◦/s/
√
Hz)
The general error model given in Section 5.3.5 is therefore simplified, and is written here as
f˜ bib = f bib + ba + wa (6.16)
ω˜bib = ωbib + bg + wg (6.17)
where terms in equations are defined as in Section 5.3.
Because of the existence of in-run biases, the biases for both accelerometers and gyros are modelled
as
b˙a = wad (6.18)
b˙g = wgd (6.19)
where wad and wgd are zero-mean Gaussian white-noise processes caused by in-run biases. A discrete
model of the bias is derived based on Crassidis (2006), and is written as
ba(+) = ba(−) + nadNad (6.20)
bg(+) = bg(−) + ngdNgd (6.21)
where nad and ngd are the square root PSD for in-run biases listed out in Table 6.1, Nad and Ngd are
zero-mean random variables with unit variances. Note that (+) and (−) are generalised to represent
epoch k and k − 1 respectively. The simulation process starts with the known fixed turn-on biases
as listed in Table 6.1.
The simulated biases are shown in Figure 6.18 for accelerometers and Figure 6.19 for gyros. Biases
shown in the figures are all plotted against time.
The discrete model derived here for simulated sensor output follows notes in Crassidis (2006), and
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is written as
f˜ bib(+) = f bib(+) +
1
2 (ba(+) + ba(−)) +
[
n2a
τi
+ 112n
2
ad
] 1
2
Na (6.22)
ω˜bib(+) = ωbib(+) +
1
2 (bg(+) + bg(−)) +
[
n2g
τi
+ 112Φn
2
gd
] 1
2
Ng (6.23)
where na and ng are the root PSD for random noise on the accelerometers and gyros respectively,
as listed in Table 6.1. The generated IMU measurements are shown in Figure 6.20 for specific force
and Figure 6.21 for angular rate respectively. Measurement data is drawn in red lines, and truth
data are plotted in blue for comparison.
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Figure 6.18.: The generated bias truth data for accelerometers
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Figure 6.19.: The generated bias truth data for gyros
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Figure 6.20.: The generated specific force measurement
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Figure 6.21.: The generated angular rate measurement
6.10. Corrected GPS Pseudorange
6.10.1. Ephemeris
In order to simulate the pseudorange measurements, satellite ephemerides are required for realistic
satellite orbit positions. The IGS final product ephemerides are used in this research for GPS
constellation information during the simulation. The ephemeris file is downloaded from the IGS
data products server.
The downloaded ephemerides are in the form of the national geodetic survey standard GPS format
SP3. The information in the ephemerides includes constellation status and Cartesian coordinates for
satellites. The satellite coordinates are expressed in the ITRF2005/IGS05 reference frame. As there
are no official transformation parameters between new realisations of WGS84 and the ITRF2005,
the coordinates are considered to be expressed in WGS84 at 10 cm level (ITRF, 2007; NGA, 1997),
and a frame transformation is not performed.
The downloaded ephemeris covers the time period from 00:00 to 23:45 on 21st February 2009,
with an update interval of 15 min. Since the simulation lasts 32 min, only part of the ephemeris
file is used. The satellite positions are then interpolated to the simulated GPS update rate, 0.5 s
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(2 Hz). The satellite velocities are obtained by performing a first-order numerical differentiation on
the position data. The generated satellite position and velocity data are considered to be the truth
file for this simulation.
6.10.2. Range, Range Rate and Line-of-Sight Vector
The time tag of the generated satellite position and velocity data is firstly synchronised with the
train movement data generated in Section 6.4.
The true geometric range between the kth satellite and the receiver, r(k), is calculated using (4.3).
The carriage position data is used as the receiver position. The generated range is plotted against
time in Figure 6.22. Note that only satellites visible from the carriage position are plotted. The
actual selection of visible satellites needs information on satellite elevation, which is calculated as
stated in Section 6.10.3.
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Figure 6.22.: The generated satellite-to-receiver range data
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Figure 6.23.: The generated satellite-to-receiver range rate data
Velocity data obtained in Section 6.4 is in the local navigation frame. In order to calculate the
range rate, the velocity truth data is firstly transformed from the local navigation frame into the
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Earth frame using
veeb = Cenvneb (6.24)
where veeb is the velocity vector resolved in the Earth frame, and Cen is the direction cosine matrix
defined by (A.2).
The line-of-sight vector for the kth satellite in the Earth frame, 1(k),e, is defined in (4.7), and is
rewritten here as
1(k),e ≈ (p
(k),e − pe)
‖ p(k),e − pe ‖ (6.25)
where the subscript e represents the Earth frame.
The range rate is then calculated using
r˙(k) = (v(k),e − veeb) · 1(k),e (6.26)
The generated range rate is plotted against time in Figure 6.23. Note that the jumps in the generated
data are caused by the linear interpolation process of the satellite orbit position, and are not related
to any physical changes of the status of both satellites and the train carriage. A more effective
interpolation method for the satellite orbit position and velocity is to use a high order polynomial.
6.10.3. Elevation and Azimuth
The direction of a satellite with respect to the user antenna is defined by its elevation and azimuth.
The definition of satellite elevation and azimuth is illustrated in Figure 6.24. The orientation of the
satellite line-of-sight vector with respect to the local navigation frame corresponds to the elevation
and azimuth angles.
N E
D
Azimuth
Elevation
User
Figure 6.24.: Satellite elevation and azimuth
In order to select the visible constellation, elevation and azimuth information of each satellite with
respect to the user antenna is necessary. The calculation of satellite elevation and azimuth requires
the line-of-sight vector expressed in the local navigation frame, 1n. The line-of-sight vector in the
Earth frame, 1e, is calculated in Section 6.10.2. 1n of each satellite can therefore be obtained by
performing a frame transformation,
1n = Cne1e (6.27)
where Cne is the direction cosine matrix from the Earth frame to the local navigation frame.
The transformed line-of-sight vector consists of three components, 1n = [unN , unE , unD]
T . The
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satellite elevation, θ, and azimuth, ψ, can then be calculated using
θ = − arcsin(unD) (6.28)
ψ = arctan 2(unE , unN ) (6.29)
where the four-quadrant inverse tangent must be used for the azimuth.
For the simulation in this research, the cut-off angle of satellite elevation is set to be 15◦. Satellites
with elevation lower than 15◦ are therefore not visible for the simulated train carriage. The elevations
for the visible constellation during the simulate are plotted against time in Figure 6.25 with the cut-
off angle marked by a dashed line. Whilst the rising and falling of each visible satellite can be seen
clearly from the figure, two satellites (G15 and G22) fall below the cut-off angle angle during the
simulation. The changing of visible satellite azimuth is also plotted in Figure 6.26.
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6.10.4. Receiver Clock Errors and Correction Residual Errors
A corrected pseudorange measurement is defined in (4.4). As can be seen from this equation, it
consists of three main components: the true geometric range, r(k), the receiver clock bias, brc, and
the miscellaneous unmodeled range error for the individual satellite plus residuals after applying
corrections from the navigation data, ε˜(k)ρ . Similar to the pseudorange measurement, a pseudorange
rate measurement as defined by (4.11) consists of the true range rate, r˙(k), the receiver clock drift,
b˙rc, and unmodeled errors, ε(k)ρ˙ . While the true geometric range and range rate are calculated as in
Section 6.10.2, the receiver clock errors and correction residuals need to be simulated to obtain a
realistic satellite ranging measurement.
The receiver clock drift is modelled as a random walk process starting with a fixed drift rate,
b˙rc(0), following the dynamic model derived in Farrell (2008). The fixed drift rate is chosen as
the typical value of an OCXO following Misra & Enge (2006) (see discussion in Section 4.2.5), and
b˙rc(0) = 3 m/s. The relationship between the receiver clock bias and drift is defined in (4.18).
Therefore, the model for the receiver clock errors can be written here as
∂
∂t
brc = b˙rc (6.30)
∂
∂t
b˙rc = wrc (6.31)
where wrc is a zero-mean Gaussian white-noise process with root PSD Φrc = 0.2 m/s−1.5 (Groves,
2008). A discrete model for the calculation is given as
brc(+) = brc(−) + 12
(
b˙rc(+) + b˙rc(−)
)
τi
b˙rc(+) = b˙rc(−) + ΦrcNrc√τi
where Nrc is a zero-mean random variable with unit variance. The generated receiver clock error
data is plotted against time and shown in Figure 6.27. The top graph in Figure 6.27 shows the
generated receiver clock bias, whereas the bottom one shows the generated receiver clock drift.
Note that the artificial reset of the receiver clock, which is common practice for commercial receiver
design, is not simulated in this research as it is not part of the natural clock behaviour.
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Figure 6.27.: The generated receiver clock error data
The main error sources for satellite ranging are discussed in Section 4.3. As can be seen from
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Table 4.5, the atmospheric delay including the tropospheric delay and ionospheric delay is the
largest contribution of UERE. As the magnitude of the atmospheric delay is related to the satellite
elevation, a mapping function is usually applied. A simple mapping function is used in this research
following the pattern of (4.33) and (4.35), and is written as
M(θ) = 1sin θ (6.32)
The zenith residuals for the pseudorange (ερ,z) and the pseudorange rate (ερ˙,z) are assumed to be
ερ,z = 7 m and ερ˙,z = 10 m/s, as given in Table 4.5. The simulated residual error for each visible
satellite is therefore written
ερ = ερ,zM(θ)Nρ (6.33)
ερ˙ = ερ˙,zM(θ)Nρ˙ (6.34)
where Nρ and Nρ˙ are zero-mean random variables with unit variances.
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An example of the generated residual errors is shown in Figure 6.28, with the residual errors of
satellite G09 and G17 plotted against time together with envelopes. Their elevation angles are also
plotted in the figure. As can be seen from the graph, the residual error for satellite G17, with an
elevation angle between 15◦ and 30◦, is larger than satellite G09, with an elevation angle between
65◦ and 80◦. In addition, the increase of residual errors as both satellites are setting can be seen
from the envelope of the data.
The simulated receiver clock and correction residual errors are then added to the true range and
range rate data to produce the generated pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurements.
6.11. INS Simulation
A strapdown inertial calculation process is simulated by using the inertial sensor outputs generated
in previous sections. Through the simulation, the inertial calculation functions are tested before
further research and the performance of the simulated inertial sensors is also evaluated against
realistic figures. A detailed introduction to the strapdown inertial calculation process is given in
Section 5.4. The calculation mechanism used for the simulation in this research follows the process
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discussed in Section 5.4.4.3. A flow chart of the calculation procedure is shown by Figure 5.6.
Since the simulated inertial sensor is assumed to be a low-performance MEMS sensor, only 30 s
calculation is simulated. The simulation starts 5 min from the beginning of the overall simulation.
The true status of the simulated train is used as the initial solution for the inertial calculation.
The true states of the train attitude, position and velocity during the 30 s are shown in Figure
6.29. As can been seen from the vehicle trajectory in Figure 6.29b, the train is mainly moving in
easterly direction. The speed of the train is approximately 16 m/s and it is decelerating, as shown
by Figure 6.29c. The change of roll angle in Figure 6.29a indicates that the train just came out of
a section of circular curve, with the superelevation on the rails.
Before using the simulated sensor outputs, the simulated true specific force and angular rate are
first used as the sensor measurements to test the validity of the inertial processor, and also serves as
a performance indication. The simulation result is shown in Figure 6.30. The three plots in Figure
6.30 respectively show the attitude, velocity and position error from the top to the bottom. All
errors are plotted against time.
Although the truth data is used, the reason for the errors is mainly numerical, i.e. because of the
approximations used in the navigation processor. For instance, position and velocity information
from the previous epoch is used for the calculation of the gravity and the earth radius at the current
epoch assuming their slow variations over the update interval. This can be shown by the oscillating
pattern of errors on the attitude and velocity, where no drifting can be seen. The growth of position
error is because the calculation for position using (5.26) to (5.25) is a pure integration process of
the velocity, and therefore any velocity errors cause the position error to grow continuously.
The error in the roll angle increases around 25 s and is caused by the process of train going through
a transaction curve as shown by the roll angle truth in Figure 6.29a. The velocity error in the easting
direction is larger than in other directions. This is due to the fact that the train is mainly moving
along the easting direction, and the velocity component in the easting direction includes the most of
the velocity vector. The result shown in Figure 6.30 proves the validity of the simulated navigation
processor.
The simulated MEMS sensor measurements are then used for the simulation. The fixed biases as
listed in Table 6.1 are applied to the sensor measurement at each epoch by rewritten (5.8) and (5.9)
as
fˆ bib = f˜ bib − bˆa (6.35)
ωˆbib = ω˜bib − bˆg (6.36)
before being used for calculation. The results are shown in Figure 6.31. The three plots in Figure
6.31 respectively shows the attitude, velocity and position error from the top to the bottom. All
errors are plotted against time.
The drifting of the calculation results can be seen clearly from Figure 6.31. The drifting is
mainly caused by the residual biases and random noise. As the MEMS sensors tend to suffer from
higher biases variation and noises, in comparison with high-performance sensors, compensation
with lab tested biases, as been done with (6.35) and (6.36) is usually not enough. The scale of the
position error grows to approximately 30 m by the end of the 30 s simulation. El-Sheimy & Niu
(2007) reports an example of 30 s MEMS inertial calculation with real-time sensor measurements,
sensor specifications of which are similar to this research. The position error is reported as high as
30− 50 m after 30 s. Through the comparison with both results from El-Sheimy & Niu (2007) and
the calculation errors using the simulated truth data, the MEMS sensor simulation are close to real
sensors in terms of performance.
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Figure 6.29.: Truth information of the 30 s INS simulation
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Figure 6.30.: Inertial calculation error with truth data
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Figure 6.31.: Inertial calculation error with MEMS data
6.12. GPS Position and Velocity Solution Simulation
A GPS PVT estimation process using an EKF is simulated by using the pseudorange and pseu-
dorange rate measurements generated in Section 6.10. Through the simulation, the validity of the
generated GPS measurements is tested, and position and velocity solutions are provided for further
simulation in this research. The summary of EKF algorithm is described in Section 3.2.5, whereas
the filter design for GPS PVT estimation is discussed in Section 4.2.4.
The simulation lasts 32 min, going through the whole simulation process generated through pre-
vious sections. The truth trajectory is shown in Figure 6.6. The visible satellite constellation is
selected in Section 6.10.3, and a summary of the constellation status is given in Figure 6.32.
The left half of Figure 6.32 is a skyplot of the visible constellation during the simulation. The
moving direction of each satellite is marked with an arrow on its moving track. The skyplot indicates
there are four satellites (G05, G12, G14 and G30) ascending during the simulation, and others (G09,
G15, G17 and G22) are descending.
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Figure 6.32.: Constellation status during the simulation
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Figure 6.33.: DOPs during the simulation
Whilst there are 8 satellites available at the beginning of the simulation, two of them (G15, G22)
become invisible with a cut-off angle of 15◦ as shown by the satellite visibility plots in the right half
of Figure 6.32. Satellite G15 and G22 become invisible respectively after 8 min 25 s and 24 min 6 s,
leaving only 6 satellite available by the end of the simulation.
Figure 6.33 shows the DOPs for the simulation process. A detailed discussion of the satellite
geometry and the calculation of DOPs is given in Section 4.2.3. The values of GDOP, EDOP,
NDOP, VDOP and HDOP are calculated during the simulation. The skyplot indicates a reasonable
user-satellites geometry, with the northern part of the sky (the area around 0◦N) having fewer
satellites than other directions as a result of the GPS constellation design. The effect of the lack
of satellites around 0◦N is indicated by the DOP values during the simulation, as shown in Figure
6.33. The NDOP values are in general higher than EDOP, implying a poorer geometric spread-out
of the satellites. In addition, the impact of losing a satellite can be seen clearly from the steps in
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the DOPs, as they increase along with the decreasing of the number of available satellites.
The simulated PVT estimation results are shown in Figure 6.34 with the position and velocity
estimation errors expressed in the local navigation frame north, east and down directions. The red
lines in all figures indicate the 1σ boundaries predicted by the EKF estimation covariance matrix.
The effect of loosing satellite can be seen from the steps around 8 min 25 s and 24 min 6 s in all 1σ
boundaries.
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Figure 6.34.: Estimation errors of the simulation process in NED
The 1σ boundary for the position error in the north direction has a maximum value of 9.03 m,
and a median value of 8.93 m. Meanwhile the maximum and median for the boundary of the east
direction are respectively 6.56 m and 5.82 m. The maximum and median for the down direction
are 10.28 m and 9.90 m. In addition, without assuming the distribution of the positioning error,
the errors are sorted by ascending order and the 95% of the ascending value is used as another
metric for performance indication, along with the root mean square (RMS) of the errors. The
95% values for the position errors in north, east and down are respectively 15.33 m, 10.91 m and
17.02 m, whereas the RMSs are 7.68 m, 5.53 m and 8.31 m. These values fit the general performance
characteristics for using GPS positioning in the UK. The performance difference between the north
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and east directions are explained as a result of the lack of satellites around 0◦N, which is a result
of GPS constellation design. The down direction carries the worst performance is because there is
no symmetrical distribution of satellites under the vehicle. The same case can be applied to the
velocity errors, as shown in Figure 6.34b.
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Figure 6.35.: Estimation errors of the simulation process in along track and cross track
The PVT estimation errors are also transformed into the along track and cross track directions,
as shown in Figure 6.35. The variation of the 1σ boundaries is mainly caused by the fact that
the vehicle changes its heading during the simulation and the positioning performance in the east
direction is better than the north direction.
The RMSs for positioning errors along the track and cross the track are respectively 6.87 m and
6.50 m. By comparing the statistics of the along track and cross track positioning results as shown
in the graph, there is no indication of significant positioning performance difference between the
along track and the cross track direction. This also confirms a reasonable user-satellites geometry
during the simulation, as discussed through the skyplot and DOPs.
The simulation results prove the validity of the simulated satellite ranging measurements, and that
a close to real operation positioning performance is achieved by using the simulated measurements.
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The positioning solutions are also used as the outputs from a GPS receiver for further system
integration research.
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Integration
The combination of inertial sensors and satellite positioning enables an integrated positioning system
to achieve a better performance from the variety of system characteristics. The conventional system
integration requires high performance inertial sensors, which are capable of providing independent
positioning solutions without external calibration for a certain period. Low-cost inertial sensors,
such as sensors based on MEMS, are usually not used for independent inertial navigation tasks
because of their poor performance. However, based on the general GNSS availability study on the
railways performed in UK (see Section 2.3.2), the GNSS difficulty situations on the railways are
usually for a short period (less than half a minute). This raises the potential opportunity of using
MEMS sensor for positioning tasks on the railways.
The core part of an integrated system is the integration algorithm. For the research in this thesis,
an EKF is used. A detailed description of the EKF algorithm and its implementation is given in
Section 3.2.5. As for the case of most integrated systems, an inertial calculation process is maintained
to provide a reference solution for the integration corrections. The implementation of the inertial
calculation process is described in Section 5.4. The GPS outputs used by the integrated systems in
this chapter are produced using the satellite ranging measurements generated in Section 6.10 through
a filtered GPS navigation calculating process, as described in Section 6.12. The derivation of the
inertial error states dynamic equations and the design of inertial matrices for the EKF algorithm is
presented in Appendix C.
Two common integration architectures used in the inertial sensor and GPS integration are the
loosely coupled and tightly coupled approaches. A loosely coupled integrated system uses the GPS
position and velocity solution, and the overall system architecture is essentially a cascaded system.
A detailed description of the cascaded systems is presented in Section 3.1.1. On the other hand,
a tightly coupled system incorporates the satellite ranging measurements directly, and the overall
system architecture becomes a centralised system. A description of the centralised integration are
presented in Section 3.1.2. All integrated systems investigated in this chapter are implemented in
the error-state form.
This chapter investigates both loosely coupled and tightly coupled approaches for integrating
MEMS and GPS. The loosely coupled approach is described in Section 7.1, along with an over-
all system performance analysis using sensor measurements generated in Chapter 6. The tightly
coupled approach is described in Section 7.2, along with an overall system performance analysis.
Three testing scenarios are proposed in Section 7.3 covering the main problems for using satellite
positioning on the railways, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.2. Both systems are tested for all three
scenarios, and the results are discussed.
7.1. Loosely Coupled Integration Approach
A loosely coupled MEMS/GPS integration system adopts the cascaded architecture as described in
Section 3.1.1. Under such an architecture, GPS is used as an aiding system, and MEMS measure-
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ments with a higher update rate are used to produce a reference solution for the system integration.
The function blocks of the system are illustrated in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1.: The loosely coupled integration approach
The IMU measurements used in the system are generated in Section 6.9. The specification for
simulated MEMS sensors are listed in Table 6.1. The satellite ranging measurements used are
generated in Section 6.10. The simulated GPS navigation processor estimates the position and
velocity based on a filtered approach. No further augmentations are used for the GPS navigation
processing. The overall system update rate, τs, is aligned with the inertial sensor update rate,
τs = τi = 0.01 s. The overall system operation time is 32 min.
7.1.1. State Selection and System Model
The state vector for the loosely coupled system used in this research contains only the inertial states.
An error-state implementation is chosen for the loosely coupled system. As a result, the state vector
and the system model are defined as
x = xINS (7.1)
F = FINS , Φ = ΦINS (7.2)
Q = QINS (7.3)
where the definitions of xINS , FINS , ΦINS and QINS is shown in Appendix C.
7.1.2. Measurement Model
The measurement vector consists of the differences between the GPS solutions and the integrated
system solution. Therefore the measurement vector and the measurement matrix are given as
δzk =
 pˆGPS − pˆINS
vˆnGPS − vˆneb

k
(7.4)
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Hk =
 03×3 I3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3 03×3 03×3
 (7.5)
Note that the lever arm, the distance between the IMU and the GPS antenna, is not accounted for
in the simulation; it is assumed that both parts of the system share the same position.
The measurement noise covariance matrix, Rk, is formed at each GPS update epoch based on
the estimation quality given by the GPS navigation processor.
7.1.3. System Performance Analysis
The performance of the loosely coupled integrated system is plotted in Figure 7.2, with the access
to the full simulated constellation and no physical obstructions simulated. The three graphs in the
figure respectively show the position, velocity and attitude error in the integrated solution. All
error information is plotted against the simulation time. The error in the GPS solution is plotted
in each graph in green line as a comparison. In addition, the predicted 1σ boundary of the system
positioning solution error, provided by the state error covariance matrix, is plotted in each graph as
the red lines. Statistics for the integrated positioning error and the predicted 1σ are also calculated
and marked in each graph.
The position errors, shown in Figure 7.2a, are expressed in the direction of north, east and down
in the local navigation frame in meters. The RMS errors for these three directions are respectively
5.94 m, 4.37 m and 8.24 m. In comparison with the RMS errors of GPS solutions (listed in Section
6.12) of 7.68 m, 5.53 m and 8.31 m, the accuracy improvement of using loosely coupled approach
can be observed. The error pattern for the loosely coupled solution is seen from the figure roughly
following the error pattern of the GPS only solution. This is because GPS serves as the main
contributor for the overall system performance in the integration process. More importantly, as can
be seen from the figure, position errors of the loosely coupled system are less noisy than the GPS
only solution, and the performance difference between the north direction and the east direction is
also improved. This can be shown by the decrease of the 95% error on all three directions from
15.33 m, 10.91 m and 17.02 m for the GPS only solution, to 11.86 m, 8.54 m and 16.25 m for the
loosely coupled solution.
The velocity errors, shown in Figure 7.2b, are also expressed in the direction of north, east and
down in the local navigation frame, in meters per second. With the RMS error decreases from
2.78 m/s, 2.48 m/s and 2.06 m/s for the GPS only solution, as listed in Section 6.12, to 0.98 m/s,
0.73 m/s and 0.74 m/s for the loosely coupled solution, the accuracy improvement for the velocity
estimation using an integrated system can be seen clearly from the figure. The error pattern for the
loosely coupled solution does not exactly follow the pattern of the GPS only solution. In addition,
the loosely coupled velocity solution shows less variation than the GPS solution, as indicated by
the closeness of the 95% errors and the RMS errors for all directions. The reason for this is that
the inertial calculation process provides a better resolution than the GPS process in the case of the
velocity estimation.
The attitude errors, shown in Figure 7.2c, are expressed in the form of Euler angles. The errors
shown in the roll and pitch directions have the approximately the same level of accuracy performance,
and their RMS errors are respectively 0.31◦ and 0.34◦. The largest error is in the yaw direction,
with a RMS error of 2.49◦. Compared with the drifting pattern shown by the attitude errors of the
30 s inertial calculation in Section 6.11, all attitude errors during the 32 min operation appear to be
well bounded.
It should be noted that the results shown in Figure 7.2 are the best results after careful tuning
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(c) Attitude errors
Figure 7.2.: Estimation errors of the loosely coupled system
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of the integration EKF parameters, such as initial state error covariance matrix (P0), the system
noise covariance matrix (Q) and the measurement noise covariance matrix (Rk). As discussed in
Section 3.1.1, because of the existence of multiple estimation algorithms, i.e. Kalman filters, in the
system, the estimated outputs error information provided by the GPS navigation processor is no
longer optimal for the integration EKF. Without proper tuning, the system shows over-optimistic 1σ
boundaries and increased RMS errors. For an example of untuned system performance see Table 7.1
on page 147, where the position error is reported with a RMS error of 7.66 m in the north direction,
whereas the predicted median 1σ is only 4.05 m.
The estimation errors are also transformed into the along track and cross track directions, as
shown in Figure 7.3. Accuracy improvements are shown through the RMS errors, 5.46 m and 4.94 m
respectively for along track and cross track position errors, for example. Similar to the along track
and cross track performance of the GPS only solution, there is no strong indication of significant
positioning performance difference between the along track and the cross track direction.
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Figure 7.3.: Estimation errors of the loosely coupled system in along track and cross track
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7.2. Tightly Coupled Integration Approach
A tightly coupled MEMS/GPS integration system adopts the centralised architecture as described
in Section 3.1.2. Under such an architecture, although GPS is still used as an aiding system, the
satellite ranging measurements are used as inputs for the integration EKF instead of the position
and velocity estimates. As a result, no generic GPS only positioning solution is available. However, a
GPS navigation processor can be maintained in parallel at the cost of increasing system complexity
and computation load. Meanwhile, MEMS measurements are still used to produce a reference
solution for the system integration. The function blocks of the system are illustrated in Figure 7.4.
Reference
CorrectionEKF 
IMU 
INSNavigationProcessor 
Local Preprocessing Integration
GPSRangingPorcessor 
GPSNavigationPorcessor 
Integrated Solution
&
&
&
&
&
&
Figure 7.4.: The tightly coupled integration approach
The IMU measurements used in the system are generated as in Section 6.9. The specification
for simulated MEMS sensors is listed in Table 6.1. The satellite ranging measurements used are
generated as in Section 6.10. The specification for the receiver clock error and residual correction
errors are listed in Section 6.10.4. No further augmentations are used for the GPS processing. The
overall system update rate, τs, is aligned with the inertial sensor update rate, τs = τi = 0.01 s. The
overall system operation time is 32 min.
7.2.1. State Selection and System Model
Because the GPS navigation processor is no longer necessary under a tightly coupled approach, the
estimation of the receiver clock errors must be performed in the EKF in order to correct the satellite
ranging measurements from the ranging processor. Thus it is necessary to define the EKF matrices
for the GPS states. The receiver clock error parameters include the receiver clock bias, brc, and the
receiver clock drift, b˙rc. The GPS state vector can therefore be written as
xGPS = [brc, b˙rc]T (7.6)
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the model for the receiver clock errors is given by (6.30) and (6.31). Based on the receiver clock
error model, the system matrix for the GPS states can be defined as
FGPS =
 0 1
0 0
 (7.7)
The transition matrix, ΦGPS , for the discrete propagation model can be computed with FGPS using
a first order power-series expansions of (3.4), and is written here as
ΦGPS = I2×2 + FGPSτs (7.8)
The system noise covariance matrix for the GPS states is defined as
QGPS =
 0 0
0 n2rc
 τs (7.9)
where n2rc is the power spectral density for the random noise on b˙rc.
The state vector for the tightly coupled system consists of both inertial states and GPS states,
and is defined as
x = [xINS , xGPS ]T (7.10)
where the definition of xINS is given in Appendix C. The system matrix and the transition matrix
accordingly become
F =
 FINS 015×2
02×15 FGPS
 , Φ =
 ΦINS 015×2
02×15 ΦGPS
 (7.11)
and the overall system noise covariance matrix is
Q =
 QINS 015×2
02×15 QGPS
 (7.12)
All inertial sub-matrices are given in Appendix C.
7.2.2. Measurement Model
The measurement vector consists of the differences between the ranging measurements from the
ranging processor and the predicted ranging measurements, which are calculated from the estimated
states. Therefore the measurement vector for epoch k, assuming there are K satellites in view, is
given as
δzk =
 δzρ,k
δzρ˙,k
 (7.13)
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where δzρ,k and δzρ˙,k are respectively defined as following
δzρ,k =
[
ρ˜(1) − ρˆ(1), ρ˜(2) − ρˆ(2), · · · , ρ˜(K) − ρˆ(K)
]T
k
(7.14)
δzρ˙,k =
[
˜˙ρ(1) − ˆ˙ρ(1), ˜˙ρ(2) − ˆ˙ρ(2), · · · , ˜˙ρ(K) − ˆ˙ρ(K)
]T
k
(7.15)
The predicted pseudorange, ρˆ, and pseudorange rate, ˆ˙ρ, are calculated using (4.26) and (4.27).
Assuming the line-of-sight vector expressed in the local navigation frame is defined as 1ˆ(k),n =[
u
(k),n
N , u
(k),n
E , u
(k),n
D
]T
. The measurement matrix can be derived based on the same principles as
described in Section 4.2.4.3 with sign differences, and is written here as
Hk ≈

01×3 h(1)ρ 01×3 01×3 01×3 1 0
01×3 h(2)ρ 01×3 01×3 01×3 1 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
01×3 h(K)ρ 01×3 01×3 01×3 1 0
01×3 01×3 (1ˆ(1),n)T 01×3 01×3 0 1
01×3 01×3 (1ˆ(2),n)T 01×3 01×3 0 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
01×3 01×3 (1ˆ(K),n)T 01×3 01×3 0 1

x=xˆk
(7.16)
where h(j)ρ for the jth satellite is defined as
h(j)ρ =
[
(RN (Lˆ) + hˆ)u(j),nN , (RN (Lˆ) + hˆ) cos Lˆu
(j),n
E , u
(j),n
D
]
(7.17)
7.2.3. System Performance Analysis
The performance of the tightly coupled integrated system is plotted in Figure 7.5, assuming access
to the full simulated constellation and no physical obstructions simulated. Three graphs in the
figure respectively show the position, velocity and attitude error in the integrated solution. All
error information is plotted against the simulation time. The error in the GPS solution is plotted
in each graph in green line providing a comparison. In addition, the predicted 1σ boundary of the
system positioning solution error, provided by the state error covariance matrix, is plotted in each
graph as the red lines. Statistics for the integrated positioning error and the predicted 1σ are also
calculated and marked in each graph.
The position errors, shown in Figure 7.5a, are expressed in the direction of north, east and down
in the local navigation frame in meters. The RMS errors for these three directions are respectively
5.49 m, 4.02 m and 7.17 m. In comparison with the RMS errors of GPS solutions, listed in Section
6.12 as 7.68 m, 5.53 m and 8.31 m, and the RMS errors of the loosely coupled solutions, listed
in Section 7.1.3 as 5.94 m, 4.37 m and 8.24 m, the accuracy improvement of using tightly coupled
approach can be observed. Because GPS still serves as the main contributor for the overall system
performance in the integration process, the error pattern for the tightly coupled solution roughly
follows the error pattern of the GPS only solution, similar to the loosely coupled solutions.
The velocity errors, shown in Figure 7.5b, are also expressed in the direction of north, east and
down in the local navigation frame, in meters per second. The RMS error decreases from 0.98 m/s,
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Figure 7.5.: Estimation errors of the tightly coupled system
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0.73 m/s and 0.74 m/s for the loosely coupled solution, as listed in Section 7.1.3, to 0.96 m/s, 0.73 m/s
and 0.70 m/s for the tightly coupled solution, a small accuracy improvement for the velocity estima-
tion is achieved. As the same inertial sensors and same inertial calculation process is applied to both
loosely coupled approach and tightly coupled approach, the improvement of accuracy is limited.
The attitude errors, shown in Figure 7.5c, are expressed in the form of Euler angles. The errors
shown in the roll and pitch directions have approximately the same level of accuracy performance,
and their RMS errors are respectively listed as 0.31◦ and 0.34◦. The largest error is presented in
the yaw direction, with a RMS error of 2.44◦. The tightly coupled solution shows an almost similar
performance to the loosely coupled system for the attitude errors, as no further measurement types
are introduced to increase the observability of the attitude errors.
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Figure 7.6.: Estimation errors of the tightly coupled system in along track and cross track
The estimation errors are also transformed into the along track and cross track directions, as
shown in Figure 7.6. Accuracy improvements are shown through the RMS errors, 5.48 m and 4.49 m
respectively for along track and cross track position errors, for example. Similar to the along track
and cross track performance of the GPS only solution and loosely coupled solution, there is no
strong indication of significant positioning performance difference between the along track and the
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cross track direction.
Table 7.1.: An example of untuned loosely coupled system performance
1σ Errors
Maximum Median 95% RMS
Position (m) N 4.52 4.05 14.85 7.66
E 3.58 3.09 10.85 5.59
D 3.57 3.29 16.79 8.45
Velocity (m/s) N 2.45 1.95 3.68 2.03
E 3.68 1.80 3.28 1.70
D 1.69 1.49 2.37 1.19
Unlike the tuning process for a loosely coupled system, a tightly coupled system only needs the
minimum amount of tuning and the untuned system does not present performance differences as
large as a loosely coupled system. Provided a loosely coupled system is finely tuned and there are no
GNSS difficulty situations during the operation, the advantage of adopting a tightly coupled system
is small in terms of accuracy. However, for practical usages, the information for sub-systems is not
always available. Thus the tuning of an integrated system may be poor, as in the example shown
in Table 7.1. Under such situations, using a tightly coupled approach shows advantages not only in
accuracy but also in robustness of the system.
7.3. Test Scenarios
Three test scenarios are proposed in this section including typical situations on the railways where
GNSS only positioning performance can be affected. Three types of systems are used for testing
under proposed scenarios: a GPS only system with a Kalman filter based navigation processor, a
loosely coupled integrated system using MEMS inertial units and the position and velocity solution
provided by the GPS only system, and a tightly coupled integrated system using MEMS inertial
units and satellite ranging measurements. The performance of all systems is then compared with
each other and the performance of their nominal operations when all satellite signals are available
and no DRM searching errors are reported within the same testing period.
It should be noted that GPS navigation processors using least-squares method to produce single-
point solutions do not work under situations where the number of available satellites is less than
four. Such GPS only systems do not work under proposed testing scenarios 1 and 2. Hence loosely
coupled integrated systems using solutions from such GPS only systems rely purely on MEMS
inertial calculation for testing scenario 1 and 2.
7.3.1. Scenario 1: Loss of GNSS Signals
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where the sky is completely blocked and GNSS
signals are lost. This mostly happens when a train travels through a tunnel. According to the
general GNSS availability study performed by LOCASYS (see Section 2.3.2), the GNSS unavailable
situations on the railways usually only last for a short period, i.e. less than a minute. Therefore
the length of the testing scenario is set as 30 s. Two sections during the overall operation period
are chosen for testing scenario 1. The first section is chosen between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′ of the 32 min
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operation time, whereas the second section is chosen between 21′57′′ and 22′27′′. An overview of
the 32 min operation time is illustrated in Figure 6.6 of Section 6.4.
The truth position and velocity profiles of the two testing sections are respectively shown by
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. As can be seen from the figures, both testing sections are chosen based
on the direction of the rail route during the testing time, in order to clarify the effect of a hostile
GNSS signal environment on the along track and cross track positioning performance of the systems.
In addition, there is a speed difference between two testing sections, with one section travelling at
a high speed and the other one travelling at a low speed. Thus the effect of travelling at different
speed on the error growth of MEMS inertial calculation can be observed.
From Figure 7.7, it can be seen that the train is mainly moving along the east-west direction
during the first testing section with a higher speed than the second testing section. The height
decreases from 47.5 m to 46.5 m during the 30 s. A speed profile between 15 m/s and 20 m/s can
be seen on the east direction in the time section marked by dashed lines, whereas the speed on the
north direction is between 1 m/s and 2 m/s for the same time section.
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Figure 7.7.: Position and velocity truth between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′
From Figure 7.8, it can be seen that the train is mostly moving along the north-south direction
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during the second testing section, and its speed is lower than the first section. The height increases
from 48.5 m to 49 m during the 30 s. A speed profile between 6 m/s and 8 m/s can be seen on the
south direction in the time section marked by dashed lines, whereas the speed on the east-west
direction changes from 2.5 m/s in the east and 1 m/s in the west for the same time section.
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Figure 7.8.: Position and velocity truth between 21′57′′ and 22′27′′
Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 respectively show the testing results for the first and the second testing
sections. The nominal system performance under situations when all satellite signals are available
and no DRM searching errors are reported of all systems for both testing sections are listed respect-
ively in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. Both position errors and velocity errors are shown in the direction
of north, east and down, plotted against the simulation time, with position errors in meters and
velocity errors in meters/second. The results for all tested systems are drawn respectively in green
for the GPS only system, in blue for the loosely coupled system and in red for the tightly coupled
system. The testing section is marked by dashed lines in all graphs. Clear error drifting patterns
can be observed in all graphs on all systems in comparing with the normal system performances as
listed in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3.
As noted at the beginning of Section 7.3, for a complete loss of satellite signal, a least-squares
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based GPS navigation processor does not work because of insufficient satellites. On the other
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Figure 7.9.: Position and velocity errors between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′ for scenario 1
hand, a filter-based navigation processor keeps on producing solutions by propagating the states
through its system model from the last moment when satellite signals are still available. Therefore,
the performance of a GPS only system using a filter based navigation processor is largely dependent
on two factors: how the system dynamics model implemented in the filter system model fits with the
actual system dynamics during the signal outage period, and the state errors status at the beginning
of the signal outage period.
The first factor on system model assumptions can be shown by the performance difference of the
GPS only system under two testing sections with different dynamic conditions. For higher speed
situations such as the first testing section, the system dynamic model mostly fits the actual system
dynamics, and an error drifting pattern that are smaller than the integrated systems can be observed.
For instance, the maximum position errors for the GPS only system are respectively 56.97 m in the
north, 27.34 m in the east and 32.37 m in the down direction, which are smaller than the errors of
integrated systems. However, when the system dynamics do not fit the filter assumption as in the
case of the second testing section, the maximum position errors for the GPS only system are larger
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than the errors of integrated, respectively 15.48 m in the north, 68.03 m in the east and 48.42 m in
the down direction.
The second factor affecting the initial error status of the signal outage can be shown by the error
pattern in the east direction of the first testing section. As can be seen from the east velocity error
plot in Figure 7.9b, the drifting pattern of the error follows the direction of the initial error state
demonstrating an opposite drifting direction to the integrated systems. As the east velocity error
grows across zero from negative to positive, a first increasing and then decreasing pattern can be
observed on the correspondent east position error, as shown in Figure 7.9a.
Unlike the GPS only system, the integrated systems have access to MEMS sensors for updated
information on the system dynamics. For the tightly coupled system, the only input available
during the signal outage is from the MEMS inertial unit. The system positioning solution therefore
performs similarly to the results of a pure inertial calculation process. For the loosely coupled
system used in this testing scenario, the solution coming from the GPS only system is still used
for the integration EKF during the signal outage period. The positioning results from the loosely
coupled system consequently become a weighted combination of the MEMS measurements and the
GPS solution.
As a result, for the first testing section, where the GPS only system presents the best performance,
the loosely coupled system performs better than the tightly coupled system demonstrating smaller
errors in the positioning solution as shown in Figure 7.9. But for the second testing section, where
the GPS only system presents the worst performance, the loosely coupled system performs worse
than the tightly coupled system demonstrating larger errors in the positioning solution as shown in
Figure 7.10. It should be noted that when a loosely coupled system integrates positioning solutions
from a GPS navigation processor using least-squares based algorithms, it does not have access to
information other than MEMS sensor measurements just as the tightly coupled system. Under such
circumstances, the performance difference between the two types of systems depends on the initial
positioning errors when the signal outage starts.
It can also be noticed from the results that the size of positioning errors from integrated systems
depends on the system travelling speed during the signal outage period. By comparing the maximum
errors for both integrated systems in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, the positioning errors drift slower
under a slow travelling speed as in the case of the second testing section. This can also be proved
through the INS error dynamics equations given in Appendix C, because inertial sensors are the
main source for system states update during the signal outage.
7.3.2. Scenario 2: Difficult GNSS Conditions
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where only a part of the sky is visible and the
number of available satellites is less than four. This mostly happens when a train travels through a
urban area, or stops at stations during the journey. The length of the testing scenario is set as 30 s.
The first testing section used in scenario 1, which runs between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′, is chosen for this
scenario. A detailed description of the testing section is given in Section 7.3.1.
The GPS constellation status during the scenario is illustrated in Figure 7.11, where the visible
satellites are marked in full colour and the blocked satellites are marked with dashed borders. A
full description of the GPS constellation status over the 32 min operation is given in Section 6.12.
Since the train is mainly moving along the east-west direction, two blockages are simulated along
each side of the rail route blocking most of the constellation. As a result, only two satellites, G09
an G22, are visible during the testing scenario. G09 is ahead of the train with 120◦ azimuth angle
and 80◦ elevation angle, whereas G22 is behind the train with 275◦ azimuth angle and 20◦ elevation
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Table 7.2.: Normal System performances for the first testing section
GPS LC TC
Max RMS Max RMS Max RMS
Position N 20.41 7.65 7.93 4.43 9.71 4.37
(m) E 12.31 5.00 8.43 3.59 8.38 3.10
D 14.18 6.61 10.63 5.97 11.67 5.87
Velocity N 6.87 3.15 1.62 1.01 1.70 0.95
(m/s) E 7.03 2.43 1.44 0.69 1.38 0.63
D 3.05 1.19 1.17 0.61 1.37 0.62
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Figure 7.10.: Position and velocity errors between 21′57′′ and 22′27′′ for scenario 1
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angle.
Figure 7.12 shows the testing results for the testing scenario 2. The normal system performances
of all systems for the testing section are listed in Table 7.2 on the preceding page. Both position
errors and velocity errors are shown in the direction of north, east and down plotted against the
simulation time, with position errors in meters and velocity errors in meters/second. The results
for all tested systems are drawn respectively in green for the GPS only system, in blue for the
loosely coupled system and in red for the tightly coupled system. The testing section is marked by
dashed lines in all graphs. The benefits of having two extra satellites can be seen clearly from the
improvements of all system performances.
No significant drifting pattern can be seen in the east direction of the velocity error, which leading
to a much smaller drifting on the east position error comparing to other directions. This is because
with two satellites along the direction of the route, the ranging measurements are able to constrain
the error in the along track direction, in this case the east direction. The constraining effect of
having two satellites along the route direction can be demonstrated by Figure 4.4b in Section 4.2.3.
The error drifting pattern is larger on both north and down directions in comparison to the results
in scenario 1. For example, the maximum position errors for the north direction in scenario 1 are
respectively 56.97 m for the GPS only system, 78.32 m for the loosely coupled system and 79.35 m
for the tightly coupled system, whereas the maximum position errors for the north direction in
scenario 2 are respectively 74.04 m for the GPS only system, 84.70 m for the loosely coupled system
and 91.52 m for the tightly coupled system.
In addition, the contribution of the two satellites on positioning performance is also indicated by
the variation of the position errors for both the GPS only system and the tightly coupled system
during drifting in the east and the down direction. This is not clear in the loosely coupled system
because it combines results from the GPS only system and the MEMS measurements, and the
weighting of MEMS measurements in this case is heavier than the GPS only solution.
As already been pointed out in Section 7.3.1, a GPS only systems using least-squares based
navigation processors still does not work under such a condition. Consequently, a loosely coupled
system which integrates the solution from such GPS only systems can only access the inertial
measurements during the signal difficult period. As a result, the performance of such a loosely
coupled system resembles the performances shown by Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.11.: Constellation status during scenario 2
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Table 7.3.: Normal System performances for the second testing section
GPS LC TC
Max RMS Max RMS Max RMS
Position N 18.38 7.65 12.44 4.42 14.07 4.37
(m) E 11.69 5.00 7.80 3.59 9.19 3.10
D 14.00 6.61 9.90 5.97 10.40 5.87
Velocity N 5.51 3.14 1.20 1.01 1.45 0.96
(m/s) E 4.89 2.43 1.41 0.69 1.69 0.63
D 1.80 1.19 0.83 0.61 0.84 0.63
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Figure 7.12.: Position and velocity error during scenario 2
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7.3.3. Scenario 3: Bad Satellite Constellation Geometry
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where only half of the sky is visible but the
number of available satellites is more than four. This mostly happens when a train travels through
a urban area, or stops at stations during the journey. The length of the testing scenario is set as
30 s. The first testing section used in scenario 1, which runs between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′, is chosen
for this scenario. A detailed description on the testing section is given in Section 7.3.1. When
all visible satellites are in one half of the sky, this implies a bad satellite constellation geometry.
The positioning performance for a GPS only system is therefore affected (see discussions in Section
4.2.3).
The GPS constellation status during the scenario is illustrated in Figure 7.13a, where the visible
satellites are marked in full colour and the blocked satellite is marked with dashed borders. A full
description of the GPS constellation status over the 32 min operation is given in Section 6.12. Since
the train is mainly moving along the east-west direction, one blockage is simulated along the north
side of the rail route blocking satellites on the northern part of the sky. As a result, five satellites
in the southern part of the sky are visible during the testing scenario.
The DOP values are plotted in Figure 7.13b. All DOP values before and after the 30 s testing
period indicate a reasonably good user-satellites geometry with all 8 satellites in view. During
the testing period, increases on all DOP values demonstrates a decreased user-satellites geometry
quality, since all visible satellites are in the southern half of the sky. It can be noticed that the
increase on the EDOP value is not as large as other DOP values, which shows a still reasonably
good satellites geometry in the east-west direction.
Figure 7.14 shows the test results for the testing scenario 3. The normal system performances
of all systems for the testing section are listed in Table 7.2 on page 152. Both position errors and
velocity errors are shown in the direction of north, east and down plotted against the simulation
time, with position errors in meters and velocity errors in meters/second. The results for all tested
systems are drawn respectively in green for the GPS only system, in blue for the loosely coupled
system and in red for the tightly coupled system. The testing section is marked by dashed lines in
all graphs. The effect of a decreased user-satellites geometry can be seen clearly from the differences
among of performances in different directions.
For position errors, an increase on the RMS errors can be seen on all three directions as a result
of the performance decrease of the satellite ranging. However, the decrease of system performance
in the east direction is not as large as other directions by comparing the RMS errors, 6.76 m for
the GPS only system, 7.49 m for the loosely coupled system and 5.42 m for the tightly coupled
system, with the normal operation performance, 5.00 m for the GPS only system, 3.59 m for the
loosely coupled system and 3.10 m for the tightly coupled system. This is due to the reasonably
good user-satellites geometry on the east-west direction as indicated by the DOP values in Figure
7.13b. On the other hand, the performance of the loosely coupled system is the worst among all
three systems. This is caused by the existence of multiple Kalman filters in the system. When the
performance of the GPS only system is affected, the tuned EKF parameters (see Section 7.1.3) are
not longer optimal for the integration and the weighting between the GPS solution and the inertial
measurements is thus affected. The tightly coupled system still performs as usual under such cases.
For velocity errors, slight increase on the RMS errors is seen on all three directions. Similar to
performance under normal operation, the effect of having access to inertial measurements shows
lower RMS errors for the integrated systems than the GPS only solution.
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Figure 7.13.: Constellation status during scenario 3
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Figure 7.14.: Position and velocity error during scenario 3
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7.4. Conclusions
Investigations into different MEMS/GPS integration approaches for positioning on the railways
have been reported in this chapter. The performances of different integration approaches are firstly
compared and analysed under normal operation conditions. A filter based GPS only system is also
operated along with the integrated systems, and its performance is analysed in comparison with
other systems. Three testing scenarios covering common GNSS difficult situations on the railways
are then proposed, and all systems are tested for all scenarios.
For the GNSS difficult situations when the number of available satellites is less than four, none
of the three tested systems show satisfactory accuracy performances during the 30 s testing period
comparing to the performance of the DRM-aided system under the same circumstances, as shown in
the next chapter; whereas when there is a bad constellation geometry, the inclusion of MEMS sensor
shows performance advantages in the velocity-domain. Because GPS serves as the main contributor
to the system positioning accuracy, the performance of an integrated system in the position-domain
is largely decided by the availability of GPS services. On the other hand, an integrated system shows
better performance in the velocity estimation process, as the high update rate inertial measurements
provide a better resolution than GPS.
For GPS only systems, although a filter based navigation processor enables a system to provide
outputs under GNSS difficult situations, neither accuracy nor reliability of the solution can be
guaranteed. Systems with a least-squares based navigation processor do not work under GNSS
difficult situations with less than four satellites.
Under normal operating conditions, the inclusion of MEMS sensors in integrated systems de-
creases the variation on the position error indicating a smoother estimated trajectory, and greatly
improves the quality of the velocity solution. However, when the GPS input is not available, the
low performance of MEMS sensors cannot ensure a reliable system accuracy.
In terms of accuracy, assuming a loosely coupled system is tuned properly, a tightly coupled
system performs only slightly better than a loosely coupled system. Nevertheless, the robustness
of the tightly coupled integration approach shows advantages under situations where satellites are
available but the number is less than four, as a result of using the satellite ranging measurement
directly.
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A Digital Route Model (DRM) is a database containing the position knowledge of surveyed points
along the centre line of a rail route. The stored position knowledge of the surveyed points is normally
expressed in the form of three dimensional coordinates. As discussed in Section 2.3.1.1, the railway
is a guided transport system, which implies the movement of a train carriage is restricted to the
rail tracks. For a positioning and navigation problem, a restricted movement of the object reduces
the task of solving position in a three dimensional free space into a position seeking process along
a predetermined trajectory, which is a one dimensional problem. The predetermined trajectory for
the railways is described by a DRM. Under situations where GNSS is not available and low-cost
inertial sensors cannot maintain a reliable positioning solution, the solution restriction provided a
DRM can be helpful to maintain the reliability of the positioning solution.
Due to the nature of a guided transport system, the railway signalling and traffic control prefers
the positioning solution provided by a train positioning system restrained to the correct rail track.
This is particularly useful for complicated situations where multiple parallel or intersecting tracks
exist. For a successful matching of the correct rail track, the cross track error of the position solution
should be minimised.
The specification of a DRM is defined based on two aspects. The first aspect is the surveying qual-
ity of individual points in the database. The surveying quality decides the errors in the coordinates
of each DRM point. In theory, a DRM with higher surveying quality is preferred. However, high
surveying quality requires increased costs. The second aspect is the density of DRM points, in other
words the distance between two successive DRM points. Longer distance between points decreases
the restriction effects of a DRM, whereas short distance increases the work amount. Therefore, the
building of a DRM is essentially a trade-off of both aspects.
This chapter investigates the performance of a DRM-aided GNSS/inertial navigation system. The
integration of DRM with a tightly coupled MEMS/GPS system is described in Section 8.1. The
general performance of a DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system is studied Section 8.2 by using DRMs
with different specifications. Five test scenarios are proposed in Section 8.3 to study the performance
of a DRM-aided system under various railways positioning situations.
8.1. Integrating DRM with a MEMS/GPS System
The centre line of a rail route defines the trajectory of a train journey. A DRM describes the
centre line in a discrete way because of the limitation on its point density. In order to use DRM as a
restriction of the position solution, it is assumed that the section of rail tracks between two successive
DRM points can be represented by a straight line. Provided the distance between successive DRM
points is small compared to the overall journey, this assumption is generally reasonable as a result
of the fact that straight lines and long flat curves are preferred in rail track design conventions.
A tightly coupled MEMS/GPS system is chosen to integrate with DRM information in this
chapter. Detailed description on the design of a tightly coupled MEMS/GPS system is given in
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Section 7.2.
8.1.1. Using DRM Information
A rail route is divided into small sections by a DRM. When a positioning system is operating on the
route, two problems must be firstly solved before a DRM can place restrictions on the positioning
solutions. The first one is to determine the correct section of the DRM in which the train is running.
The second one is how to use the two DRM point coordinates at each end of the section to form a
restriction on the available position solution.
The first problem is essentially a database searching problem and needs a reliable searching
algorithm. Because the initiation of the section searching requires knowledge of the train position
in the first place, a recursive process of guessing and narrowing down the section is usually involved
in the searching algorithm. A mis-matched section of the DRM introduces an integrity risk. An
example of a reliable section searching algorithm is investigated in Zheng (2008). The focus of
this research is the effect of having DRM information on an integrated positioning system. Hence
it is assumed that the searching process is in general successful. Nevertheless, a mis-matched
DRM scenario is proposed in the end to demonstrate the integrity risk of using mismatched DRM
information.
The second problem can be solved in different ways based on different system designs. For a
least-squares based GPS only system, researchers (Zheng, 2007; Simsky et al., 2004) have shown
that the minimum required number of satellites can be reduced by connecting the DRM coordinates
with the estimated position through a geometric modelling process.
However, for a Kalman filter based algorithm, even when the number of available satellites is less
than required, the system can still provide outputs by propagating its states through the system
model, as shown by the results in Chapter 7. Thus the use of DRM information in a Kalman filter
based algorithms should be focused on constraining the state estimates through its measurement
model.
DRM Points
DRM Middle Point
True Train Position
Train Position Estimated 
By Integrated System 
Final System Estimation 
Estimation Error of
Integrated System
Error of the DRM Middle Point
As a Position Measurement
DRM Surveying Error
Rail Route
Train Mo
ving Dir
ection
Figure 8.1.: The DRM-aiding process
Since most flat curves used in the rail track design are circular curves, the process of constraining
the state estimates can be illustrated in Figure 8.1. When a train is travelling inside a DRM
section, the middle point of the straight line between two DRM points can be used as an additional
position measurement with constraining error models. Considering the middle point as a position
measurement, its maximum position error (σmax) occurs when the train enters or leaves the section
in the direction of the DRM straight line, whereas its minimum position error (σmin) occurs on the
direction perpendicular to the DRM line when the train is at the middle of the circular curve. The
maximum position error for the DRM middle point with respect to the true position of the train is
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half of the distance between the two DRM points ( 12Ddrm) as long as the train is still moving within
the same section. The minimum error is the maximum discrepancy between the circular curve and
the DRM line (ddrm) as marked in Figure 8.1.
The middle point of the straight line between two DRM points can be calculated using the DRM
coordinates, and the quality of calculated coordinates can be obtained by propagating the standard
deviations of the DRM points. When a Kalman filter combines positions of an integrated system
estimation and the DRM middle points, the final estimated position is a weighted average between
the two points and the weighted scheme takes considerations on the errors of both points. Hence a
constraint on the final position solution is achieved.
8.1.2. Discussion on the Mid-point Approach for DRM-aiding
Among various methods of adopting the constraining information provided by DRM points, a mid-
point approach is chosen in this research, i.e. the middle point of each DRM section is used with
corresponding error covariance modelling to provide DRM-aiding for the integrated system. This
process is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The mid-point approach, however, should not be considered as
the only feasible way of applying DRM-aiding. Other methods, such as the direct use of the DRM
points, could also be adopted if suitable searching algorithms for DRM sections are provided.
The main reason of the using mid-point approach in this research is the access to a reliable
searching algorithm provided by previous research (Zheng, 2008). As part of a series of research
projects carried out on DRM-aiding by the same research group, this research uses a searching
algorithm previously developed in the group. Using an algorithm of which the reliability is proven
reduces the chance of degraded system performance due to the effect of search algorithm failure and
helps to identify the contribution to performance improvements that are introduced by DRM-aiding.
The approach that will actually be adopted when performing DRM-aiding in real time will depend
on the form of the information provided and the searching algorithms available in the system, and
may vary between different systems.
Because the usage of the DRM mid-points, the discrepancy between the rail track curve and the
DRM mid-point, as marked by ddrm in Figure 8.1, must be taken into account in the process of
error covariance modeling. The error covariance modeling process used with the mid-point approach
is described in Section 8.1.3. In that process, the discrepancy, ddrm, is modeled as the minimum
position error of a DRM point as a positioning solution provided to the system when no random
error is added, and has hence been taken into account of the error covariance modeling process.
In general, because the railway as a guided transport method is not tolerant to sharp turns of the
vehicles during the journey, the rail track design tends to use straight lines and curves with large
radii to ensure the smoothness of the train movement. As a result, discrepancies between the rail
track curve and the DRM mid-points are usually small provided the intervals between DRM points
are small.
An analysis of the scale of the discrepancies is performed in this section for the rail tracks used in
this research to serve as the basis of the error covariance modeling carried out in the next section.
The discrepancies, ddrm, are firstly generated for all DRM mid-points, statistics are then calculated
for all ddrm. The calculated statistics include mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and
median. Minimum, maximum and median are provided to show the full extent of the ddrm changes
throughout the journey. The process is repeated for all DRM intervals and the obtained statistics
are listed in Table 8.1.
From the statistics listed in Table 8.1, it can be seen that the discrepancies increase along with the
increasing of the DRM distance. The mean of the discrepancies for 10 m DRM is 0.021 m, whereas
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Table 8.1.: Statistics of ddrm for all DRM intervals
DRM
Distance (m)
Mean (m) Standard
Deviation
(m)
Minimum
(m)
Maximum
(m)
Median (m)
10 0.021 0.032 1.675× 10−6 0.553 0.011
50 0.155 0.220 0.637× 10−6 1.681 0.081
100 0.525 0.819 25.29× 10−6 6.603 0.249
500 11.286 17.813 113.7× 10−6 104.578 5.843
the mean for 500 m DRM is 11.286 m. For navigation applications, the scale of the discrepancies is
in general around or smaller than the level of positioning errors of a single frequency GPS receiver,
which is about 13 m at 95% confidence (RSSB, 2008).
Nevertheless, the possible maximum discrepancies increase dramatically as the DRM distance
increases. The maximum for 500 m DRM is as large as 104.578 m. This is though not the general
case. As can be seen from the standard deviations and medians for all DRM intervals, very large
discrepancies only happen occasionally when the radii of the rail curves are small and the DRM
intervals are very large. For instance, whilst the maximum for 500 m DRM is 104.578 m, the median
is only 5.483 m, which indicates that majority of the discrepancies for 500m DRM is still below the
error level of single frequency GPS positioning.
From the medians of the ddrm of all DRM intervals, it can be shown that for short intervals such
as 10 m and 50 m, the scale of the discrepancies is at the centimeter level and therefore in the noise
level. For longer intervals such as 100 m and 500 m, the discrepancies become an observable error
source and must be calibrated during the integration of DRM-aiding to avoid the introduction of
unnecessary errors.
In comparison with other DRM-aiding approaches, especially the direct use of the DRM points,
the mid-point approach introduces the additional discrepancies between the track trajectory and
the mid-points as part of the intrinsic errors when using mid-points as extra position constraint
on the integrated positioning solution. Although the scale of the discrepancy is generally below
the positioning error level of single frequency GPS positioning, the discrepancy must be accounted
during the error covariance modeling process. The following sections will show that with the dis-
crepancy taken into account properly, the performance improvement introduced by DRM-aiding can
be achieved using the mid-point approach. On the other hand, the direct use of the DRM points
would ensure that points provided to the integrated system are always on the track and hence avoid
the introduction of discrepancies. But the geometric relationship between the DRM straight line
and easting and northing variances and covariance is lost. This complicates the translation of the
DRM error eclipses from the cross and along track direction to the easting and northing direction
and requires additional calculations.
8.1.3. Reforming DRM for an Integrated System
Following the description given in Section 8.1.1, the conventional DRM in the form of three dimen-
sional coordinates only needs to be reformed before integrating with the tightly coupled system. As
a result, the middle point (p˜ndrm) and the constraining error model (Rdrm) at each DRM section is
used as the output from a DRM.
The coordinates of middle point at each DRM section can be calculated using the coordinates of
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DRM points at both end of the section, denoted as the front point and behind point,
p˜ndrm =
1
2(p˜
n
front + p˜nbehind) (8.1)
where all coordinates are expressed in the local navigation frame. The surveying quality of the DRM
points are known respectively as (σ2front,N , σ2front,E , σ2front,D) and (σ2behind,N , σ2behind,E , σ2behind,D).
Thus the quality of the middle point, (σ2drm,N , σ2drm,E , σ2drm,D), can be derived from (8.1),
σ2drm,N =
(
1
2
)2
σ2front,N +
(
1
2
)2
σ2behind,N (8.2)
σ2drm,E =
(
1
2
)2
σ2front,E +
(
1
2
)2
σ2behind,E (8.3)
σ2drm,D =
(
1
2
)2
σ2front,D +
(
1
2
)2
σ2behind,D (8.4)
As described in Section 8.1.1, the maximum position error of the DRM middle points with respect
to the true position of the train is half the length of the DRM straight line, hence
σmax =
1
2Ddrm (8.5)
where Ddrm is specified in Section 6.5. The minimum position error is the maximum discrepancy
between the circular curve and the DRM line (ddrm), and is calculated using geometrical relation-
ships
σmin = ddrm = R¯c −
√
R¯2c − (
1
2Ddrm)
2 (8.6)
where R¯c is the average radius of all circular curves along fitted the simulated rail route, as shown
in Section 6.6.2. The direction of the DRM straight line is expressed by its heading towards the
north, ψdrm, and is calculated with
ψdrm = arctan 2(∆Edrm, ∆Ndrm) (8.7)
where ∆Edrm and ∆Ndrm are the easting and northing difference of the DRM points at both ends
of the section.
The maximum and minimum standard position errors of the DRM middle points with respect to
the true position of the train is expressed in the direction of the DRM straight line. They need to
be transformed into the local navigation frame before been used in the constraining error model.
The transformation uses the concept of error eclipses. Following Cross (1983), the maximum and
minimum position error can be expressed as
σ2max = cos2 ψdrmσ2n + sin2 ψdrmσ2e + 2 cosψdrm sinψdrmσen (8.8)
σ2min = sin2 ψdrmσ2n + cos2 ψdrmσ2e − 2 cosψdrm sinψdrmσen (8.9)
where σ2n, σ2e and σen are respectively the standard error in north, east and the covariance of east
and north. The direction of the DRM straight line can be expressed in terms of σ2n, σ2e and σen as
well
tan(2ψdrm) =
2σen
σ2n − σ2e
(8.10)
By solving (8.8), (8.9) and (8.10), the values for σ2n, σ2e and σen can be obtained. Finally, the
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constraining error model of the DRM middle point can be given as
Rdrm =

(σdrm,N + σn)2 σen 0
σen (σdrm,E + σe)2 0
0 0 σ2drm,D
 (8.11)
which is used as the measurement error covariance matrix for the integration Kalman filter. The
elements of Rdrm of a DRM with 10 m point intervals and 1 m point accuracy is plotted in Figure
8.2 as an example. As can be seen from the figure, the variation of each element accompanies the
changing of the heading as the train goes through its journey. For instance, the heading of the
train is mainly along the east-west direction between 5′ and 10′ as shown in Figure 6.6, and the
easting element σdrm,E+σe is also larger than the northing element σdrm,N +σn for the same period
indicating a constraint on the cross track direction.
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Figure 8.2.: The constraining error model of a DRM with 10m point intervals and 1m point errors
8.1.4. System Description for DRM-Aided MEMS/GPS Integration
The system architecture of DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system is shown in Figure 8.3. The system is
a centralised system based on the tightly coupled MEMS/GPS system as described in Section 7.2.
DRM middle point measurements and the constraining error model is fed into the integration EKF
at the same update rate as GPS ranging measurements.
As mentioned in Section 8.1.1, the focus of using DRM information in the integration process
is to constrain the state estimates through the measurement model of integration EKF. Hence the
system model of the integration EKF for a DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system can be described by
(7.10), (7.11) and (7.12).
The measurement model of a DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system needs to include the constraining
information from the DRM. Hence the measurement vector for epoch k, assuming there are K
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Figure 8.3.: DRM-aided tightly coupled MEMS/GPS integration
satellite in view, is given as
δzk =

δzρ,k
δzρ˙,k
p˜drm − pˆINS
 (8.12)
where δzρ,k and δzρ˙,k are respectively defined in (7.14) and (7.15). The measurement matrix for
the DRM information is given as
Hdrm =
[
03×3 I3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
]
(8.13)
Thus the system measurement matrix can be written as
Hk =
 HGPS
Hdrm
 (8.14)
where HGPS is defined in (7.16).
8.2. General Performance Analysis
Based on the integration architecture described in Section 8.1.4, the general performance of a DRM-
aided MEMS/GPS system is investigated in this section. The study of the system performance is
done by varying two aspects of the DRM specifications: the point intervals and point accuracy
levels.
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8.2.1. DRMs with Different Point Intervals
Integrated systems aided by DRMs with different point intervals are firstly tested. The DRM
point interval used for this research includes 10 m, 50 m, 100 m and 500 m. The point accuracy for
all DRMs used in this section is assumed to be the same and is set as 1 m. All systems operate
through the 32 min train journey with the access to full visible satellite constellation and no physical
obstructions simulated. Positioning performances of all proposed systems are compared at the end.
A summary of system performances aided by DRMs with different point intervals is given in Table
8.2. The performance of the system aided by the DRM with 10 m point interval is plotted in Figure
8.4 and Figure 8.5 in this section as an example, whereas detailed performance figures on other
systems are given in figures in Appendix D.1.
Two graphs in Figure 8.4 from the top to the bottom respectively show the position and velocity
errors in the direction of east, north and down, and graphs in Figure 8.5 show the position and
velocity errors in along track and cross track direction. All error information is plotted against the
simulation time. The errors in the GPS solution are plotted in Figure 8.4 in green line providing
a comparison. In addition, the predicted 1σ boundary of the system positioning solution error,
provided by the state error covariance matrix, is plotted in each graph as the red lines. Statistics for
the integrated positioning error and the predicted 1σ are also calculated and marked in each graph.
For position errors, the improvements can be seen clearly on all three directions of the local
navigation frame in Figure 8.4a. For example, the RMS position error is reduced from 5.49 m using
a tightly coupled system (see Figure 7.5a on page 145) to 1.32 m using a DRM-aided system. The
improvement of positioning accuracy on the height estimation is particularly effective by achieving
a sub-meter level accuracy with DRM-aiding. This is because the height change over the journey is
less than 10 m (see Figure 6.6). Using DRM with 1 m point accuracy and 10m point interval under
such conditions can provide a very strong constraint on the growth of position error on the height
direction in comparison to other two directions.
More importantly, the position error on cross track direction is well constrained through DRM-
aiding. This can be seen from Figure 8.5a, where a sub-meter level accuracy on the cross track
direction (RMS error 0.89 m) is achieved in comparison with a 1.19 m RMS error on the along track
direction. In addition, the cross track error is less noisy than the along track error, and is well
bounded by the predicted 1σ limits.
For velocity errors, small improvements can be seen on all three directions in Figure 8.4b. The
RMS estimation error is reduced from 0.96 m/s in north, 0.73 m/s in east and 0.70 m/s in down
using a tightly coupled system (see Figure 7.5b on page 145) to 0.74 m/s in north, 0.52 m/s in east
and 0.26 m/s in down using a DRM-aided system. On the other hand, the estimation errors in cross
track direction is less noisy than along track direction by showing a smaller 95% error.
Four DRMs with increasing point intervals are used to aid the integrated system in order to find
a suitable point interval. Results listed in Table 8.2 indicates although in general an increased point
interval decreases the overall performance of a DRM-aided system, an improved positioning results
can still be achieved with reasonably long point intervals. For instance, an integrated system aided
by a DRM with 100 m point interval could still achieve 4.56 m along track error and 3.46 m cross
track error. However, when the point interval is too large, the assumption of using a straight between
successive DRM points to represent the rail route is not necessarily true. Hence the constraining
error model is no longer optimal. As shown in the table, a system using a DRM with 500 m point
interval produces 7.56 m along track error and 9.59 m cross track error. The positioning performance
of the system is actually decreased and the constraining effect on cross track direction is lost.
Moreover, the positioning performance decrease in the down direction is lower than other two
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Figure 8.4.: General performance of a system using a DRM with 10m point intervals and 1m point errors
Table 8.2.: RMS errors for integrated system aided by DRMs with different point intervals
Tightly
coupled
10m 50m 100m 500m
Position N 5.49 1.32 3.60 4.27 10.38
(m) E 4.02 1.63 3.63 3.81 6.44
D 7.17 0.76 0.77 0.81 1.01
Along Track 5.48 1.91 4.48 4.56 7.56
Cross Track 4.94 0.89 2.47 3.46 9.59
Velocity N 0.96 0.74 0.82 0.89 1.36
(m/s) E 0.73 0.52 0.68 0.72 0.98
D 0.70 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.11
Along Track 1.03 0.84 0.95 0.98 1.16
Cross Track 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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directions. Even for a system using a DRM with 500 m point interval, a 1.01 m position error and a
0.11 m/s velocity error could still be achieved in the down direction. This can be explained by the
small height variation (less than 10 m over a 33 km journey) during the operation, in which cases
the constraint of position error growth provided by a DRM with 1m accuracy and 10m interval is
stronger on the height direction to other two directions. For a DRM point with 1 m accuracy over
a less than 100 m section, the constraining effect applied by the DRM provides a better resolution
on the height changes than other sensors in the system.
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Figure 8.5.: Along track and cross track performance of a system using a DRM with 10m point intervals
and 1m point errors
From the performance statistics, a 10 m DRM provides the best performance (3284 used over a
33 km journey), whereas a 50 m DRM provides a good balance between performance and construction
effort (658 points used over a 33 km journey). A DRM with smaller point interval presents a higher
performance requirement for the searching algorithm (searching speed, reliability) and also produces
a large amount of unused DRM sections when the train is moving at a high speed. Therefore, a
DRM using different point intervals at different part of the journey, i.e. only using small intervals
at critical parts of the journey such as intersections and stations, can be an ideal solution.
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8.2.2. DRMs with Different Accuracy Levels
The performances of integrated systems aided by DRMs with different point accuracy levels are
investigated in this section. The DRM point accuracy level used for this research includes 0.1 m,
1 m and 10 m. The point interval for all DRMs used in this section is assumed to be the same
and is set as 10 m. All systems operate through the 32 min train journey with the access to full
visible satellite constellation and no physical obstructions simulated. Positioning performances of
all proposed systems are compared at the end.
A summary of system performances aided by DRMs with different point accuracy levels is given
in Table 8.3. The performance of the system aided by the DRM with 10 m point accuracy level is
plotted in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 in this section as an example, whereas detailed performance
figures on other systems are given in figures in Section D.2.
Two graphs in Figure 8.6 from the top to the bottom respectively show the position and velocity
errors in the direction of east, north and down, and graphs in Figure 8.7 show the position and
velocity errors in along track and cross track direction. All error information is plotted against the
simulation time. The errors in the GPS solution is plotted in Figure 8.6 in green line providing
a comparison. In addition, the predicted 1σ boundary of the system positioning solution error,
provided by the state error covariance matrix, is plotted in each graph as the red lines. Statistics for
the integrated positioning error and the predicted 1σ are also calculated and marked in each graph.
No significant performance improvement is shown by using a DRM with 0.1 m point accuracy,
as shown in Table 8.3, compared to the performance of using a DRM with 1 m point accuracy.
Although a slightly smaller sub-meter level position accuracy (RMS error 0.57 m) is achieved in the
cross track direction, the along track position error (RMS error 2.07 m) is slightly larger than the
error produced by using a 1 m accuracy DRM (RMS error 1.91 m). This can be explained by the
accuracy limitation of the DRM constraining error model, which is caused by simplifications used
during the calculation process for the constraining error model such as using averaged circular curve
radius (see Section 8.1.3).
On the other hand, using a less accurate 10 m DRM causes the system performance to deteriorate
rapidly, as can be seen from Figure 8.7 and Table 8.3. The system accuracy on all directions of the
local navigation frame decreases as the DRM accuracy decreases, especially on the down direction,
where the position error increases from sub-meter level to 5.31 m. The performance change on the
down direction is mainly due to the small height change during the journey. A 10 m error on the
height of DRM middle points measurements is too large for a journey with less than 10 m height
changes, and hence the height information provided by the DRM is less useful during the integration.
In addition, positioning solution in the cross track direction is less constrained when using a less
accurate DRM. As a result, the DRM-aiding is not as effective as expected.
Based on the performance statistics, 1 m accuracy level is the most suitable for DRM-aiding among
all three proposed candidates. Since a more accurate DRM does not provide better positioning
performance and a less accurate DRM deteriorates the performance rapidly, the 1 m accuracy level
provides a good balance between the system performance and construction effort.
8.3. Test Scenarios
Five test scenarios are proposed in this section including typical situations on the railways where
GNSS only positioning performance can be affected. Two types of systems are used for testing
under proposed scenarios: a tightly coupled integrated system using MEMS inertial units and the
satellite ranging measurements and a DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system. Detailed description on
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Figure 8.6.: General performance of a system using a DRM with 10m point intervals and 10m point errors
Table 8.3.: RMS errors for integrated system aided by DRMs with different point accuracy levels
Tightly
coupled
0.1m 1m 10m
Position N 5.49 1.42 1.32 3.57
(m) E 4.02 1.61 1.63 3.17
D 7.17 0.25 0.76 5.31
Along Track 5.48 2.07 1.91 3.41
Cross Track 4.94 0.57 0.89 3.34
Velocity N 0.96 0.72 0.74 0.89
(m/s) E 0.73 0.50 0.52 0.68
D 0.70 0.08 0.26 1.23
Along Track 1.03 0.84 0.84 0.94
Cross Track 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Figure 8.7.: Along track and cross track performance of a system using a DRM with 10m point intervals
and 10m point errors
both systems can be respectively found in Section 7.2 and Section 8.1.4. A DRM with 10 m point
interval and 1 m accuracy level is used for aiding in all proposed scenarios. The performances of
both systems are then compared with each other and the performance of their normal operations
within the same test period when no interruptions such as signal outages or lost and DRM failure
would affect the system.
8.3.1. Scenario 1: Loss of GNSS Signals
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where the sky is completely blocked and GNSS
signals are lost. This mostly happens when a train travels through a tunnel. According to the
general GNSS availability study performed by LOCASYS (see Section 2.3.2), complete GNSS outage
on the railways usually only last for a short period, i.e. less than a minute. Therefore the length
of the test scenario is set as 30 s. Two sections of during the overall operation period are chosen
for test scenario 1. The first section is chosen between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′ of the 32 min operation
time, whereas the second section is chosen between 21′57′′ and 22′27′′. An overview of the 32 min
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Figure 8.8.: Position and velocity errors between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′ for scenario 1
Table 8.4.: Normal System performances for the first test section
DRM TC
Max RMS Max RMS
Position N 1.76 0.61 9.71 4.37
(m) E 3.51 1.49 8.38 3.10
D 2.23 0.88 11.67 5.87
Velocity N 0.67 0.29 1.70 0.95
(m/s) E 1.11 0.46 1.38 0.63
D 0.86 0.38 1.37 0.62
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operation time is illustrated in Figure 6.6 of Section 6.4, whereas descriptions on both test sections
are given in Section 7.3.1.
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Figure 8.9.: Position and velocity errors between 21′57′′ and 22′27′′ for scenario 1
Figure 8.8 on the preceding page and Figure 8.9 on the current page respectively show the test
results for the first and the second test sections. The normal system performances of all systems
for both test sections are listed respectively in Table 8.4 on the preceding page and Table 8.5 on
the next page. Both position errors and velocity errors are shown in the direction of north, east
and down plotted against the simulation time, with position errors in meters and velocity errors in
meters/second. The results for all tested systems are drawn in blue for the DRM-aided system and
in red for the tightly coupled system. The test section is marked by dashed lines in all graphs.
While the positioning error of a tightly coupled system increases rapidly, a DRM-aided system
shows the capability of maintaining a reliable positioning solution during the satellite signal outage.
For the first test section, RMS position errors of 0.64 m in the north, 1.49 m in the east and 0.88 m
in the down can be achieved by a DRM-aided system. The RMS position errors for a DRM-aided
system under the normal operating conditions is listed in Table 8.4 as 0.61 m in the north, 1.49 m
in the east and 0.88 m in the down. No performance degradation can be seen from the RMS error
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statistics. Since the train is mainly moving along the east-west direction during the first test section,
a smaller error in the north direction indicates a constrained cross track error. This shows that the
DRM constraining effect is also maintained under satellite signal outage situations.
The error growth of a tightly coupled system is related to the dynamic status of the train during
satellite signal outages, as discussed in Section 7.3.1, because of MEMS sensor error characteristics.
The DRM position errors for the second test section, where the train is moving at a low speed, is
shown by Figure 8.9 as 0.84 m in the north, 0.70 m in the east and 1.06 m in the down. By comparing
these results with the DRM-aided system performance in the first test section, no strong dependency
on the train dynamics can be seen. The drifting of MEMS sensors without GPS calibration can be
well controlled by the DRM aiding information.
Table 8.5.: Normal System performances for the second test section
DRM TC
Max RMS Max RMS
Position N 2.22 0.84 9.71 4.37
(m) E 1.73 0.70 8.38 3.10
D 2.47 1.06 11.67 5.87
Velocity N 0.52 0.19 1.70 0.95
(m/s) E 1.12 0.33 1.38 0.63
D 1.00 0.36 1.37 0.62
8.3.2. Further Result Analysis for Scenario 1
Section 8.3.1 presented the system performance of a DRM-aided integrated system under the situ-
ations of complete loss of GNSS signals based on two 30s long outage periods. The two periods is
chosen because of the orientation of the tracks during the outages. The effect of DRM-aiding is can
therefore be shown distinctively with respect to the orientation of the tracks. A further analysis is
carried out in this section to further investigate the performance of a DRM-aided system under the
situations of complete loss of GNSS signals, and the results are presented in this section to further
enhance previous conclusions on the performance improvement introduced by DRM-aiding
Table 8.6.: Statistics for the position RMS errors of the DRM-aided system for all disjoint 30s periods
Mean (m) Standard
Deviation
(m)
Minimum
(m)
Maximum
(m)
Median (m)
Easting 1.062 0.386 0.570 2.597 0.977
Northing 1.017 0.314 0.548 2.000 0.989
Down 0.625 0.150 0.350 1.109 0.596
Along Track 1.259 0.415 0.690 2.599 1.137
Cross Track 0.791 0.157 0.504 1.128 0.819
The GNSS signal outages are simulated for all possible 30s disjoint sections during the train
journey. For each individual outage simulation the root mean square errors of the positioning
solution is calculated for all directions including easting, northing, down, along- and cross-track
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direction. Statistics, such as mean, standard deviation, median, minimum and maximum, are
calculated for all simulated 30s periods. The same simulation is performed for both the tightly
integrated system and the DRM-aided system. The statistics are listed respectively in Table 8.6,
8.7, 8.8 and 8.9.
As can be seen from the statistics listed in all tables in this section, while the RMS positioning
error of a tightly coupled system increases significantly comparing to its nominal performance with
no signal outages, the performance degradation of a DRM-aided system is small. For instance, the
RMS positioning error on the easting direction for the tightly coupled system simulated in this
research increases from its nominal value 4.02 m (indicated in Figure 7.5a) to an averaged 35.406 m
(indicated in Table 8.8) with a 680% increase. The scale of increase in system positioning error
also shows the risk of using low-cost inertial sensor alone for safety-of-line navigation application.
Whereas the DRM-aided system developed does not show significant performance degradation on
the same direction with a nominal performance of 1.63 m (indicated in Figure 8.5a) and an averaged
error of 1.062 m for all possible 30s outages (indicated in Table 8.6).
Table 8.7.: Statistics for the velocity RMS errors of the DRM-aided system for all disjoint 30s periods
Mean (m/s) Standard
Deviation
(m/s)
Minimum
(m/s)
Maximum
(m/s)
Median
(m/s)
Easting 0.318 0.091 0.169 0.534 0.319
Northing 0.379 0.100 0.157 0.638 0.370
Down 0.268 0.062 0.064 0.426 0.266
Along Track 0.361 0.111 0.169 0.639 0.339
Cross Track 0.340 0.070 0.227 0.639 0.332
Table 8.8.: Statistics for the position RMS errors of the tightly integrated system for all disjoint 30s periods
Mean (m) Standard
Deviation
(m)
Minimum
(m)
Maximum
(m)
Median (m)
Easting 35.406 23.410 3.902 112.336 32.027
Northing 86.233 40.198 3.185 146.075 91.727
Down 141.655 89.688 5.943 312.598 140.238
Along Track 69.911 38.806 6.380 141.320 69.625
Cross Track 58.986 31.414 2.847 152.423 57.423
The cross track constraining provided by DRM-aiding can also be confirmed even under signal
outage situations from the statistics shown in this section. All statistics for the cross track position
error of the DRM-aided system as shown in Table 8.6 are consistently smaller than the along track
error, which indicates a consistent better performance on the cross track direction. On the other
hand, statistics for the tightly coupled system as listed in Table 8.8 do not suggest a superior
performance for either direction.
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8.3.3. Scenario 2: Difficult GNSS Conditions
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where only a part of the sky is visible and the
number of available satellites is less than four. This mostly happens when a train travels through
a urban area, or stops at stations during the journey. The length of the test scenario is set as 30 s.
The first test section used in scenario 1, which runs between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′, is chosen for this
scenario. A detailed description on the test section is given in Section 7.3.1.
The GPS constellation status during the scenario is illustrated in Figure 7.11, where the visible
satellites are marked in full colour and the blocked satellite is marked with dashed borders. A full
description of the GPS constellation status over the 32 min operation is given in Section 6.12. Since
the train is mainly moving along the east-west direction, two blockages are simulated along each
side of the rail route blocking most of the constellation. As a result, only two satellites, G09 an G22,
are visible during the test scenario. The G09 satellite is in ahead of the train with 120◦ azimuth
angle and 80◦ elevation angle, whereas the G22 satellite is behind the train with 275◦ azimuth angle
and 20◦ elevation angle.
Figure 8.10 shows the test results for the test scenario 2. The normal system performances of both
systems for the test section are listed in Table 8.4 on page 173. Both position errors and velocity
errors are shown in the direction of north, east and down plotted against the simulation time, with
position errors in meters and velocity errors in meters/second. The results for all tested systems are
drawn respectively in green for the GPS only system, in blue for the loosely coupled system and in
red for the tightly coupled system. The test section is marked by dashed lines in all graphs.
As the two satellites available are along the east-west direction, the positioning performance of a
tightly coupled system is improved on the east direction. However, the overall system performance
is still unreliable because of the error drifting on the north direction. For example, a maximum
position error of 91.52 m on the north direction is presented by the end of the signal outage. On the
other hand, a reliable performance is still maintained by the DRM-aided system. The maximum
and RMS position errors on the east direction are respectively 3.98 m and 1.44 m, as shown in Figure
8.10. A small performance improvement is shown as a result of having extra satellites information
when comparing with the east direction performance during scenario 1.
8.3.4. Scenario 3: Bad Satellite Constellation Geometry
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where only half of the sky is visible but the number
of available satellites is more than four. This mostly happens when a train travels through a urban
area, or stops at stations during the journey. The length of the test scenario is set as 30 s. The first
test section used in scenario 1, which runs between 5′27′′ and 5′57′′, is chosen for this scenario. A
detailed description on the test section is given in Section 7.3.1. When all visible satellites are in
one half of the sky, this implies a bad satellite constellation geometry.
The GPS constellation status during the scenario is illustrated in Figure 7.13a, where the visible
satellites are marked in full colour and the blocked satellite is marked with dashed borders. One
blockage is simulated along the north side of the rail route blocking satellites on the northern part
of the sky. As a result, five satellites in the southern part of the sky are visible during the test
scenario. The DOP values are plotted in Figure 7.13b. During the test period, all DOP values
increases because of a decreased user-satellites geometry quality. The increase on the EDOP value
is not as large as other DOP values indicating a still reasonably good satellite geometry in the
east-west direction.
Figure 8.11 shows the test results for the test scenario 3. The normal system performances of both
systems for the test section are listed in Table 8.4 on page 173. Both position errors and velocity
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Table 8.9.: Statistics for the velocity RMS errors of the tightly integrated system for all disjoint 30s periods
Mean (m/s) Standard
Deviation
(m/s)
Minimum
(m/s)
Maximum
(m/s)
Median
(m/s)
Easting 1.127 0.730 0.156 3.929 0.965
Northing 3.089 1.240 0.522 5.447 3.378
Down 3.247 1.929 0.109 8.075 3.008
Along Track 2.112 1.191 0.130 4.659 2.140
Cross Track 2.445 1.018 0.462 5.001 2.522
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Figure 8.10.: Position and velocity error during scenario 2
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Figure 8.11.: Position and velocity error during scenario 3
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errors are shown in the direction of north, east and down plotted against the simulation time, with
position errors in meters and velocity errors in meters/second. The results of the DRM-aided system
are drawn in blue, and red is used for the results of the tightly coupled system. The test section is
marked by dashed lines in all graphs.
The positioning performance of a tightly coupled system is affected by the decrease of GPS
positioning performance. Increased positioning errors can be observed on all directions. On the
other hand, maximum position errors for a DRM-aided system are shown in Figure 8.11 as 1.80 m
in the north, 4.14 m in the east and 2.20 m in the down, indicating a noisier results when compared
with the normal operating performance. It can be noticed that the only direction showing an increase
on the RMS position error for an DRM-aided system is the east direction. Considering the main
degradation of constellation geometry is in the north-south direction, the DRM aiding information
provides the system a GPS independent error constraining mechanism.
8.3.5. Scenario 4: Initialisation with DRM-Aiding
This scenario simulates situations on the railways where the train stops at a train station under a
roof and its positioning system needs to be initialised. Under a normal operation condition, the
initialisation process for a inertial unit can be aided by the GPS solution. When the GPS solution
is not available, the initialisation process for a conventional integrated system has difficulties in
completing.
This test scenario is set up at the first 3 min of the overall operation, during which the train
gradually starts to move away from the station. Only 2 satellites, G09 and G22, are available during
the first 1 min of the test time. The GPS constellation status during the scenario is illustrated in
Figure 7.11, where the visible satellites are marked in full colour and the blocked satellite is marked
with dashed borders. Both a tightly coupled system and a DRM-aided system are tested in this
scenario. Both systems have a 10 m position error and a 5 m/s velocity error included in their initial
status.
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Figure 8.12.: Initialisation with 2 satellites in view
Figure 8.12 shows a position plot of the initialisation process tested in this section. The truth
trajectory is marked by a black line, whereas the DRM is marked by green square dots along the
truth trajectory. The initial position given to both systems are marked by a brown triangle and the
actual initial position is marked by a purple triangle. The cyan line shows the position solution of
the tightly coupled system during the initialisation process. The red dots show the position solution
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of the DRM-aided system. Note that the position solution of a tightly coupled system with full
access to the constellation in view is also given out in blue dots as a reference.
As can be seen from Figure 8.12, the tightly coupled system failed to initialise the system during
the first minute with access to only two satellites. The position solution of a tightly coupled system
with full access to the constellation in view scattered around the truth solution. On the other hand,
the solution of a DRM-aided system gradually converges along the middle point of the DRM section
indicating a stronger constraint on the position solution.
(a) Position errors
(b) Velocity errors
Figure 8.13.: Position and velocity error during scenario 4
The position and velocity error of all systems during the test time is plotted in Figure 8.13 in along
track and cross track directions. Positioning errors for tightly coupled systems with and without
access to full constellation are respectively plotted in blue solid and dashed lines, whereas errors for
the DRM-aided system are plotted in purple lines. The 1σ boundaries from both the tightly coupled
system with access to full constellation and the DRM-aided system are also plotted in the graphs.
As can be seen from Figure 8.13, the velocity initialisation for a DRM-aided system is quite
successful and quick. This is due to the fact that the same position measurement throughout the
first minute implies its stationary status, and thus produces a satisfactory velocity initialisation
result. The position initialisation process for a DRM-aided system, on the other hand, is only as
quick and successful as the tightly coupled system with access to full constellation in the cross track
direction. The convergence process of the along track position error of a DRM-aided system is slower
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than the normal tightly coupled system. However, for a situation without the GPS solution, the
DRM-aided system shows its advantage over the tightly coupled system by performing a slightly
slower but still successful initialisation.
8.3.6. Scenario 5: Searching Algorithm Failure
This scenario simulates an integrity risk situation where the searching algorithm fails to find the
correct DRM section. When a searching algorithm reports a wrong DRM section to the integrated
system, the integration EKF processes the DRM aiding information with an incorrect error con-
straining model and a hazardous positioning solution may be produced by the system. Hence it is
important to study the system behaviour under false DRM aiding information.
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Figure 8.14.: Position and velocity error during scenario 4
A 60 s period is simulated in this scenario assuming that all reported DRM information is incorrect,
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i.e. the reported DRM section is one section ahead of the section where the train actually is. The
test section is set between 5′27′′ and 6′27′′. A detailed description on the first half of the test section
is given in Section 7.3.1, and the second half follows the same pattern as the first half. The point
accuracy for all tested DRMs in this section is 1m, and the tested DRM includes point intervals of
10m, 50m and 100m.
Figure 8.14 shows the test results for this scenario. Both position and velocity errors are shown
in the direction of along track and cross track plotted against the simulation time, with position
errors in meters and velocity errors in meters/second. Positioning results for the tightly coupled
system and the DRM-aided system using a correct DRM with 10m point interval and 1m point
accuracy are also presented for comparison. The results are drawn in green for the DRM-aided
system using incorrect information and in red for the tightly coupled system. Positioning results
of the DRM-aided system using wrong-section DRM information with different point intervals are
presented in different colour as shown by the legends.
The test results show that when using a DRM with short point interval, the incorrect DRM-
aiding information mainly causes system performance degradation on the along track direction of
the position error. For instance, when using a 10m point interval DRM, the RMS position error on
the along track direction is 6.95 m because of using the incorrect DRM information, and a maximum
error of 11.42 m is reported during the test section. No significant performance degradation is seen
on velocity estimation error and the cross track position error. This can be explained by the fact
that straight lines and long flat curves are preferred in rail track design conventions. As a result,
an incorrect DRM aiding information is mainly misleading in the along track direction.
On the other hand, the use of incorrect section information from DRMs with longer point intervals
(such as 50m and 100m) significantly weakens the DRM constraining effect on integrated solutions,
and the overall system performance is reduce to similar level of a tightly integrated system. As
can be seen from the statistics, the RMS position error of using a mismatched DRM with 50m and
100m point intervals are respectively 3.66 m and 3.63 m on the along track direction. This indicates
a similar performance level with a tightly coupled system of which the RMS error for the same time
period is 3.49m. As a result of the way the error covariance is modelled for a mid-point approach
DRM-aiding, the DRM constraining effect is intrinsically weaken as the point interval increases
(as shown in Section 8.2.1). A DRM point measurement provided to the integrated system using
long point intervals usually comes with a large standard deviation and covariance between easting
and northing direction. Because the satellite ranging measurements are still available during the
simulation period, a wrong section information with long point intervals presents little effect during
the error-covariance-based weighting process of an integrating algorithm. This could be a dangerous
integrity risk in situations where satellite measurements are not available and only wrong DRM
information is provided to the system. Nevertheless considering the size of error presented with
a tightly coupled system with a 30s signal outage (as shown in Table 8.8, as large as 69.91 m in
the along track direction), a wrong section information can still be useful to constrain the drift of
low-cost inertial sensors provided the distance of mismatched sections are kept at a small level.
8.4. Conclusions
Studies have been reported in this chapter that investigate the DRM-aiding of GNSS/inertial navig-
ation systems. A DRM-aided integrated navigation system is developed based on the tightly coupled
MEMS/GPS system as described in Section 7.2. The general performance of a DRM-aided system
is studied by varying the point intervals and point accuracy levels of DRMs used in the integra-
tion. Five test scenarios are then proposed to study the performance of DRM-aided system under
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typical railway GNSS hostile situations. The first three proposed scenarios are also used in Section
7.3 to investigate the performance of various conventional systems. Hence the performance of the
DRM-aided system is studied by comparing with possible performances of conventional systems.
The last two scenarios respectively studied the initialisation process of an integrated system with
DRM-aiding under GNSS difficult conditions and a potential integrity risk caused by the failure of
DRM searching algorithms.
The conventional DRM information is reformed in this chapter to integrate with other sensors
in the system. Instead of referencing each DRM point in the database, a DRM middle point is
provided to the integrated system at each section as measurements. A constraining error model
is used along with the reformed DRM measurement and is incorporated in the measurement error
covariance during the Kalman filtering process.
It has been discovered that the main advantages of a DRM-aided system over conventional in-
tegrated navigation systems are shown on two aspects including improved positioning accuracy and
well constrained cross track errors. By using DRMs with proper specification, a reliable sub-meter
level positioning performance can be achieved by a DRM-aided system. The accuracy improvement
is especially prominent for estimations in the height direction. In addition, the positioning results
of a DRM-aided system show well constrained errors in the cross track direction, whereas solutions
of conventional systems show no dependence on directions. A positioning solution with minimised
cross track errors suits the nature of a guided transport system as the railways, and is crucial for
signalling under busy and complicated traffic conditions.
An increased point interval in the DRM decreases the general performance of a DRM-aided
system and weakens the cross track constraining effect of the DRM-aiding. However, an improved
positioning result, comparing with conventional systems, can still be achieved with reasonably long
point intervals, as shown by investigations in this chapter. Among the proposed DRM specifications,
a 50 m point interval DRM provides a good balance between performance and construction work
amount. Moreover, a DRM with variable point intervals based on locations of the tracks is also
advisable.
On the other hand, a sub-meter level accuracy for DRM points does not show significant per-
formance improvement on the DRM-aided system, but a decreased point accuracy weakens the
DRM constraining effect significantly even under short point interval conditions. As a result, a 1 m
accuracy level is chosen among proposed specifications as an ideal standard for DRM points.
As discussed in Section 2.3.1.2, the major problem presented by the railway environment is various
GNSS difficult situations characterised by physical obstructions blocking the path of satellite signals.
A DRM-aided system deals with these situations by providing a satellite-independent constraint on
the MEMS sensors used in the system. A consistent and reliable positioning performance can be
achieved with DRM-aiding throughout the journey including GNSS difficult situations.
The initialisation process is important for a system to deliver a consistent high performance solu-
tion. Conventional MEMS/GPS systems fails to initialise under GNSS difficult situations, whereas a
DRM-aided system shows the ability to initialise the MEMS unit and providing a reliable positioning
solution with a small sacrifice on the along track positioning accuracy and converging speed.
One potential failing mode for a DRM-aided system is the failure of its searching algorithm
to identify the correct DRM section where the train is. Investigations in this chapter show that
a mismatched DRM measurement from a short point interval (such as 10m) caused performance
degradation mainly on the position error of along track direction. Whereas mismatched DRM
measurements from longer point intervals (such as 50m and 100m), a system performance similar to
the tightly coupled system as simulated in this research is reported, and the cross track constraint
provided by DRM is lost.
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The performance shown by a DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system as described in this chapter under
various situations indicates the benefits of having extra DRM information in an integrated system
using low-performance inertial sensors. With properly configured aiding information, a reliable
positioning performance can be achieved by low-cost low-performance inertial sensors without having
to compromise the system accuracy.
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9.1. Summary
9.1.1. Railway Signalling and Integrated Navigation
The development of signalling and control on the railways is moving towards more efficient and
reliable systems that do not rely on traditional track side train detection sensors. By shifting the
function of determining the train position from track side infrastructure to onboard positioning
equipment, a moving box signalling system allows a more flexible way of calculating train separa-
tions in the network. In order to determine the train separations based on real time information
about position and velocity of trains, it is necessary to provide the railways with a reliable high-
performing positioning system that is capable of maintaining the specified working standard under
all railway situations. In comparison with track side sensors, satellite positioning using GNSS fea-
tures low maintenance costs and high positioning accuracy. GNSS has already been used in many
non-safety-of-life applications on the railways, such as providing train arrival and departure inform-
ation. However, for a safety-of-life application in the signalling and train controlling process, GNSS
only systems suffer from reliability issues due to the different railway operating environment. This
thesis investigates the potential performance of MEMS/GPS integrated systems with conventional
integration architectures and proposes an integrated GNSS/inertial navigation system using low-cost
MEMS sensors and aiding information from a digital route model.
The current railway signalling system is known as the fixed block system, in which the rail route
is separated into rigid small sections and the train separation is defined in the unit of small sections.
Traditional train detection sensors, such as track circuits and treadles, are widely used across the
railways. These train detection sensors are installed along the rail tracks to detect the presence
of a train in a section or whether the train has passed a particular point. Train locations are
indicated by an occupied track section instead of actual coordinates, and velocities are usually not
available. The fixed signalling system limits the transport potential of a railway network because
of the inefficiency in determining the vehicle status in the network. In addition, the maintenance
cost for train detection systems are increasing along with the rapid growing of the railway network,
but the general reliability level of train detection systems are decreasing as a result of the complex
operating environment of modern railways.
Unlike the fixed block system, a moving block system is able to maintain a dynamic train separ-
ation based on the current position and velocity of trains. Instead of indicating an occupied block
using track side sensors, the train is able to use onboard positioning system to determine its own
position and velocity, and reports to the central traffic control. GNSS has been proved capable of
been used for safety-of-life applications in other transport systems, and presents satisfactory accur-
acy performance for most applications such as aviation. However, the reliability for a GNSS only
positioning system has been proved insufficient for safety-of-life applications on the railways (see
discussions in Section 2.3.1.2). Traditional integrated systems are commonly used for situations
where GNSS is not always available. Sensors with an independent ability of performing navigation
tasks are usually used in an integrated system, such as high-performance inertial sensors. For a
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large scale deployment of positioning systems across the railways network, the cost factors must
also be considered. Therefore the potential usage of low-cost low-performance inertial sensors aided
by DRM for a safety-of-life application on the railways is explored in this thesis.
The main advantage of an integrated navigation system is an improved performance in both pos-
itioning accuracy and system reliability, with the help of multiple sensors and data sources. Critical
aspects for the design of an integrated system include sensor selection, system integration architec-
ture and the adaption of the integration algorithm. Systems based on position fixing and systems
based on dead reckoning are usually chosen to integrate due to their complementary characteristics.
Low-cost low-performance inertial sensors are not commonly used independently for navigation pur-
poses, but their applications in an integrated system are still beneficial. Since the railway is a guided
transport system, a known trajectory, e.g. a digital route model, can be provided to the positioning
system for aiding purposes. Different system integration architecture affects the performance of
integrated systems.
9.1.2. Integrated Navigation on the Railways with MEMS and DRM-aiding
A GPS navigation processor and an inertial navigation processor were realised in the software.
A train journey was simulated based on GPS data collected along a suburban and countryside
rail route. The simulated journey database includes the status of the train carriage throughout
the journey, information on the tracks along the route, and sensor outputs. Two MEMS/GPS
integrated systems using different integration architectures, respectively based on the principle of
loosely coupled and tightly coupled INS/GPS integration, were developed. Finally a DRM-aided
MEMS/GPS system was proposed and realised based on the tightly coupled INS/GPS architecture.
All of the developed integrated systems use sensor measurements from the simulated database to
study their general performances. Five testing scenarios were set up covering typical situations on
the railways where GNSS only positioning performance can be affected. All developed systems were
tested under proposed testing scenarios to study their performance characteristics.
The simulated train journey lasted for 32 min and the length of the journey was approximately
33 km. The train movement was shown by a truth file of its position, velocity and acceleration
built from collected GPS data. Attitude changes of the carriage along the journey were simulated
with a connection to the actual physical and dynamic status of the train, and were expressed in
the form of Euler angles. The position of the tracks and superelevation variations along the route
were simulated based on the real railways track design convention in order to reflect their effects
on the train attitude changes. DRMs were built based on the obtained position truth file using
different specifications including point intervals and point accuracy levels. The simulated DRMs
were used by the developed DRM-aided MEMS/GPS system to study the relationship between
DRM specifications and the DRM-aided system performance. The simulated sensor outputs are
simulated measurements from a MEMS inertial unit, satellite ranging measurements, and GPS
position and velocity solutions.
The first three proposed testing scenarios were set up to study possible system positioning per-
formance under various railway operating situations including GNSS outage period, GNSS difficult
situations, and poor constellation geometry. All developed systems were tested for the first three
testing scenarios, and system performances were compared with each other. Scenario 4 was set up to
study situations on the railways where the train stops at train station under a roof and its position-
ing system needs to be initialised. Both the tightly coupled system and the DRM-aided system were
tested for scenario 4. Scenario 5 simulated an integrity risk situation where the searching algorithm
fails to find the correct DRM section. The potential behaviour of the DRM-aided system under a
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fault condition was studied during the test.
Investigations into different MEMS/GPS integration approaches for positioning on the railways
have been done through both general performance study and testing under different railway opera-
tion scenarios. Positioning solutions from the filter based GPS navigation processor were also stored
along with the tested integrated systems, the performance of which is analysed to compare with
other systems. Three testing scenarios covering common GNSS difficult situations on the railways
were then proposed, and all systems were tested for all scenarios.
The conventional DRM information was reformed before integrating with other sensors. Instead of
referencing each DRM points in the database, a DRM middle point was provided to the integrated
system at each section as measurements. A constraining error model was used along with the
reformed DRM measurement and was incorporated in the measurement error covariances during
the Kalman filtering process.
The general performance of a DRM-aided system was studied by varying the point intervals and
point accuracy levels of DRMs used in the integration. Five testing scenarios were then proposed to
study the performance of DRM-aided system under typical railway GNSS hostile situations. For the
first three testing scenarios, the performance of the DRM-aided system was studied by comparing
with possible performances of the GPS navigation processor and conventional integrated systems.
The last two scenarios respectively studied the initialisation process of an integrated system with
DRM-aiding under GNSS difficult conditions and a potential integrity risk caused by the failure of
DRM searching algorithms.
9.2. Conclusions
In accordance with the research objectives set up at the beginning of this thesis (Section 1.3), the
major conclusions of this research are summarised as following:
• What performance levels can low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning systems achieve with various
integration architectures in different GNSS signal situations in a railway environment?
For the situations where the number of available satellites is less than four, none of the tested
MEMS/GNSS positioning systems showed satisfactory accuracy performances during the 30 s
testing period comparing to the performance of the DRM-aided system under the same cir-
cumstances. The largest maximum position errors shown during test scenario 1 is as large
as 98.43 m. On the other hand, when there is a bad constellation geometry, the inclusion of
MEMS sensor shows performance advantages in the velocity-domain. For example, the RMS
velocity error of a tightly coupled system in the east direction is 1.21 m/s, in comparison the
2.50 m/s error produced by a filter based GPS only system. Because GPS serves as the main
contributor to the system positioning accuracy, the position-domain performance of an integ-
rated system using low-cost low-performance sensors is largely decided by the availability of
GPS services.
The velocity-domain performance of MEMS/GNSS integrated systems presents improved per-
formance under normal operation conditions. For example, the RMS velocity error of a tightly
coupled system in the east direction is 0.73 m/s, compared with the 2.48 m/s error produced
by a filter based GPS only system. Although low-cost low-performance inertial sensors are not
commonly used independently for navigation purposes, integrating with GNSS provides a good
real time calibration for the sensor error characteristics. The inclusion of GNSS-calibrated high
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update rate inertial measurements provides a better resolution in train velocity estimation than
GPS over the short term.
For GPS only systems, although a filter based navigation processor enables a system to provide
outputs under GNSS difficult situations, neither accuracy nor reliability of the solution can be
guaranteed. Systems with least-squares based navigation processor do not work under GNSS
difficult situations.
Under normal operating conditions, the benefits of using MEMS sensors in integrated systems
includes a reduced level of variations on the position error indicating a smoother estimated
trajectory, and a more accurate velocity solution. For example, the 95% and RMS position
error achieved by a tightly coupled system in the east direction are respectively 7.90 m and
4.02 m, compared with the 10.91 m and 5.53 m position error of a filter based GPS only system.
However, when the GPS input is not available, the low performance of MEMS sensors cannot
ensure a reliable system accuracy.
In terms of accuracy, assuming a loosely coupled system is tuned properly, the performance
improvement of using a tightly coupled system is limited. Nevertheless, the robustness of the
tightly integration approach shows advantages under situations where satellites are available
but the number is less than four, as a result of using the satellite ranging measurement directly.
• What improvement can the introduction of a DRM bring to an integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS
positioning system in an open railway environment?
The benefits of introducing a DRM to an integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system
are shown on two aspects including a largely improved system accuracy and well constrained
cross track errors.
A consistent metre level positioning accuracy can be achieved by a DRM-aided system us-
ing DRMs with proper specification. For example, the RMS position errors in the direction
of north, east and height are respectively reduced from 5.49 m, 4.02 m and 7.17 m to 1.32 m,
1.63 m and 0.76 m using a DRM with 10 m point intervals and 1 m point accuracy. The accur-
acy improvement is especially prominent for estimations in the height direction.
The positioning results of a DRM-aided system shows minimised errors in the cross track
direction in both position- and velocity-domains because of the constraining error model used
with the DRM measurements, whereas solutions of conventional systems show no dependent
on track directions. For example, the along track and cross track position errors of a DRM-
aided system using a 10 m point intervals and 1 m point accuracy DRM are respectively 1.91 m
and 0.89 m, in comparison with errors of 5.48 m and 4.94 m from a tightly coupled system.
A positioning solution with minimised cross track errors suits the nature of signalling con-
trol on the railways as a guided transport system, especially for busy and complicated traffic
conditions.
• How can a tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system with aiding from a
DRM perform under difficult GNSS conditions in a railway environment? What happens to
this performance if the GNSS signal is completely lost?
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Both difficult GNSS conditions and GNSS signal outages in a railways environment show min-
imal interferences on the positioning accuracy level of a tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS
positioning system with aiding from a DRM. For example, when there is a GNSS outage (as
in test scenario 1), position errors of a DRM-aided system in the direction of north, east and
height are respectively 0.64 m, 1.49 m and 0.88 m, in comparison with its normal position er-
rors of 0.61 m, 1.49 m and 0.88 m.
The major problem presented by the railway environment is various GNSS service interrup-
tions characterised by physical obstructions blocking the path of satellite signals. A DRM
provides a GNSS-independent error constraining mechanism on the MEMS inertial sensors
in the system. DRM measurements performance level can be maintained through a journey
without regarding to the GNSS signal status. Therefore even for situations of a complete
GNSS outage, the low-cost MEMS measurements constrained by a DRM can still maintain
the system accuracy level for a short period.
• How can a DRM aid the initialisation process of a tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS
positioning system when no, or only limited, GNSS signals are available?
The initialisation process of a tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system
aided by a DRM can be achieved with limited position-domain performance decrease on the
along track direction when GNSS signals are insufficient. During the 1 min test period of scen-
ario 4, final RMS position errors achieved by a DRM-aided system after system initialisation
are respectively 5.28 m in the along track direction and 1.28 m in the cross track direction, in
comparison with position errors of 1.91 m in the along track direction and 0.89 m in the cross
track direction under normal operation. The conventional tightly coupled integrated system
fails to initialise under the same conditions.
• How should the information in a DRM be used so that it can be most beneficial to an integrated
low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system?
Instead of referencing each DRM points in the database, a new method of integrating DRM
information is proposed in this thesis. The middle point of each DRM section is provided
to the integrated MEMS/GNSS system at each section as measurements. A constraining er-
ror model is used along with the reformed DRM measurements and is incorporated in the
measurement error covariances during the Kalman filtering process.
• How does the accuracy of individual DRM points affect the performance of a DRM in aiding
a low-cost MEMS/GNSS integrated positioning system?
A sub-meter level accuracy for DRM points does not show significant performance improve-
ment on the DRM-aided system with the proposed straight line approximation. For fixed
10 m point intervals DRMs, RMS position errors achieved by the system using a DRM with
0.1 m point accuracy in the direction of north, east and height are respectively 1.42 m, 1.61 m
and 0.25 m. Only improvement in the height direction can be seen using a higher accuracy
DRM. However, potential benefits of using a higher accuracy DRM may be achieved using a
polynomial line assumption for each DRM section.
A decreased point accuracy level (10 m) weakens the DRM constraining effect significantly
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even under short point interval conditions. For fixed 10 m point intervals DRMs, RMS posi-
tion errors achieved by the system using a DRM with 10 m point accuracy in the direction of
north, east and height are respectively 3.57 m, 3.17 m and 5.31 m.
As a result, the 1 m accuracy level is recommended among proposed specifications as an ideal
standard for DRM points.
• What is the optimal distance between adjacent DRM points in a DRM-aided integrated low-cost
MEMS/GNSS positioning system?
An increased point interval in the DRM decreases the general performance of a DRM-aided
system and weakens the cross track constraining effect of the DRM-aiding. However, an
improved positioning result, comparing with tightly integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS posi-
tioning system, can still be achieved with reasonably long point intervals. For example, RMS
position errors of the system using a DRM with 100 m point interval and 1 m point accuracy in
the direction of along track and cross track are respectively 4.56 m and 3.46 m. The accuracy
improvement can still been seen in comparison with a tightly coupled system.
Among the proposed DRM specifications, a 50 m point interval DRM provides a good bal-
ance between performance and surveying work load.
Moreover, a DRM with variable point intervals based on locations of the tracks may also
be beneficial during the DRM surveying. Stations and junctions are the busiest areas in the
railway network and hence require the highest positioning accuracy requirement. Because the
train moves slower when approaching stations and junctions, and hence a small distance DRM
can be used to improve the positioning accuracy without increasing the load of the searching
algorithm and risks of integrity failures. On the other hand, a larger distance DRM could
suffice the positioning requirement for countryside areas.
• How would the use of a mismatched DRM (e.g. for the wrong section) affect the results of a
DRM-aided integrated low-cost MEMS/GNSS positioning system?
A mismatched DRM measurement, e.g. for the wrong section, from short DRM intervals such
as 10m presents an integrity risk of using the DRM-aided system by showing no performance
degradation alert from the predicted system estimation information under such a system fault
condition. While the usage of a mismatched DRM measurement from short DRM intervals
causes a performance degradation mainly on the position error of along track direction, no
indications can be reflected on the prediction of 1σ system estimation error its own positioning
error. The actual amount of performance decrease on the along track direction depends on
the DRM specification. For example, during test scenario 5, the along track position error of
a system using a DRM with 10 m point interval and 1 m point accuracy increases from 1.70 m
under normal operation to 6.95 m without alert from the 1σ prediction of system positioning
error.
On the other hand, the DRM-aided system using mismatched DRM measurements from longer
DRM intervals such as 50m and 100m shows a similar performance level compared with the
simulated tightly coupled system. The DRM-aiding effect is lost when using such DRM meas-
urements.
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Through the conclusions listed in this section, all questions as asked by the initial research objectives
have been answered. The use of an integrated positioning system using low-cost MEMS sensors at
the measurement level with aiding of a DRM to maintain high accuracy positioning performance on
the railways under GNSS difficult situations is therefore proved as feasible.
9.3. Future work
In order to explore the full potential of high-performance positioning on the railways using DRM-
aiding, some more investigations are suggested in this section which could be beneficial for further
positioning performance improvement of a guided transport system such as the railways.
Real-time System Testing
Simulated sensor measurements are used for the convenience of sensor error characteristics control
and scenario testing in this thesis. Due to the time limitation of doctoral research, real-time system
testing is not performed in this thesis. As only limited DRM information is available on the railways
at the moment, an operational DRM is a prerequisite for real-time system testing. The building of
DRM involves large amount of surveying and data collection along rail routes. However, the testing
of the developed systems can provide positioning results which are useful for required navigation
performance studies on the railways.
Using GPS Augmentations on the Railways
EGNOS is the European satellite based augmentation system. EGNOS is still only certificated by
the European Commission for Non-Safety-of-Life use, but it is expected to be certified for Safety-
of-Life applications in 2010. According to RSSB (2008), 1 to 2 m GPS positioning accuracy at
95% confidence can be expected with currently available augmentation services such as EGNOS.
However it is difficult to receive information directly from geostationary satellites on the railways
because of their low elevation angles. ESA released an internet service for continuous delivery
of EGNOS signals, called SISNet, to address this visibility issue. Nevertheless, communication
arrangements within the railways signalling system and the compatibility with future ERTMS is yet
to be standardised. The ability of reliably using augmentations increases the general accuracy of
GNSS on the railways.
Multipath Detection and Mitigation for the Railways
The usage of GNSS receivers in the railways environment currently relies mostly on the code-phase
based positioning techniques. Unlike the carrier multipath error that is usually on centimetre levels,
the code multipath error varies greatly for different environment and can exceed hundreds of meters
in extreme cases. For an environment such as the railways, large numbers of physical obstructions
and reflector sources along the rail tracks in the urban area increases the magnitude of short-
delay multipath errors on the positioning solution. Further difficulties for the receiver can also be
introduced when the train comes out of tunnels and signal reacquiring is still in the progress.
The knowledge of DRM can help to detect and mitigate the multipath error, especially when
only single-frequency receiver is available. Techniques such as using DRM to aid satellite residuals
monitoring, EKF innovation filtering etc. would be interesting areas for further research.
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GNSS Multi-frequency and Multi-constellation Positioning on the Railways
The GPS L2C signal was introduced since the first launch of Block IIR-M on September 2005. The
new GPS signal frequency L5 is available along with the launch of Block IIF satellites this year.
The new L5 frequency is located in ARNS band and is intended for civil safety-of-life application.
Further introduction of civil signal L1C will be realised by the launch of GPS Block III satellites.
New civil signals in ARNS band will allow safety-of-life applications, such as positioning on the
railways, to take the advantage of positioning with multiple frequencies. An integrated positioning
system combines GNSS multi-frequency positioning with developed DRM-aided system could further
increase the performance of current systems.
Currently, the American GPS and the Russian GLONASS are the only two GNSSs in full opera-
tional capacity. However, more GNSSs are under development, such as the European Galileo system
and the Chinese Compass, and are expected to research full operational capacity in the near future.
Therefore GNSS multi-constellation positioning can be expected on the railways. The presence of
multiple constellations will potentially increase the overall availability along a rail line. But the
GNSS interoperability issue as discussed in Section 4.1.4 will need to be tackled first.
Integration with Reduced-level IMU
Due to the nature of the railways as a guided transport system, instead of knowing the full 3D
coordinates of a train, traffic control on the railways is more interested in knowing how far the train
has travelled along the rail track. It does not require dead reckoning measurements in all three
axes to achieve the travel distance along the track. Therefore the full set of an IMU might not be
needed for an integrated positioning system. An integrated positioning using a reduced-level IMU
can also potentially reduce the complexity of a DRM searching algorithm, decreasing the chance of
an integrity risk because of searching algorithm failure.
Integrated Positioning with Multiple Receivers/Antennas
A train usually consists of several carriages and is mostly moving along straight line or a long flat
circular curve. In addition, the dimensions for train carriages follow specific design conventions.
Current GNSS availability studies on the railways indicate that most GNSS outage situations on
the railways are for a short period. It is a common situation for one part of the train is blocked
of satellite signals whereas other parts can still receive normal GNSS services. An array of GNSS
receivers/antennas could therefore be integrated into a DRM-aided MEMS/GNSS system by level
arm modelling. Using multiple receivers/antennas not only increases the system ability to overcome
GNSS outage period but also can be used for the train integrity monitoring.
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A. Coordinate Reference Frames and the
Earth
Some basic mathematical functions used by navigation systems are explained in this appendix. The
concept of a coordinate reference frame is introduced in Section A.1, along with the definitions of
references frames used in this research. The transformations of coordinates and vectors between
different reference frames are described in Section A.2. The modelling of the Earth surface and
common constants of Earth models are given out in Section A.3.
A.1. Coordinate Reference Frames
A coordinate reference frame defines the position and orientation of an object for navigation ap-
plications. The basic elements of a reference frame include an origin and a set of axes, in terms of
which the motions of the navigated object can be described. Based on different origins and sets of
axes, various reference frames are commonly used in navigation. Most navigation reference frames
are orthogonal reference frames, i.e. axes of the frame are perpendicular to each other. Reference
frames defined here are only the frames involved in this research.
A.1.1. Inertial Frame
A inertial frame is a reference frame that does not accelerate or rotate with respect to the rest of
the Universe (Groves, 2008). For navigation applications, the origin of the inertial frame is defined
at the mass centre of the Earth, and hence been known as Earth-centred inertial frame. The inertial
frame is usually denoted by a lower case character i.
Figure A.1.: The inertial frame
An illustration of the inertial frame is shown in Figure A.1. The z-axis of the inertial frame is
set along the Earth’s rotation axis pointing the north pole. The x and y-axis of the frame are set
in the equatorial plane, where the y-axis is set 90◦ ahead of the x-axis along the Earth’s rotation
direction. The x and y-axis stay still in the inertial space and do not rotate with the Earth. In
order to uniquely define a inertial frame, the knowledge of the time when axes of the inertial frame
coincide with the Earth frame is also needed.
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A.1.2. Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed Frame
The Earth-centred Earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, referred as the Earth frame in this thesis, rotates
with the Earth, and its axes are fixed with respect to the Earth. The Earth frame is very important
for navigation as the user requires positioning solution relative to the Earth. The Earth frame is
usually denoted by a lower case character e.
Figure A.2.: The Earth-centred Earth-fixed frame
An illustration of the Earth frame is shown in Figure A.2. The origin of the Earth frame lies at
the centre of the ellipsoid Earth model. Similar to the inertial, the z-axis of the Earth frame is set
along the Earth’s rotation axis pointing the north pole, whereas the x and y-axis of the frame are
set in the equatorial plane. The x-axis points through the intersection of the equator and the zeros
meridian. They-axis points through the intersection of the equator and the 90◦ east meridian.
A.1.3. Local Navigation Frame
The local navigation frame is defined by fitting a tangent plane to a fixed point on the surface of
the Earth, usually the point a navigation solution is sought for. This point of interest is also used
as the origin of the local navigation. For the expressing of the position and velocity vector, the local
navigation frame therefore provides a convenient set of resolving axes. The local navigation frame
is usually denoted by a lower case character n.
Figure A.3.: The local navigation frame
The definition of axes for a local navigation frame can be different for various applications. Figure
A.3 demonstrates the definition of the local navigation frame used for this research. The z-axis of
the local navigation frame is pointing from the origin to the centre of the Earth, and is usually
denotes as D-axis. The x-axis, or N -axis, is set along the projection of the line from the origin to
the north pole in the tangent plane, pointing to the north. The y-axis completes a right-handed
orthogonal axes set with other axes, and is referred as E-axis.
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A.1.4. Body Frame
The body frame defines the orientation of the object with respect to other frames. All inertial
measurements are initially expressed in the body frame, and is then transformed into other frames
for navigation calculation. The body frame is usually denoted by a lower case character b.
Figure A.4.: The body frame
The definition of the body frame in this thesis is illustrated by Figure A.4 with respect to a
moving train. The body frame shares the same origin with the local navigation frame defined in
Section A.1.3. The x-axis is pointing at the forward moving direction of the train. The z-axis is
pointing at the down direction, along the direction of the gravity. The y-axis points at the right
side of the train, completing a right-handed orthogonal coordinate frame. As the angular motion
is also measured in the body frame, x-axis is also known as roll axis, y-axis is the pitch axis, and
z-axis is the yaw axis.
A.2. Frame Transformations
As can be seen from definitions of various reference frames in previous sections, the navigation pro-
cess usually involves more than one coordinate reference frame. As a result, transforming quantities
between different reference frames becomes necessary. This section introduces the transformation
between the Earth frame and the local navigation frame, and the transformation between Cartesian
ECEF position and curvilinear position. Note the transformation between the local navigation frame
and the body frame is introduced in Section B.3.
A.2.1. Earth and Local Navigation Frames
In order to transform vectors and matrices between the Earth and the local navigation frame.
Direction cosine matrices, Cne and Cen, are used, and they are defined as following
Cne =

− sinL cosλ − sinL sinλ cosL
− sinλ cosλ 0
− cosL cosλ − cosL sinλ − sinL
 (A.1)
Cen =

− sinL cosλ − sinλ − cosL cosλ
− sinL sinλ cosλ − cosL sinλ
cosL 0 − sinL
 (A.2)
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A.2.2. Cartesian ECEF Position and Curvilinear Position
For navigation equations implemented in the local navigation frame, it is more natural to express
the position solution in curvilinear position, i.e. latitude (L), longitude (λ) and height (h). The
Cartesian ECEF position, xe = [x, y, z]T , can be expressed using the curvilinear position as
x = (RE(L) + h) cosL cosλ (A.3)
y = (RE(L) + h) cosL sinλ (A.4)
z =
[
(1− e2)RE(L) + h
]
sinL (A.5)
whereRE(L) is defined by (A.10) and e is the eccentricity of the ellipsoid. The inverse transformation
is given by
sinL = z[(1− e2)RE(L) + h] (A.6)
tanλ = y
x
(A.7)
h =
√
x2 + y2
cosL −RE(L) (A.8)
A.3. Earth Surface
The surface of the Earth is modelled as an ellipsoid. Various datum are built with different real-
isations of the global ellipsoid model. Each datum consists some common parameters including
the length of the semi-major axis (R), the length of the semi-minor axis (r), the flattening of the
ellipsoid (f), and the major eccentricity (e). WGS84 is the datum used by GPS. Its model is listed
by Table A.1.
Table A.1.: WGS84 models (NGA, 1997)
Semi-major axis, R 6378137.0m
Semi-minor axis, r 6356752.3142m
Flattening, f 1/298.257223563
Major eccentricity, e 0.0818191908426
Earth’s rate, ωie 7.292115× 10−5 rad/s
Another two common terms used for navigation computation are the meridian radius of curvature
(RN ) and a transverse radius of curvature (RE). They defined as following
RN (L) =
R(1− e2)
(1− e2 sin2 L)3/2 (A.9)
RE(L) =
R
(1− e2 sin2 L)1/2 (A.10)
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The basic navigation kinematics related the attitude representation of a vehicle is briefly intro-
duced here. It should be noted that only Euler angles and direction cosine matrix is introduced.
Other common attitude representation methods include using quaternion and rotation vector. More
information on attitude and frame rotation representation can be found in Kuipers (1999).
B.1. Euler Angles
Euler angles are one of the common and intuitive ways to describe the attitude of a vehicle. For
the case of inertial navigation calculation, they are mostly used for the transformation between the
vehicle body frame and the local navigation frame (ψnb). Euler angles are usually expressed in
the form of a vector with three components including yaw (ψnb), pitch (θnb) and roll (φnb), and is
written as
ψnb =

φnb
θnb
ψnb
 (B.1)
Note that although three angles are expressed together in the vector, they actually represent three
successive rotations. Therefore, successive transformations cannot be simply expressed by add the
Euler angles vectors together.
The sequence of performing the three rotations follows the order of roll, pitch and yaw, which is
opposite to the order written in Equation (B.1). The rotations are illustrated as their implementing
sequence in Figure B.1. The definitions of coordinate frames are given in Section A.1. There are
two intermediate reference frames during the frame transformation process, caused by rotations of
yaw and pitch, and they are respectively defined here as (xψ, yψ, zψ) and (xθ, yθ, zθ).
(a) Yaw (b) Pitch (c) Roll
Figure B.1.: Successive rotations represented by Euler angles
The first rotation, represented by yaw angle (ψnb), is performed by rotating the axis D of the local
navigation frame with the specified yaw angle. The resulting first intermediate reference frame, (xψ,
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yψ, zψ), therefore shares a common axis zψ (D) with the original body frame. The rotation can be
written as 
xψ
yψ
zψ
 =

cosψnb sinψnb 0
− sinψnb cosψnb 0
0 0 1


N
E
D
 (B.2)
where (N , E, D) are coordinates in the local navigation frame.
The second rotation, represented by pitch angle (θnb), is performed by rotating the axis yψ of the
first intermediate frame with the specified pitch angle. The resulted second intermediate reference
frame, (xθ, yθ, zθ), therefore shares a common axis yθ (yψ) with the first intermediate frame. The
rotation can be written as 
xθ
yθ
zθ
 =

cos θnb 0 − sin θnb
0 1 0
sin θnb 0 cos θnb


xψ
yψ
zψ
 (B.3)
Note that the pitch angle is usually limited between −90◦ and 90◦ to avoid duplication.
The third rotation, represented by roll angle (φnb), is performed by rotating the axis xθ of the
second intermediate frame with the specified roll angle. The destination of the rotation is the desired
body frame, (xb, yb, zb). A common axis xb (xθ) is shared by the body and the second intermediate
frame. The rotation can be described as
xb
yb
zb
 =

1 0 0
0 cosφnb sinφnb
0 − sinφnb cosφnb


xθ
yθ
zθ
 (B.4)
B.2. Direction Cosine Matrix
The direction cosine matrix is a 3× 3 orthonormal matrix which is used to transform a vector or a
matrix from one resolving frame to another. A direction cosine matrix is usually denoted by a bold
upper case letter Cβα, with a superscript β represents the original frame before the transformation
and a subscript α represents the frame after the transformation.
Each element of the direction cosine matrix is the product of the unit vectors describing frame
axes of two frames. Thus Cβα can be defined as
Cβα =

uβx · uαx uβx · uαy uβx · uαz
uβy · uαx uβy · uαy uβy · uαz
uβz · uαx uβz · uαy uβz · uαz
 (B.5)
where u are unit vectors. The manipulation of direction cosine matrix is relative easy comparing to
the Euler angles. The transpose of a direction cosine matrix represents a reverse transformation,
Cβα = (Cαβ)T (B.6)
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In addition, successive transformations can be represented by simply multiplying individual direction
cosine matrix according to their performed order,
Cβα = CβγCγα (B.7)
In order to transform a vector into another reference frame, the direction cosine matrix can be
applied as following
xβ = Cβαxα (B.8)
where x is the vector to be transformed. In case the transformation of a matrix is required, the
direction cosine matrix needs to be applied using
Ωβ = CβαΩαCαβ (B.9)
B.3. Transformations
The transformation between different attitude representations is needed for this research to build
the simulated attitude information and process navigation calculations. The direction cosine matrix
denoting the transformation from the local navigation frame to the body frame, Cbn, can be expressed
in terms of Euler angles by multiplying the three successive rotations Equation (B.2), Equation (B.3)
and Equation (B.4), and is written here as
Cbn =

1 0 0
0 cosφnb sinφnb
0 − sinφnb cosφnb


cos θnb 0 − sin θnb
0 1 0
sin θnb 0 cos θnb


cosψnb sinψnb 0
− sinψnb cosψnb 0
0 0 1
 (B.10)
=

cosψnb cos θnb sinψnb cos θnb − sin θnb − sinψnb cosφnb+
cosψnb sin θnb sinφnb

 cosψnb sinφnb+
sinψnb sin θnb sinφnb
 cos θnb sinφnb
 sinψnb sinφnb+
cosψnb sin θnb cosφnb

 − cosψnb sinφnb+
sinψnb sin θnb cosφnb
 cos θnb cosφnb

and the Euler angles can be obtained using elements of Cbn by
φnb = arctan 2(C2,3, C3,3) = arctan 2(C3,2, C3,3) (B.11)
θnb =− arcsinC1,3 = − arcsinC3,1 (B.12)
ψnb = arctan 2(C1,2, C1,1) = arctan 2(C2,1, C1,1) (B.13)
where Ci,j denotes the jth elements of the ith row of the direction cosine matrix Cbn.
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Navigation Frame
Both loosely coupled system and tightly coupled system share the same propagation process for
their inertial states. As the error-state approach is used for this research, the dynamic equations
for the inertial error states should be derived first from the inertial equations given in Section 5.4.3.
All obtained equations are expressed in the local navigation frame. The inertial matrices used for
the Kalman filtering process can then be designed based on the dynamic equations.
This section presents a concise description on the design process of inertial matrices. The deriv-
ation shown in this section mainly follows Groves (2008) and Farrell (2008), where more detailed
derivations are presented.
C.1. INS State Vector
The inertial states selected for this research consist of 13 error states and 2 biases terms, and are
given by the following 15× 1 vector,
xINS = [δψnb, δpn, δvneb, bg, ba]
T (C.1)
The attitude error, δψnb, contains the small-angle rotations defined with respect to the local
navigation frame, which rotate the truth local navigation frame to align with the computed local
navigation frame. δψnb can therefore be expressed as
δψnb = [N , E , D]
T (C.2)
where N and E are referred as tilt errors, and D is the yaw error.
The position error, δpn, is expressed as the errors in the latitude, longitude and height estimations,
and is written as
δpn = [δL, δλ, δh]T (C.3)
The velocity error, δvneb, is expressed with respect to the local navigation frame in the direction
of north, east, and down. The vector is defined as
δvneb = [δvN , δvE , δvD]
T (C.4)
The biases terms, bg and ba, are introduced in Section 5.3.1 and are defined by (5.2) and (5.1).
C.2. INS Error State Dynamic Equations
The state propagation model for the inertial states are first written as
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x˙INS = FINSxINS + GwINS (C.5)
where the inertial system matrix, FINS , is defined by the following 15× 15 matrix
FINS =

Fψψ Fψp Fψv Cˆnb 03×3
03×3 Fpp Fpv 03×3 03×3
Fvψ Fvp Fvv 03×3 Cˆnb
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

(C.6)
Note that sub-matrices in (C.6) contain partial derivatives obtained from the inertial error dynamic
equations, and are developed gradually throughout this section.
The system noise vector, wINS , models the random noises in the state propagation process, and
is written as
wINS = [wg, wa, wgd, wad]T (C.7)
where wg and wa are respectively the random noise presented on the measurements from gyros and
accelerometers, wgd and wad are zero-mean Gaussian white-noise processes caused by in-run biases
presented respectively on bg and ba. wg and wa are introduced in Section 5.3.2 and are defined by
(5.4) and (5.3). The system noise distribution matrix, G, is given by
G =

Cˆnb 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 Cˆnb 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 I3×3

(C.8)
The transition matrix, ΦINS , for the discrete propagation model can be computed with FINS
using a first order power-series expansions of (3.4), and is written here as
ΦINS = I15×15 + FINSτs (C.9)
where τs is the system update interval. The system states propagates at the same rate with the
inertial calculation, therefore τs = τi = 0.01 s.
C.2.1. Attitude
The attitude error in the local navigation frame mainly arises from the measurement error of the
rotation between the body frame the local navigation frame. The rotation between these two frames,
as shown in Section 5.4.3.1, comprises gyro measurement (δωbib), Earth rate (δωbie), and transport
rate terms (δωben). Thus, δψnb can be written and expanded as
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δψ˙nb ≈ Cˆnb (ω˜bnb − ωbnb)
≈ Cˆnb δωbib − Cˆnb δωbie − Cˆnb δωben (C.10)
where the Earth rate and transport rate terms can be expanded as
Cˆnb δωbie + Cˆnb δωben ≈ Ωˆ
n
inδψnb + δωnie + δωnen (C.11)
Note that the products of error states are neglected.
The rotation of the local navigation frame term Ωˆnin can be obtained with
Ωˆnin = Ωˆ
n
ie + Ωˆ
n
en (C.12)
where the Earth rateΩˆnie and the transport rate Ωˆ
n
en are calculated using (5.12) and (5.14).
The Earth rate term resolved in the local navigation frame, δωnie, can be derived from (5.11) as
δωnie = ω˜nie − ωnie = −ωie

sinL
0
cosL
 δL (C.13)
whereas the transport rate term in the local navigation frame, δωnen, can be derived from (5.13),
neglecting products of error states and the variation of curvature transverse radius,
δωnen = ω˜nen − ωnen =

δvneb,E
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
− δv
n
eb,N
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ
δvneb,E tan Lˆ
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
−

0
0
1

vˆneb,E
(RE(Lˆ) + hˆ) cos2 Lˆ
δL+

− vˆ
n
eb,E
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
vˆneb,N
(RN (Lˆ)+hˆ)2
vˆneb,E tan Lˆ
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
 δh
(C.14)
The partial derivative sub-matrices for the attitude can therefore be defined as
Fψψ = −Ωˆnin (C.15)
Fψp =

ωie sin Lˆ 0
vˆneb,E
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
0 0 − vˆ
n
eb,N
(RN (Lˆ)+hˆ)2
ωie cos Lˆ+
vˆneb,E
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ) cos2 Lˆ
0 −vˆ
n
eb,E tan Lˆ
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
 (C.16)
Fψv =

0 −1
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
0
1
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ
0 0
0 tan Lˆ
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
0
 (C.17)
C.2.2. Position
The time derivative of latitude, longitude and height is given in (5.22) to (5.24). The time derivative
of the position error is derived based on those equations, neglecting products of error states and the
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variation of curvature radii,
δL˙ =
δvneb,N
RN (Lˆ) + hˆ
− vˆ
n
eb,Nδh
(RN (Lˆ) + hˆ)2
(C.18)
δλ˙ =
δvneb,E
(RE(Lˆ) + hˆ) cos Lˆ
+
vˆneb,E sin LˆδL
(RE(Lˆ) + hˆ) cos2 Lˆ
+
vˆneb,Eδh
(RE(Lˆ) + hˆ)2 cos Lˆ
(C.19)
δh˙ = − δvneb,D (C.20)
The partial derivative sub-matrices for the position can therefore be defined as
Fpp =

0 0 − vˆ
n
eb,N
(RN (Lˆ)+hˆ)2
vˆneb,E sin Lˆ
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ) cos2 Lˆ
0 vˆ
n
eb,E
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2 cos Lˆ
0 0 0
 (C.21)
Fpv =

1
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ
0 0
0 1(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ) cos Lˆ 0
0 0 −1
 (C.22)
C.2.3. Velocity
The time derivative of the velocity can be expressed in terms of the specific force, gravity, and
centrifugal acceleration, as given in (5.18), and the velocity error dynamic equation is given as
following
δv˙neb ≈ − (Cˆnb fˆ bib) ∧ δψnb − (Ωnen + 2Ωnie)δvneb + vneb ∧ (ω˜nen − ωnen)
+ 2vneb ∧ (ω˜nie − ωnie)−

0
0
1

2g0(Lˆ)
reeS(Lˆ)
δh+ Cˆnb ba (C.23)
where ∧ denotes the cross product of vectors, g0 is the gravity, reeS is the geocentric radius at the
surface.
The gravity model here used is provided by the WGS 84 datum, known as the Somigliana model
(NGA, 1997), and is given as following
g0(Lˆ) ≈ 9.7803253359(1 + 0.001931853 sin
2 Lˆ)√
1− e2 sin2 Lˆ
(C.24)
The geocentric radius at the surface is written as
reeS(Lˆ) = RE(L)
√
cos2 L+ (1− e2)2 sin2 L (C.25)
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The partial derivative sub-matrices for the Velocity can therefore be defined as
Fvψ = −
[
(Cˆnb fˆ bib)∧
]
(C.26)
Fvp =

 − (vˆ
n
eb,E)
2 sec2 Lˆ
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
−2vˆneb,Eωie cos Lˆ
 0
 (vˆ
n
eb,E)
2 tan Lˆ
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
− vˆ
n
eb,N vˆ
n
eb,D
(RN (Lˆ)+hˆ)2

 vˆ
n
eb,N vˆ
n
eb,E sec
2 Lˆ
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
+ 2vˆneb,Nωie cos Lˆ
−2vˆneb,Dωie sin Lˆ
 0
 − vˆ
n
eb,N vˆ
n
eb,E tan Lˆ
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
− vˆ
n
eb,E vˆ
n
eb,D
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2

2vˆneb,Eωie sin Lˆ 0
 (vˆ
n
eb,E)
2
(RE(Lˆ)+hˆ)2
+ (vˆ
n
eb,N )
2
(RN (Lˆ)+hˆ)2
− 2g0(Lˆ)
re
eS
(Lˆ)


(C.27)
Fvv =

vˆneb,D
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ
(
− 2vˆ
n
eb,E tan Lˆ
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
− 2ωie sin Lˆ
)
vˆneb,N
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ(
vˆneb,E tan Lˆ
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
+ 2ωie sin Lˆ
)
vˆneb,N tan Lˆ+vˆ
n
eb,D
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
(
vˆneb,E
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
+ 2ωie cos Lˆ
)
2vˆneb,N
RN (Lˆ)+hˆ
(
− 2vˆ
n
eb,E
RE(Lˆ)+hˆ
− 2ωie cos Lˆ
)
0

(C.28)
C.3. System Noise
As described in Section 3.2.2, the system noise accounts for the increase of the system estimation
uncertainty during the system state propagation. For the inertial error propagation, the main source
of the system noise comes from the random noises on the inertial measurement and the variation
of sensor in-run biases. The modelling of these random noises is discussed in Section 6.9. Based on
the inertial error propagation matrices described in previous sections, the system noise covariance
matrix is
QINS =

n2gI3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 n2aI3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 n2gdI3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 n2adI3×3

τs (C.29)
where n2g and n2a are power spectral densities of the random noises on angular rate and specific
force measurement, n2gd and n2ad are power spectral densities of the in-run biases of gyros and
accelerometers.
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D.1. More Results on DRMs with Different Point Intervals
The following graph shows more results of experiments on using DRMs with various point intervals.
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Figure D.1.: General performance of a system using a DRM with 50m point intervals and 1m point errors
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Figure D.2.: Along track and cross track performance of a system using a DRM with 50m point intervals
and 1m point errors
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Figure D.3.: General performance of a system using a DRM with 100m point intervals and 1m point errors
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Figure D.4.: Along track and cross track performance of a system using a DRM with 100m point intervals
and 1m point errors
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Figure D.5.: General performance of a system using a DRM with 500m point intervals and 1m point errors
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Figure D.6.: Along track and cross track performance of a system using a DRM with 500m point intervals
and 1m point errors
D.2. More Results on DRMs with Different Accuracy Levels
The following graph shows more results of experiments on using DRMs with various surveying
accuracy levels.
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Figure D.7.: General performance of a system using a DRM with 10m point intervals and 0.1m point errors
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Figure D.8.: Along track and cross track performance of a system using a DRM with 10m point intervals
and 0.1m point errors
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